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"Prexsu" is an acronym for the ChangeWright Prepare - Execute - Sustain approach. This approach is aligned with the ACMP Standard for 
Change Management (the Prexsu framework was actually submitted to the ACMP working group when the standard was developed).

The Prexsu approach has been tested in hundreds of large change projects, and is well-regarded. It is comparable to other leading change 
management methodologies that are employed within the project context.

The key features of Prexsu are:

- Practical and results focused
- Based on solid theory and shaped by extensive practical application
- Simple but comprehensive
- Avoidance of technical terms

Introduction

Focus Areas 1. Position initiative

2. Communicate and Engage Stakeholders

3. Enable the change

4. Manage the process

5. Embed the change

6. Realise benefits

7. Learn and improve
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Listing of roles 

referenced in this 

manual

Definition of role 

assignments utilised 

in this manual

Change Agent Usually a part-time role. Acts as a "multiplier" in support of the change management process, usually with 
guidance/assistance from change managers and change leaders.

Change Leader Line managers who are explicitly tasked to play change leadership roles.

Change Manager A hands-on facilitator of change management processes and outcomes. Dedicated (part-time or full-time) 
to a project. For larger projects there may be more than one change manager, with a more senior resource 
taking the change management lead role.

Human Resources Practitioner Can be a generalist or a specialist. May have ongoing, day-to-day change management responsibilities, 
but this role can be differentiated from the "change manager" role in that it is not specifically assigned to a 
project.

Internal Communications 
Practitioner

Individuals or teams who are responsible for internal communication standards, policies, governance and 
execution in the organisation.

Line Manager A formally asigned role for individuals who manage other individuals or teams.

Project Manager The person tasked with the planning, initiation, execution and closing of the project.

Project Sponsor Usually a senior executive who takes overall responsibility for the success of the project.

Project Steering Committee A group (usually comprising of senior executives) which oversees a project and provides overall strategic 
guidance, key decisions and approvals.

Responsible Those responsible for the task, who ensure that it is done as per the approver

Accountable The one ultimately answerable for the correct and thorough completion of the deliverable or task, and the 
one who delegates the work to those responsible. In other words, an accountable must sign off (approve) 
work that responsible provides. There must be only one accountable specified for each task or deliverable.

Support Resources allocated to the "responsible" resource to assist by providing input to the task.

Consulted Those whose opinions are sought, typically subject matter experts; and with whom there is two-way 
communication.

Informed Those who are kept up-to-date on progress, often only on completion of the task or deliverable; and with 
whom there is just one-way communication.
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1. Position initiative

1. Position initiative

The purpose of the Position initiative focus area is to lay a solid foundation for the change initiative. This would extend to:

-  Ensuring that there is clarity in regard to the initiative, including aspects such as scope, objectives, expected benefits, 
   and alignment  with organisational strategy.
-  Establishing alignment with organisational leadership.
-  Ensuring that desired benefits are clearly identified and that there is an adequate benefit realisation process in place.
-  Assessing change loading across the organisation - how much change impact is likely to result from this initiative, what 
   other initiatives are contributing to the overall organisational change load?
-  Understanding the overall change landscape for the initiative - how will aspects such as organisational culture and climate, 
   change history, and organisational change maturity impact on the initiative?

Purpose
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1. Position initiative

1.1 Ensure shared clarity in regard to vision, objectives, scope and success criteria

Purpose The purpose of the processes associated with Ensure shared clarity in regard to vision, objectives, scope and success criteria is to 
ensure that all key initiative role players share a consistent and clear understanding of these fundamental aspects of the initiative. It is 
important that this shared clarity is "processed" properly through interaction and individual interpretation - simply communicating the 
content to all role players without proper processing is unlikely to establish the required level of shared clarity. 

Objectives -  All key role players in the initiative share a common and good understanding of the:
   -  objectives of the initiative
   -  scope of the initiative
   -  success criteria for the initiative

Key inputs -  Project charter
-  Business case

Minimum Outputs -  Assessment report detailing level of shared clarity in regard to vision, objectives, 
   scope and success criteria
-  Action plans and concomitant actions to address instances where there is not 
   adequate shared clarity

Role players Change ManagerResponsible

Project ManagerAccountable

Human Resources PractitionerConsulted

Project Sponsor
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1. Position initiative

Tools for creating a vision for changeRecommended 

tools

In-Out of scope
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Step 3 – Get the vision right: Brainstorming vision elements

In terms of this initiative, what does the ideal future look like?

Stretch target?

Compelling?

Meaningful?

Desirable?

Realistic?

Feasible?

Clear?

Focused?

Flexible?

Easy to communicate?
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Step 3 – Get the vision right: Linking to the overall vision

What are the key touch points, how does the vision for the initiative support the overall vision? 



What is the vision for this initiative?





What is the overall organisational vision?
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Step 3 – Get the vision right: A plan for action

Clarify why a vision is necessary

Develop the vision

Analyse the vision

Develop a benefit realisation framework

Clarify the role of the senior team in interpreting and communicating the vision
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Step 3 – Get the vision right: How will we know when we get there?

We will know that we have done 
this step well when we see people…

We will know that we still

 have work to do  when we see people…
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In-out of scope
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In - Out of Scope – 1 initative

Not sure: 

In scope for initiative?

In scope for initiative

Out of scope

In scope for initiative

In scope for initiative

In scope for initiative

In scope for initiative

Out of scope

Out of scope

Out of scope
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In - Out of Scope – 2 initatives

Not sure: 

In scope for initiative 1?

In scope for initiative 2

In scope for initiative 2

In scope for initiative 1

Out of scope for both initiatives

In scope for initiative 1

Not sure - initiative 1 or 2?



Not sure - initiative 1 or 2?

Initiative 1

Initiative 2

In scope for both initiatives

Out of scope for both initiatives

Not sure: 

In scope for initiative 2?
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1. Position initiative

1.2 Select appropriate engagement style

Purpose The purpose of the processes associated with Select appropriate engagement style is to ensure that the approach(es) adopted for the 
initiative are aligned with the underlying nature of the change, specifically related to the complexity associated with the change. The 
four generic strategies that may be adopted are:

-  Tell: Stakeholders generally agree that the initiative is required and that the adopted approach is correct. The initiative team 
   are certain about the adopted approach. 

   This is a very efficient approach but is essentially a one-way process that is low on stakeholder involvement and may lead
    to compliance instead of commitment.

-  Sell: Stakeholders don't necessarily agree that the initiative is required and that the adopted approach is correct. The 
   initiative team are certain about the adopted approach. 

    This is still a fairly efficient approach (given that the "selling" is done well) but does carry the risk that stakeholders may 
    refuse to buy in and that there may be many instances of compliance instead of commitment.

-  Consult: Stakeholders don't necessarily agree that the initiative is required and that the adopted approach is correct. The
   initiative team have some uncertainty about the approach that should be adopted.

   This approach is more time-consuming and resource-intensive, but carries the significant advantage of greater stakeholder 
  involvement and design input, which tends to promote better change adoption and commitment.  

-  Co-create: Stakeholders opinions vary widely in regard to the initiative and what the adopted approach should be. The
    initiative team are not at all clear about what the correct approach should be. 

   Typically being a "blank sheet" exercise, this is the least efficient approach, but also has the highest levels of stakeholder 
   involvement and design input, and yields the best adoption and commitment levels.

Most initiatives have significant time and budget constraints - this means that the most efficient effective approach should usually be 
selected. It should be noted that it is possible to increase the level of stakeholder involvement beyond the level indicated by the relevant 
diagnostics utilised to select the appropriate approach (e.g. the initiative leadership team can decide to "consult" when the diagnostics 
indicate that a "sell" approach is required) - the implications of this would normally be increased time frames and cost, but also better 
change management outcomes (provided that the stakeholder engagement remains authentic - i.e. That such engagement is not a 
"sham"). However, the level of stakeholder involvement should never be reduced to below what the diagnostics indicate (e.g. the the 
initiative leadership team decides to "tell" when the diagnostics indicate that a "consult" approach is required). 

Objectives -  Selection of the most appropriate (effective and efficient) generic approach or approaches to follow for the initiative
-  Establishment of a common clear understanding among project leadership relating to the most appropriate approach(es) 
   to follow 
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1. Position initiative

Key inputs -  Information regarding the extent of stakeholder agreement that the initiative is required and that the proposed solution(s) 
   will be effective
-  Information regarding the extent of certainty among the initiative team that the initiative design will work and that the 
   proposed solution(s) will be effective 

Minimum Outputs -  A documented generic approach (telling/selling/consulting/co-creating) per key change introduced by the initiative (typically 
   there would not be more than 5-10)

Role players Change ManagerResponsible

Project ManagerAccountable

Human Resources PractitionerConsulted

Project Sponsor

Project Steering CommitteeInformed

Select appropriate engagem ent styleRecommended 

tools
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Select appropriate engagement style
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Determining the appropriate default engagement style











Tell

Sell

Consult

Co-create

Avoid

5

4

3

2

1

0

4

3

2

1

0

5

		In regard to those who are driving the change, to what extent is there certainty…		

		No Certainty   0 – 1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5   Total Certainty		

		that the timeline is adequate?		

		about the scope of the initiative (that it is not too great nor too modest)?		

		that the initiative is adequately resourced?		

		that the approach(es) to be followed will yield the desired outcomes?		

		that all significant risks have been identified and adequately mitigated ?		

		that all key assumptions been clarified and tested?		



Divide total by 6, plot on this axis



Divide total by 5, plot on this axis







		In regard to those who will be affected by the change, to what extent is there…		

		No consensus   0 – 1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5  Full consensus 		

		agreement about the necessity for the change?		

		agreement about the likelihood that the change will result in the stated objectives?		

		agreement regarding the approach(es) to be followed?		

		acceptance regarding the organisational impacts of the change?		

		acceptance regarding the personal impacts of the change?		
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1. Position initiative

1.3 Determine change loading

Purpose The purpose of the processes associated with Determine change loading is to ensure that the impact of the current initiative -
considered in conjunction with the impact of other change initiatives and major "business as usual" processes running in the 
organisation - does not overload parts or all of the organisation. It is important to consider the impact of the initiative itself (for example 
the time required for design workshops or training) as well as the impact of the changes resulting from the initiative (for example a 
period where there will be "teething problems", reduced process efficiency and a need for intensive support due to the implementation 
of a new software system).

Objectives -  Clear understanding of the change load implications for the organisation and people in different units within the 
   organisation
-  Establishment of a valid and reliable data to serve as the basis for decision making in regard to managing 
   organisational change load 

Key inputs -  Change loading data from the Manage change portfolio focus area
-  High level project plan for the current initiative

Minimum Outputs -  Change load analysis for the current initiative, taking into account the change load introduced by 
   other initiatives and "business as usual" activities.
-  A shared understanding among project and organisational leadership of the change load implications 
   for the organisation and people in different units within the organisation.
-  Action plans to address identified instances of change overload. 

Role players Change ManagerResponsible

Project ManagerAccountable

Line ManagerConsulted

Change Leader

Human Resources PractitionerInformed

Project Steering Committee

Project Sponsor
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1. Position initiative

Determine change loadingRecommended 

tools
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Sheet1

				Site Impact of Current Initiatives and Ongoing Events and Activities



								Jan		Feb		Mar		Apr		May		Jun		Jul		Aug		Sep		Oct		Nov		Dec

				Overall Organisational Impact				12		18		20		24		12		8		13		7		4		11		12		13

				BU 1		Business Cycle				High

Ivan Overton: Year end		High

Ivan Overton: Year end		Low		Low		Low		Medium		Low		Low		High

Ivan Overton: Budget		High

Ivan Overton: Budget		Low

						Holidays		Medium

Ivan Overton: December holidays						High

Ivan Overton: Easter holidays																High

Ivan Overton: December holidays

						Extraordinary Events														High

Ivan Overton: Plant shutdown

						Project 1

						Project 2

						Project 3		Medium		High		High		High		Medium		Low		Low

				BU 2		Business Cycle				High		High		Low		Low		Low		Medium		Low		Low		High		High		Low

						Holidays		Medium

Ivan Overton: December holidays						High

Ivan Overton: Easter holidays																High

Ivan Overton: December holidays

						Extraordinary Events																High

Ivan Overton: Plant shutdown

						Project 1

						Project 5

						Project 7		Medium		High		High		High		Medium		Low		Low

				BU 3		Business Cycle				High		High		Low		Low		Low		Medium		Low		Low		High		High		Low

						Holidays		Medium

Ivan Overton: December holidays						High

Ivan Overton: Easter holidays																High

Ivan Overton: December holidays

										

Ivan Overton: Year end		

Ivan Overton: December holidays				

Ivan Overton: Year end		

Ivan Overton: Easter holidays		

Ivan Overton: December holidays												

Ivan Overton: Plant shutdown						

Ivan Overton: Budget		

Ivan Overton: Budget		

Ivan Overton: Easter holidays																

Ivan Overton: December holidays		

Ivan Overton: December holidays														

Ivan Overton: Plant shutdown		

Ivan Overton: Easter holidays																

Ivan Overton: December holidays		Extraordinary Events						Medium		High		High		Medium		Low		Low		Low		Medium		High		Low

						Project 5

						Project 2

						Project 3		Medium		High		High		High		Medium		Low		Low
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Sheet3
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1. Position initiative

1.4 Develop common change landscape

Purpose The purpose of the processes associated with Develop common change landscape is to ensure a shared understanding among 
initiative leadership in regard to external factors that may affect the change(s), the implications of organisational culture and climate for 
the change(s), and organisational capacity and readiness for change.

It is important to establish an early shared understanding of the change landscape, as this may impact on the overall implementation 
strategy and project planning.  

Objectives Establish a shared understanding among initiative leadership in regard to:

- external factors that may affect the change(s)
- the implications of organisational culture and climate for the change(s)
- and organisational capacity and readiness for change

Key inputs - Project charter
- Organisational culture and climate assessment data
- Interviews with selected stakeholders
- Output of Ensure shared clarity in regard to vision, objectives, scope and success criteria

Minimum Outputs - Documented change landscape information, ideally in a graphical format.
- Identified and documented risks and issues associated with the change
  landscape
- A shared understanding of the change landscape among project leadership

Role players Change ManagerResponsible

Project ManagerAccountable

Project SponsorConsulted

Project Steering CommitteeInformed
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1. Position initiative

Example change landscapeRecommended 

tools

Change impact assessment - high-level

Assessing Change History
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Example change landscape
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What are we moving towards? Could be better competitiveness, more profit, better opportunities, less cost or risk, etc.



What are we moving away from? Could be a burning platform, unmet requirements, unmitigated risk,  cost,  undesirable environment, etc.

Landscape Elements

The light

The fire



The general climate in the organisation

Climate



What is taboo around here? Things that should not be challenged or “messed with”, where reactions might be disproportionate to normal expectations. 

No Entry



What forces are driving or supporting the change? 

Forces For



What forces are blocking or opposing the change?

Forces Against
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Updated and improved applications are required to cater for 
the continued and improved growth of business systems to keep up with modern technologies.

Prepare for the future



After  a certain date there will be no support available for      current version of SAP,  except at an additional cost. 

Change Landscape – SAP Upgrade Example





Code freeze may 
cause frustration if 
there are business issues that cannot be resolved during the freeze.

There is a typical weariness regarding system training

Project team dynamics 
may present a challenge –
several different organisations and geographically dispersed. 





Upgrade is a normal 
business systems 
process – it is part of 
“business as usual” and carries the momentum associated with this. 

Strong element of 
competition among the different sites







None noted as of yet



IT team under                  significant work pressure
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Key Changes

		Key Change Name				Key Change Description

		1		One sales organisation		Introduction of one sales organisation, centralising all of the sales functions from across our different operating units.

		2		b

		3		c

		4		d

		5		e

		6		f

		7		g

		When you have entered all key changes and their descriptions, please go to the "Implications" worksheet and follow the instructions at the top of the sheet.
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Implications

						For each of the five key changes, please rate the potential impact in each of the 9 dimensions described below, and also indicate who (individuals, groups or parts of the organisation) will be impacted.

						Business Processes		Organisation		Governance and Reporting		Headcount		Job Content		Political Issues		Behavioural Change		Training and Development		Business Leadership

		The list below contains the key changes 
you entered on the previous sheet.				Please indicate (by selecting an option in the "Rating" row) the likely impact for each key change in each of the dimensions below, and type in who (individuals and/or groups) will be impacted by this change in the "Impacts on" row

		One sales organisation		Rating		3		3		2		3		1		2		2		2		3

				Impacts on		All employees in new org; Internal cust in BU's;  Ext cust		All employees in new org		All employees in new org		All employees in new org; Employees made redundant in the process		All employees in new org		Senior management across the group		All employees in new org; Internal cust in BU's		All employees in new org; Internal cust in BU's		All line managers in new org; Managers in BU's

		b		Rating

				Impacts on

		c		Rating

				Impacts on

		d		Rating

				Impacts on

		e		Rating

				Impacts on

		f		Rating

				Impacts on

		g		Rating

				Impacts on
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The way in which the organisation is managed and/or reporting lines will change



Analysis

				Business Processes		Organisation		Governance and Reporting		Headcount		Job Content		Political Issues		Behavioural Change		Training & Development		Business Leadership

		One sales organisation		3.0		3.0		2.0		3.0		1.0		2.0		2.0		2.0		3.0		2.3

		b		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

		c		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

		d		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

		e		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

		f		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

		g		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

				3.0		3.0		2.0		3.0		1.0		2.0		2.0		2.0		3.0		2.3
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Chart by Dimension

		





Chart by Dimension

		Business Processes		Business Processes		Business Processes		Business Processes		Business Processes		Business Processes		Business Processes

		Organisation		Organisation		Organisation		Organisation		Organisation		Organisation		Organisation

		Governance and Reporting		Governance and Reporting		Governance and Reporting		Governance and Reporting		Governance and Reporting		Governance and Reporting		Governance and Reporting

		Headcount		Headcount		Headcount		Headcount		Headcount		Headcount		Headcount

		Job Content		Job Content		Job Content		Job Content		Job Content		Job Content		Job Content

		Political Issues		Political Issues		Political Issues		Political Issues		Political Issues		Political Issues		Political Issues

		Behavioural Change		Behavioural Change		Behavioural Change		Behavioural Change		Behavioural Change		Behavioural Change		Behavioural Change

		Training & Development		Training & Development		Training & Development		Training & Development		Training & Development		Training & Development		Training & Development

		Business Leadership		Business Leadership		Business Leadership		Business Leadership		Business Leadership		Business Leadership		Business Leadership



One sales organisation

b

c

d

e

f

g

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

0

0

0

0

0

0
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Assessing change history
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Starting off a group discussion with an anonymous assessment

Think of past change initiatives [in company X] – taken overall, how successful have they been: 

1

Total failure

5

Great success

2

3

4

1

1

1

1

4

4

4

4

2

2

3

3

3

5
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Possible alternative/additional questions

Vary the scope of the question, for example: 

Think of past change initiatives [in business unit  X/specific departments/over the last two years/etc]

Think of past IT initiatives 

Vary the focus of the question – for example

From the perspective of  the company/The individual employee/Grade X and up/Grade Y and lower

You can pose more than one question, and come up with variants that would make sense in the context of the organisation and its change history.
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Appreciative Grid

Describe 1 thing that did not work at all

Describe 2 things that should be done better

Describe 2 new things that we should think of trying

Think about instances where the change process worked really well. Describe 5  important things that contributed to this.

Think of past change initiatives [in company X]: 

The podcasts that Ben did for Project Peak

The workshops with different depts

The Town Sessions  with the merger with ACME.

The readiness workshops for Accurate.

Training for the new Performance Process

Training planning

Post go-live support

E-mail newsletters

Whole system change methods

Webinar technology
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1. Position initiative

1.5 Review/initiate benefit realisation process

Purpose The purpose of the processes associated with Review/initiate benefit realisation process is to ensure that there is an adequate, 
effective benefit realisation process in place (or about to be put into place) for the initiative. It is important that benefit realisation enjoys 
early attention as the related processes should be rooted in effective contracting with key role players at the earliest opportunity. An 
early focus on benefit realisation also helps the guide and shape stakeholder participation and commitment - stakeholders will tend to 
engage differently with the initiative when they know they will be held accountable for some or all of the desired benefits. 

Objectives -  Accountability and responsibility for benefit realisation is defined and contracted with the relevant stakeholders
-  The attention of initiative role players and other stakeholders is clearly focused on the realisation of benefits in line with 
   the business case for the initiative

Key inputs -  Initiative business case
-  Project charter
-  Output of Ensure shared clarity in regard to vision, objectives, scope and success criteria

Minimum Outputs -  Defined benefits, broken down into the most appropriate level of detail (e.g. by Business Unit, department or team)
-  Contracted benefit realisation roles (often utilising a RASCI matrix)
-  Stakeholders who have a defined role in the benefit realisation process are clear about their RASCI allocations 
-  Clarity in regard to applicable measurement and success criteria 
-  There is a clear process through which benefit realisation will be tracked and managed

Role players Change ManagerResponsible

Project ManagerAccountable

Project SponsorConsulted

Line ManagerInformed
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1. Position initiative

Tools for creating a vision for changeRecommended 

tools

Defining Benefit Realisation
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Step 3 – Get the vision right: Brainstorming vision elements

In terms of this initiative, what does the ideal future look like?

Stretch target?

Compelling?

Meaningful?

Desirable?

Realistic?

Feasible?

Clear?

Focused?

Flexible?

Easy to communicate?
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Step 3 – Get the vision right: Linking to the overall vision

What are the key touch points, how does the vision for the initiative support the overall vision? 



What is the vision for this initiative?





What is the overall organisational vision?
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Step 3 – Get the vision right: A plan for action

Clarify why a vision is necessary

Develop the vision

Analyse the vision

Develop a benefit realisation framework

Clarify the role of the senior team in interpreting and communicating the vision
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Step 3 – Get the vision right: How will we know when we get there?

We will know that we have done 
this step well when we see people…

We will know that we still

 have work to do  when we see people…
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Defining benefit realisation
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Alice was a little startled by seeing the Cheshire Cat sitting on a bough of a tree a few yards off. ‘Would you tell me, please, which way I ought to walk from here?’



‘That depends a good deal on where you want to get to’ said the Cat.



‘I don’t much care where –’ said Alice.



‘Then it doesn’t matter which way you walk’ said the Cat.



(From Alice in Wonderland by Lewis Carroll)
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Additional workshops within functions/BU’s to develop detail and RACI

Defining benefit realisation:
A proposed process

Ongoing feedback at management and board meetings through to completion.

As specific as possible.

Wide stakeholder involvement strongly advised.

Effort spared here will carry punitive interest later!

Development of Initiative Business Case

Comments/further suggestions?

Breakaway groups – what are the specific benefits that we can realise?

Workshop with heads of functions/business units and key members of their teams

(or better – the whole system)

Top 4 to 7 benefits that our area will realise.

Timeframe

How this will be measured.

Presentation by BU/Functional heads at Steerco

Business case signed off according to normal governance process
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1. Position initiative

1.6 Align with leadership

Purpose The purpose of the processes associated with Align with leadership is to ensure that the initiative is fully aligned with organisational 
leadership. The fact that an initiative has been given the go-ahead based on a business case and other pre-feasibility and feasibility 
checkpoints does not necessarily guarantee that there is an adequate level of alignment. Without such alignment, the initiative may not 
be accorded the required priority, leaders are less likely to play an effective change leadership role, there may be resistance and a lack 
of support and there is a significant risk that misaligned (or unrealistic) expectations may result in the initiative being deemed not to be 
a success. 

Objectives - Determine whether the initiative will enjoy adequate prioritisation and support
- Identify and surface areas of misaligned expectations
- Assess the extent to which leaders are willing and able to play a change leadership role
- Identify issues, risks and concerns

Key inputs -  Output of Ensure shared clarity in regard to vision, objectives, scope and success criteria

Minimum Outputs - Leadership alignment feedback report (results of 1-on-1 interviews) presented to leaders in their natural work groups
- Action plans developed by leadership groups after feedback
- Action plans/modification of project approach and plan (if required)
- Issues and risks clarified and logged
- Action plans to address surfaced concerns and misaligned expectations

Role players Change ManagerResponsible

Project SponsorAccountable

Line ManagerConsulted

Change Leader

Project Sponsor

Project Steering CommitteeInformed
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1. Position initiative

Leadership interview questionsRecommended 

tools

Leadership effectiveness self-audit

Leadership alignment action plan template

Example Leadership Roles Presentation

Example Leadership Alignment Presentation

Contracting with project sponsor
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Project X: Leadership Interview Questions

1. Business focus


Objective:  To understand the business environment within which X will be delivering its solutions


1.1. What are your top three business priorities?


1.2. What are your top three burning business issues?

1.3. How does the project relate to these?

2. History of change


Objective:  To establish how change is usually experienced & capture lessons from past experiences


2.1. How was change associated with past projects experienced within your environment?

2.2. What can we learn from these experiences?

2.2.1. To prevent (what did not work well?)

2.2.2. To do (what worked well?)

3. Project purpose


Objective:  To create an understanding of the reason for Project X’s existence, what will be achieved & whether the business supports this


3.1. What in the case for change supports your business imperatives?


3.2. What do you disagree with?


3.3. What would you change (add / remove/ modify)?


4. Project positioning

Objective:  To determine the position of the project within overall business objectives & current perceptions of leaders regarding its value

4.1. On a scale of 1 (not at all) – 10 (critical), how important would you rate X in the enhancement of your business objectives?


4.2. What are your perceptions of X?


4.3. What do expect X to deliver?

4.4. What will happen if X fails?


5. Threat and opportunities


Objective:  To identify existing pitfalls and bridges that can be addressed and used respectively in making the project successful


5.1. What are potential barriers to the success of this project?  Do you have any suggestions to overcome these?


5.2. What are potential levers for the success of the Project?


5.3. In your opinion, what is the one thing that can result in the failure of the project?  Do you have any suggestions to deal with this?


6. Reactions to change


Objective:  To identify areas of concern for stakeholder willingness to the change being undertaken


6.1 Do you believe the employees are ready to face more change?


6.2 How do you expect people to react to the changes that X will bring?


6.3 Can you identify possible areas of immediate concern / positive response?


6.4 Do you have any suggestions to address these individuals / groups where the reactions may initially be adverse?


7. Competing Initiatives


Objective:  To determine resource availability for the successful completion of the project


7.1 What other initiatives (current or future) compete and/or potentially clash with X?

7.2 With what other initiatives does the project have to align?


8. Sponsorship


Objective: To determine leadership’s commitment to the project

8.1 What role do you think you could play to make this project successful?

8.2 What do you need from project to support & drive this initiative?


9. General


9.1 Anything else you want to add or make the project team aware of?
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Leadership effectiveness self-audit
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A Model for Change Leadership

Make the change a priority

Set the example

Demand change

Facilitate change in your team
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Make the change a priority

The three elements of “make the change a priority” were adapted from the General Electric Change Acceleration Process

Time

Energy/ Passion

Focus/ Agenda

Make the change a priority

Set the example

Demand change

Facilitate change in your team

Make the change a priority

Self-Audit

A significant proportion of time in my calendar is dedicated to this change.

People can see that I am really “fired up” about this change.

If I had to shortlist the key things on my agenda, this change would be one of them. 
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Set the example

Share experience

Develop

competence

Adopt change

Make the change a priority

Set the example

Demand change

Facilitate change in your team

Set the example

Self-Audit

I share my own experience of the change with my team.

I am seen to go the extra mile in developing the competencies required by this change.

I visibly adopt the change. 
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Facilitate change in your team

Communicate thoroughly

Enable and support changed behaviour

Listen

actively 

Make the change a priority

Set the example

Demand change

Facilitate change in your team

Facilitate change in your team

Self-Audit

I ensure that I get all the required information and communicate this thoroughly to my team.

I take care to ensure that communication is not only “one way” and that dialogue is encouraged.

I take effective steps to enable and support changed behaviour.

I know how to “listen actively” and have practiced this skill to the level where I am comfortable using it.

I listen actively when members of my team appear to encounter difficulty with the change.  
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Demand change

Clarify requirements and objectives

Hold individuals accountable

Align performance measures

Make the change a priority

Set the example

Demand change

Facilitate change in your team

Demand change

Self-Audit

I ensure that my team has absolute clarity regarding the new requirements and objectives resulting from the change. 

I make it very clear that I hold each team member accountable to do their part in ensuring that the change is successful.

I make it very clear that I hold each team member accountable for realising the benefits associated with this change.

I review the performance measures for my team and ensure that this is aligned to the requirements of the change. 
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		A self-audit checklist for change leaders						

		Please complete the following checklist – it is for your own information and provides a self-audit of  your effectiveness as a change leader.  Those items where you answer “no” are likely to undermine your effectiveness and require further attention. Items where you did not know will require more investigation and/or discussion with a change facilitator or a colleague for clarification.		Yes		No		Don’t know

		A significant proportion of time in my calendar is dedicated to this change.						

		People can see that I am really “fired up” about this change.						

		If I had to shortlist the key things on my agenda, this change would be one of them. 						

		I share my own experience of the change with my team.						

		I am seen to go the extra mile in developing the competencies required by this change.						

		I visibly adopt the change						

		I ensure that I get all the required information and communicate this thoroughly to my team.						

		I take care to ensure that communication is not only “one way” and that dialogue is encouraged.						

		I take effective steps to enable and support changed behaviour.						

		I know how to “listen actively” and have practiced this skill to the level where I am comfortable using it.						

		I listen actively when members of my team appear to encounter difficulty with the change. 						

		I ensure that my team has absolute clarity regarding the new requirements and objectives resulting from the change. 						

		I make it very clear that I hold each team member accountable to do their part in ensuring that the change is successful.						

		I make it very clear that I hold each team member accountable for realising the benefits associated with this change.						

		I review the performance measures for my team and ensure that this is aligned to the requirements of the change. 						
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Develop your own  “to be” competence

Adopt change visibly in your own space

Share your own experience – ups and downs

Engage in dialogue, 
listen actively

Inform/educate 
thoroughly

Enable and support 
changed behaviour

Hold individuals accountable

Align performance processes 
and measures

Clarify objectives, track progress



Formally allocate significant 
time to this 

Invest your intellect, 
but also your passion

Make your
prioritisation of 
the change visible

Make the change a priority

Demand change

Set the example

Actively facilitate change in your team

Summary information
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		Leadership Action Plan for [enter Group Name]


[Date]

		







		Action Theme

		Action Steps

		Who?

		Timing

		Assistance Required



		1. Acme (Vision/Mission)

		· Revisit Acme Strategy




· Clear out with Company Directors




· Roll out communication re Acme strategy (KISS)




		

		

		HR

HRC


TBD



		2. Leadership (Style; Stress; Trust; Skills; Role Clarification)

		· Role clarification, responsibilities


· Leadership Programme to develop group leaders




		

		

		Other depts (internal clients or suppliers)


Acme Management Team


HR



		3. Past Experience (Lessons; Trust; Issues)

		· 

		

		

		



		4. Communication (Consistency; Trust)

		· Communicate to rest of Line Management re 4 themes and invite comments


· Clarify further communication re feedback of CRA/LA result to rest of Acme

		

		

		





Department Leader [enter Section]:    

Facilitator: 
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Leadership Roles

Example Presentation
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“Engaging the top team in leading change” is critical

2

Leadership Team 

Capacity

Tangible Plan

Values & 

Alignment

Clear & Shared 

Direction

Case for 

Change











Critical Success Factor

If it is not in place…

Description

Top team works well enough together to effectively deal with stress of change

Strong and shared views on the need and urgency for change

Project does not progress on plan

Middle management frustration with lack of decisive leadership

True agendas are not made public

Lack of sense of urgency

Procrastination

Conflicting messages to the organization

Anxiety and confusion

Reactive decision-making 

Conflicting directive to management

Change initiatives fall flat

“Cognitive dissonance” on the part of rank-and-file employees—they don’t follow leaders

Unclear game plan

Different parts of organization moving in different directions











Very clear vision and a shared sense of direction

Understanding of what can be leveraged in the culture and what needs to change

Plan to engage the management team and to cascade change through the organization
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Leaders make change happen

3





Management is doing things right; leadership is doing the right things. 
	Peter F. Drucker 

A leader is a dealer in hope.
              Napoleon Bonaparte 





There is overwhelming evidence from studies over the past 15 years spanning a variety of change initiatives across the world that the most critical factor in successful organisational change is good leadership.


Employees do not want to hear about change from external consultants or people from “other departments” – they want their leaders to tell them and to guide them through it.
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Contributing to Project Success: Leadership action checklist

	Make sure you have a clear understanding of the business processes and how the system will enable it



	Ensure you have realistic expectations and understand what the system is going to do for the business 

	Get a clear understanding of what the new processes and system will require of your people

	Be actively involved in the project and convey a consistent positive message about the project to your business unit



	Ensure that you get feedback on how your people are reacting to the change, and what the issues are.

	People will look to you for guidance and inspiration - it does not follow that you will always have all the answers: ask for assistance if you need it











4
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	Insist that people use the new system – as far as is possible, don’t accept workarounds that circumvent the system, even if this is tough at first



	Lead by example by using the system to view reports and analyse information. Start to explore ways to use the system as a strategic tool 

	Remind people of the overall business case and benefits for them and the company, drive benefit realisation, hold your managers accountable

	Have empathy for your people’s frustrations, but remain firm - help them to get the knowledge or assistance they require









	Build new performance measures that align with the new “As Is” and give ongoing feedback about performance – “informal” feedback is powerful



	Focus on the wins and celebrate them (this will build momentum and stimulate people to use the system more)















Ensuring Ongoing Success: Leadership action checklist

5
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Notes: Contracting with the Project Sponsor

· Successful change depends on the change sponsor and change facilitator’s degree of alignment on the desired outcomes for the change, roles and accountabilities each will execute during the change, and the business case outcomes. 

· For this reason, an explicit contract between the change facilitator and the change sponsor can add significant value to the change process, as it reduces the risk of misunderstanding, role confusion and unmet expectations.

· Effective contracting is an iterative process that may require several meetings initially and can happen at different times throughout the duration of a change project. 


· For major change initiatives it is not uncommon for the change facilitators to “re-contract” with the change sponsor regarding revising deliverables, processes, resources etc. as information or change plans evolve or business conditions change. 


· Both the change facilitator and change sponsor should conclude their discussions with documented agreement with regard to:

· How to articulate the desired future state and describe what success looks like (high level).

· Roles and mutual expectations.

· Availability of the project sponsor – set up recurring meetings.

· How to proceed with the change project.

· Change facilitators should take the lead in managing the ongoing change sponsor/change facilitator relationship to ensure that the sponsor is informed of progress being made against the agreed upon outcomes and their awareness of any potential issues or challenges are continuously discussed throughout the change effort. 


· Time, planning and practice are needed to develop good contracting skills.


○
Proactively formulate your own thoughts about what will be required to ensure the change effort will be successful.


○
Ask probing questions to facilitate/expand the change sponsor’s thinking process on the change effort and identify any potential barriers, challenges and resource requirements that may need to be resolved prior to launching the change effort.


· Remember, some questions may not be easily answered by the sponsor. Be sensitive to where the client is and know it may take several sessions for questions to be resolved.


· In the preparation phase of planning for the contracting session, change facilitators need to 


· constantly identify and test their assumptions and biases about:


· The proposed change.


· What the change sponsor actually wants.


· The level and capacity of the business to engage in the change effort.


· Prior working relationships with the sponsor or business unit. 


· Develop a list of questions to guide your discussion and ensure you don’t forget to ask something critical. Many problems often arise throughout the change effort because of what is left unsaid, assumed or not validated between the change facilitator and the change sponsor.
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Leadership Alignment

Example Presentation
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Introduction

Research has proven that the lack of leadership commitment is the single most likely point of failure for a project



Employee commitment is impossible without leadership commitment.  Resistance to new technology and/or processes can only be dealt with through the effective communication and management by immediate superiors



Project X will not work without the aligned commitment of the leaders through all phases of the project

2
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The commitment gaining process

Commitment requires far more than cognitive understanding or agreement.  It also requires iterative dialogue and interaction to facilitate emotional processing.

DIFFERENCE

DIALOGUE

UNDERSTANDING



COMMITMENT

ACTION

ACCOUNTABILITY

ALIGNMENT



Iterative 
process promotes shared  understanding

Leadership Actions

Leadership Workshop/s

Leadership Interviews

3
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The purpose of leadership alignment is to ensure that leaders:

Are aligned and committed to the outcome of the project

Clearly understand their roles and responsibilities within the context of the project

Are taking overall accountability for the successful outcome of the project

Show a united front while dealing constructively with internal disagreements and disputes as and when they arise

Communicate a consistent message about the project and visibly demonstrate the project’s shared vision, objectives and goals

Purpose of leadership alignment

4
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Objectives

The objectives of the process will be to:

Understand leadership’s burning business issues

Understand the perceptions of business leadership regarding Project X

Create dialogue around the case for change

Facilitate alignment regarding the requirements for the success of Project X, including the schedule, milestones and deliverables

Discuss alignment of Project X to other initiatives within the business.

Clarify the RACI (Responsible; Accountable; Consult; Inform) for a successful Project X business solution

5
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Leadership alignment process overview

Identify suitable facilitators

Provide facilitators with required content and outcomes

Schedule leaders for individual interviews & common workshop/s

Finalise approach, process & questions

Conduct interviews

Generate issues and critical focus report

Conduct leadership workshop/s

Project to address critical path issues

Ongoing leadership engagement and feedback

Agree project / business actions for successful project

6
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Individual interview questions

Business focus

Objective:  To understand the business environment within which X will be delivered 

What are your top three business priorities?

What are your top three burning business issues?

How does Project X relate to this?



History of change

Objective:  To establish how change is usually experienced & capture lessons from past experiences

How was change associated with past projects experienced within your environment?

What can we learn from these experiences?

To prevent (what did not work well?)

To do (what worked well?)



7
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Individual interview questions (continued)

Project purpose

Objective:  To create an understanding of the reason for Project X, what will be achieved & whether the business supports this

What in the case for change supports your business imperatives?

What do you disagree with?

What would you change (add / remove/ modify)?



Project positioning

Objective:  To determine the position of X within overall business objectives & current perceptions of leaders regarding its value

On a scale of 1 (not at all) – 10 (critical), how important would you rate X in the context of your business objectives?

What are your perceptions of X?

What do you expect X to deliver?

What will happen if X fails?



8
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Threats and opportunities

Objective:  To identify existing pitfalls and bridges that can be addressed and used respectively in making the project successful

What are potential barriers to the success of this project?  Do you have any suggestions to overcome these?

What are potential levers for the success of the Project?

In your opinion, what is the one thing that can result in the failure of the project?  Do you have any suggestions to deal with this?



Reactions to change

Objective:  To identify areas of concern for stakeholder willingness to the change being  undertaken 

Do you believe the employees are ready to face more change?

How do you expect people to react to the changes that Project X will bring?

Can you identify possible areas of immediate concern / positive response?

Do you have any suggestions to address areas where the reactions may initially be adverse?





Individual interview questions (continued)

9
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Competing Initiatives

Objective:  To determine resource availability for the successful completion of the project 

What other initiatives (current or future) compete and/or potentially clash with the project?

With what other initiatives does the project have to align?



Sponsorship

Objective:  To determine leadership’s commitment to the project

What role do you think you could play to make this project successful?

What do you need from project to support & drive this initiative?



General 

Anything else you want to add or make the project team aware of?







Individual interview questions (continued)

10
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2. Communicate and Engage Stakeholders

2. Communicate and Engage Stakeholders

The purpose of the Communicate and Engage Stakeholders focus area is to ensure that all significant stakeholders reach the required 
levels of awareness and understanding of the change initiative and how it will impact on them, and that - as far as possible - they have a 
positive attitude towards the change initiative and the outcomes that will result from it.

The following aspects are addressed in this focus area:

-  Identifying and prioritising stakeholders
-  Developing strategies for stakeholder engagement and communication
-  Developing and executing stakeholder engagement plans
-  Developing and executing communication plans
-  Tracking stakeholder progress and communication effectiveness 

Purpose

Page 17 of 73
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2. Communicate and Engage Stakeholders

2.1 Identify and prioritise stakeholders

Purpose The purpose of the processes associated with Identify and prioritise stakeholders is to ensure that all individuals and/or groups that will 
be significantly impacted by the initiative (and/or its consequences) or who can exert significant influence on the initiative (and/or its 
consequences) are identified and prioritised. This is a critical foundation for all of the change management effort to follow, as the list of 
prioritised stakeholders will serve as a critical input for the communication and stakeholder engagement strategy and associated 
planning and actions. Stakeholders that are omitted from the list are unlikely not to be included in ongoing communication efforts, and 
will probably not be involved in any of the stakeholder engagement processes. This could introduce significant risk.

Objectives - Identify all relevant stakeholders
- Prioritise stakeholders

Key inputs - Project Charter
- Output of Ensure shared clarity in regard to vision, objectives, scope and success criteria
- High-level organisational structure

Minimum Outputs - Documented stakeholder analysis

Role players Change ManagerResponsible

Project ManagerAccountable

Project SponsorConsulted

Internal Communications PractitionerInformed

Change Agent

Project Steering Committee
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2. Communicate and Engage Stakeholders

Stakeholder analysisRecommended 

tools
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Stakeholder analysis
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Impact vs Influence

Impact of Project/Outcomes on Stakeholder



The extent to which the project or the project outcomes will impact on the stakeholder.


Examples:

The stakeholder has to spend a significant amount of time in project workshops.

The work processes where the stakeholder plays a role will change significantly as a result of the project.







Influence of Stakeholder on Project/Outcomes



The extent to which the project or the project outcomes will impact on the stakeholder.


Examples:

The stakeholder has to spend a significant amount of time in project workshops.

The work processes where the stakeholder plays a role will change significantly as a result of the project.
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Four quadrants

Influence of Stakeholder 

on Project/Outcomes









Impact of 

Project/

Outcomes 

on 

Stakeholder























































This can be plotted in four quadrants, and stakeholder positioning within the quadrants has implications for how we should communicate and engage with them, as the following slides show…
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The greater the impact, the more important it becomes that the stakeholder should be aware of the project, the reasons underlying change, timelines, etc.



It is also important for highly impacted stakeholders to understand exactly what will change when, and what their roles are in this. 

Impact of 

Project/

Outcomes 

on 

Stakeholder



















Consequences of higher impact
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Higher Impact requires more intense communication

Impact of 

Project/

Outcomes 

on 

Stakeholder



More impact, more communication
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The greater the influence

of the stakeholder,

the more important it

becomes for the 

project team to

know what the attitude of

the stakeholder is and to

track this over time

in order to act pro-actively.

 

Influence of Stakeholder 

on Project/Outcomes

Consequences of influence
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Greater influence

requires more 
intense monitoring

 

Influence of Stakeholder 

on Project/Outcomes

More influence, more monitoring
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In summary…

Influence of Stakeholder 

on Project/Outcomes









Impact of 

Project/

Outcomes 

on 

Stakeholder





















































Communication: Intense

Monitoring: Keep an eye on them

Communication: Intense

Monitoring: Very close

Communication: Informational

Monitoring: Not essential, be aware of major issues

Communication: Informational

Monitoring: Close
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Influence of Stakeholder 

on Project/Outcomes









Impact of 

Project/

Outcomes 

on 

Stakeholder





















































Stakeholder analysis template



Users

Exco – “Investors”

BS Risk

BS Infrastructure

BA’s

BS PMO

SA’s

Steerco

Superusers

BPO’s

Business Owner

GRC Project

HR Time Project

Project Team

Project Sponsor
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2. Communicate and Engage Stakeholders

2.2 Develop stakeholder engagement and communication strategy

Purpose The purpose of the processes associated with Develop stakeholder engagement and communication strategy is to ensure that all 
available resources and communication and stakeholder engagement activities are leveraged optimally in support of project objectives. 
This involves large scale, long-range consideration of what needs to be achieved, and how best to do this. Effective stakeholder 
engagement and communication strategies provide a solid foundation for more detailed levels of planning and execution.

Objectives - The establishment of consensus among project leadership in regard to the approach to be followed for stakeholder 
  engagement and communication
- Development of an overall guiding framework for stakeholder engagement and communication

Key inputs - Stakeholder analysis
- Project charter
- Output of Ensure shared clarity in regard to vision, objectives, scope and success criteria
- Organisational vision, strategy and values
- Documented change landscape information

Minimum Outputs - Stakeholder engagement and communication strategy

Role players Change ManagerResponsible

Project ManagerAccountable

Internal Communications PractitionerConsulted

Change Agent

Project Sponsor

Project Steering CommitteeInformed
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2. Communicate and Engage Stakeholders

Example Communication and Stakeholder Engagement 
Strategy

Recommended 

tools
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One Platform Migration Programme
Communication and Stakeholder  Engagement Strategy

July 2014
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Introduction and key considerations 

		What is this?		The documented results of a careful thinking process regarding communication 
required for the Acme HR and Payroll One Platform Project 

		How is it used?		Communication is a powerful lever for change, and can add great value if done well, or do much harm if done poorly.
Communication will also require a significant investment of time and resources. 
It is therefore important to think everything through clearly, and to obtain adequate input in this process from key project role players.
A communication plan is the next step, where a detailed timeline and other content is developed on the basis of the communication strategy.
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key elements to consider: Guiding Context



Guiding Context

Planning and Execution

Outcomes/

Feedback

Objectives

Stakeholders

Channel

Source

Key Messages

What is the “framework” within which we will be communicating?
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Guiding context: vision and one message

		The OnePlatform Vision 

To achieve improved synergies through greater integration across HR, Payroll and Procurement within the Universal Holdings Group. 


One Message

The OnePlatform Programme will migrate the Acme HR, Payroll and Procurement systems onto the Universal Holdings Group platform, with the objective of achieving improved synergies, more integration and better efficiencies.
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		July 
2014		August
 2014		September
 2014		October  
2014		November  2014		December  2014		January 
2015		February 
2015		March  
2015      

				\														



Guiding context:  significant changes associated with the programme

Key Project  Activity Timeline

																		



Change 4: Mindset shift to more emphasis on “greater good”

Change 2:  Process and System changes

Change 1:  Role/Structure changes

Change 2:  

Process and System changes 



Change 3: Introduction 

 of new systems 

Change 5: Project related changes  - i.e. testing, training, freeze periods

Key Changes Timeline



Payroll Build Complete (29 Sept – 3 Oct)

Training/ Auditorium  sessions 

Acme HR / Payroll staff move (tbc)

UAT Sign Off (26 - 30 Jan)





Project start and Acme OAT’s move  (1 July )



Baseline Configuration  for Acme, TFS and BRE) –  (24 July )



   “Static” Payroll Data migration test (24 July)



Go

Live (1 - 6 March) 



Scheduled

 Project break 

(15 Dec – 02 Jan) 

UAT Cycle1: CAcme & Succession Scoping 
(12-16 Jan)



Final Data Migration;

Leave freeze (9 - 13 Feb)
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Guiding context: determining the appropriate 
default  engagement  style (example as background)







		AGREEMENT:   In regard to those who will be affected by the change, to what extent is there…C		

		No consensus   0 – 1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5  Full consensus 		

		agreement about the necessity for the change?		4

		agreement about the likelihood that the change will result in the stated objectives?		3

		agreement regarding the approach(es) to be followed?		4

		acceptance regarding the organisational impacts of the change?		4

		acceptance regarding the personal impacts of the change?		4













Tell

Sell

Consult

Co-create

Avoid

5

4

3

2

1

0

4

3

2

1

0

5

Divide total by 5, plot on this axis

		CERTAINTY:   In regard to those who are driving the change, to what extent is there certainty…		

		No Certainty   0 – 1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5   Total Certainty		

		that the timeline is adequate?		5

		about the scope of the initiative (that it is not too great nor too modest)?		5

		that the initiative is adequately resourced?		4

		that the approach(es) to be followed will yield the desired outcomes?		5

		that all significant risks have been identified and adequately mitigated ?		3

		that all key assumptions been clarified and tested?		4



Divide total by 6, plot on this axis

Based on Ralph Stacey’s Certainty / Agreement Matrix
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Guiding context: Appropriate default engagement style 











Tell

Sell

Consult

Co-create

Avoid

5

4

3

2

1

0

4

3

2

1

0

5

Agreement – Among Stakeholders

Certainty – Among Project Team 







Change 1    Role and structure changes

Will impact on OAP team, FQ Inc HRSS and 
some Acme IT, HR &  Payroll resources 

Change 2   Process and System  changes





Limited as there will not be full alignment with  FQ Inc, will 
impact on HR/Payroll practice, support roles and end-users



Change 4    

Mindset shift  - more emphasis on ”greater good” 

More emphasis  on the “greater good” mindset  - Club 
AND Country (not OR) – esp. impact on HR across frG









Key to Change Star Ratings:



   Low/ minor  change

    Medium change

   Major change









Change 5  Project related changes





Activities such as freeze periods, testing 

and training  - all affected role players 



1

2

3

4

5

Change 3  Introduction of new systems





Qyou and  .NetWise will be implemented –
will impact on all users and support roles
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Guiding context: communication principles
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We will not flood people with needless information





We will ensure that all impacted stakeholders know what they need to know





All OnePlatform communication to follow defined policies and procedures





There should only be one “hymn sheet”





We will not stop communicating when there is uncertainty





Communication around the “Big Picture”  ( e.g. objectives and  vision) will come from the Project Sponsors and Senior Leadership





























Guiding Context

Planning and Execution

Objectives



Outcomes/

Feedback

Objectives

Stakeholders

Channel

Source

Key Messages
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Generic Communication Objectives
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Promote constructive dialogue and engagement between stakeholders 





Encourage commitment and
buy-in





Reduce/eliminate fear and resistance





Ensure mutual awareness and understanding





Facilitate rapid and sustainable adoption of change

























Specific objectives: listing by key changes linked to the Project



Change 2   Process and System  changes 



Limited as there will not be full alignment with 
FQ Inc, will impact on HR/Payroll practice, 
support roles and end-users

Clear understanding -  how processes will change and the associated impact

Clear understanding - system and functionality changes 

Awareness of available support processes

`

Clear understanding - how structure, roles and responsibilities will change (and why)

Identified concerns and issues are addressed 

All key roles players know who must do what when (specifically related to the transition phase) 



Change 1   Role/structure changes

Will impact on OA team, FQ Inc HRSS and 
some Acme IT, HR &  Payroll resources 

Awareness – what is Qyou and .NetWise, what are the features and benefits

Understanding – what is the impact on me and what must I do?

Awareness of available support processes



Change 3   Introduction of new systems

Qyou and .NetWise will be implemented 
– will impact all users and support roles
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Specific objectives: listing by key changes linked to the Project



Awareness that the strategic vision of senior leadership has shifted

Clear understanding of the underlying polarity - “for the greater good”  AND “the interests of my unit”    

Collaborative engagement across  practices in different units in regard to the practical implications of this shift in mindset, and also a consideration of “what is now possible”

Change 4    

Shift in mindset to include more emphasis 
on ”greater good”



More emphasis  to be placed on

“for  the greater good”  across the 

franchises - Club AND Country not   

Club OR Country – will impact HR 
and Payroll practices.



Full awareness of  agreed timelines and requirements related to project events such as testing, freeze periods and training activities.

Understanding of specific project role requirements

Addressed issues and concerns

Change 5  Project related changes

Activities such as freeze periods, testing and
training approaches – will impact end-users, 
HR & Payroll practices, support & project roles
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Guiding Context

Planning and Execution

Key messages



Outcomes/

Feedback

Objectives

Stakeholders

Channel

Source

Key Messages
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Key Messaging:
Change 1   Role/structure changes
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Clear understanding - how structure, roles and responsibilities will change (and why)





Identified concerns and issues are addressed 





All key roles players know who must do what when (specifically related to the transition phase) 





Show  rationale behind  changes (emphasise benefits)





"Process" the changes - dialogue





Detailed changes (at individual level)





Specific messaging t.b.d. by feedback





"Seed" messages re anticipated issues/concerns





Overall timing of transition plan





Detailed transition plan





Progress updates (with “wins” clearly highlighted)



















Key Messaging:
Change 2   Process and System  changes 
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Clear understanding -  how processes will change and the associated impact





Clear understanding - system and functionality changes 





Awareness of available support processes





Show  rationale behind  changes (emphasise benefits)





Detailed changes (at individual level)





"Process" the changes - dialogue





Overview of what will change (linked to process and role changes)





Detailed changes (through training – auditorium/self-paced/classroom as appropriate)





Details in regard to “interim” support measures (during project period and just after go-live)











Details in regard to new support measure (production phase)



















Key Messaging:
Change 3   Introduction of new systems
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Awareness – what is Qyou and .NetWise, what are the features and benefits





Understanding – what is the impact on me and what must I do?





Awareness of available support processes





Overview of .NetWise and Qyou



Description of what each platform offers

Emphasis on the benefits associated with each. 

Details regarding usage (e.g. that .NetWise is optional)

Information about what will change (and also what will stay the same).

Quick reference information – get people to the “onramp”, from there it is largely intuitive

Details in regard to “interim” support measures (during project period and just after go-live)

Details in regard to new support measure (production phase)



















Key Messaging:
Change 4  Shift in mindset to include more emphasis on ”greater good”
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Awareness that the strategic vision of senior leadership has shifted





Clear understanding of the underlying polarity - “for the greater good”  AND “the interests of my unit”    





Collaborative engagement across  practices in different units in regard to the practical implications of this shift in mindset, and also a consideration of “what is now possible”





The bigger picture – why there is a shift in emphasis, what has made this possible





Where are we headed, what does the future look like? 





Not for “Club OR Country” but for “Club AND Country”





The negative consequences of focusing on either extreme.





The opportunities and potential benefits of managing the polarity effectively.  





Rooting this in specifics – what does this mean for us SPECIFICALLY.





Look for low-hanging fruit – share quick wins.





We need a symbolic first step – somewhere where we can model what this could look like.



















Key Messaging:
Change 5  Project related changes
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Full awareness of  agreed timelines and requirements related to project events such as testing, freeze periods and training activities.





Understanding of specific project role requirements





Addressed issues and concerns





Normal project-driven communication, on a rhythm of fortnights.





Specific messages  in regard to key events 





Normal project-driven communication in regard to team roles etc.





Specific communication relating to testing roles





Supporting communication relating to “stand in” roles or roles where people are taking on more pressure during the project – the “why” , some strong direction, but also encouragement.





Surfacing of issues and concerns (ad-hoc, team health checks and stakeholder tracking) – make role players aware of this.











Communication regarding addressing of issues and concerns (the message will describe how the issue/concern was addressed or the message itself will address the issue/concern) 



















Guiding Context

Planning and Execution

Stakeholders



Outcomes/

Feedback

Stakeholders

Channel

Source

Key Messages

Objectives
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Influence of Stakeholder on Project/Outcomes









Impact of 

Project/

Outcomes 

on 

Stakeholder



















Stakeholder analysis 



.

fr ERP Exec Team

FQ Inc HRSS

CFO

Acme HR Payroll

Acme HR Practice

Acme Steerco

Acme QA

Acme IT

BRE

BVP

Acme Payroll End Users

Acme HR End Users

FQ Inc HRT

frG HR Practice

frG Payroll

Acme Finance

Acme Procurement

Acme Line Managers

OAT (BN’s TEAM)
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Guiding Context

Planning and Execution

Outcomes and feedback



Outcomes/

Feedback

Objectives

Stakeholders

Channel

Source

Key Messages
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Assessing outcomes and obtaining feedback

Ongoing feedback must be obtained on the effectiveness of communication.

This feedback should be recorded and integrated with “People Radar” stakeholder tracking feedback.

Integrated assessment results should be fed back to project leadership and reported at Programme review sessions, with appropriate action plans.

Assessment results should also be used to re-plan or fine-tune communication.
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STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT APPROACH
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Stakeholder management process



Stakeholder analysis

Who are they

Who are priority stakeholders

Stakeholder engagement plan

Main modes of engagement

Relationship Owners

Targets per priority SH group

Stakeholder engagement

As per plan

Specific targeted interventions as required

Stakeholder tracking

Progress on understanding/attitude dimensions

Observations of behaviour

Issues, risks and detailed notes
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Stakeholders all start at the origin (no awareness), 

and from there over time they can move to  

any point defined by these two dimensions. 

Stakeholder tracking: 
two dimensions – cognitive and emotional



Emotional

Cognitive

No Awareness

Full understanding

Denial

Resistance

Exploration

Commitment

Initial awareness

Full awareness

Basic understanding

Good understanding
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Stakeholder tracking: 
two dimensions – cognitive and emotional



The commitment curve defines

our “ideal path” for stakeholders. 

Cognitive

No Awareness

Full understanding

Denial

Resistance

Exploration

Commitment

Initial awareness

Full awareness

Basic understanding

Good understanding

Advocacy & Ownership

Commitment & Action

Support & 

Buy-In

Understanding

Awareness

Apply

Sustain

Contact





Emotional
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Emotional

Cognitive

No Awareness

Full understanding

Denial

Resistance

Exploration

Commitment

Initial awareness

Full awareness

Basic understanding

Good understanding

Advocacy & Ownership

Commitment & Action

Support & 

Buy-In

Understanding

Awareness

Apply

Sustain

Contact





Our journey management, communication and stakeholder management processes

have the objective of moving stakeholders along this ideal path

Stakeholder tracking:
two dimensions – cognitive and emotional
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Emotional

Cognitive

No Awareness

Full understanding

Denial

Resistance

Exploration

Commitment

Initial awareness

Full awareness

Basic understanding

Good understanding

Advocacy & Ownership

Commitment & Action

Support & 

Buy-In

Understanding

Awareness

Apply

Sustain

Contact





But we also need to track - and address - the inevitable instances where stakeholders move off the ideal path 











“As I get to understand more about this, I become more concerned”











“By default I am very supportive” [but this is not based on full understanding and may not last]

Stakeholder tracking:
two dimensions – cognitive and emotional
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Emotional

Cognitive

No Awareness

Full understanding

Denial

Resistance

Exploration

Commitment

Initial awareness

Full awareness

Basic understanding

Good understanding

Advocacy & Ownership

Commitment & Action

Support & 

Buy-In

Understanding

Awareness

Apply

Sustain

Contact





But we also need to track – and address - the inevitable instances where stakeholders move off the ideal path 





These two hypothetical stakeholders require specific and very different stakeholder interventions

Stakeholder tracking:
two dimensions – cognitive and emotional
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Stakeholder tracking:
two dimensions – cognitive and emotional



Emotional

Cognitive

No Awareness

Full understanding

Denial

Resistance

Exploration

Commitment

Initial awareness

Full awareness

Basic understanding

Good understanding



We can plan progress along the cognitive dimension and set targets for this.



There will be an continuing series of emotional reactions as new information is shared and understanding grows. This is often influenced by personal factors – our strategy here is to identify where people are, and help them progress through to commitment. It’s not a once-off activity, and throughout the process, the ongoing target remains “commitment”.

Behavioural tracking is done by observation – this is noted and tracked over time.
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Stakeholder tracking: 
two dimensions – cognitive and emotional
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Stakeholder tracking:
a stakeholder tracking process and tool

For optimal stakeholder management, we need to ensure that our stakeholder intelligence is excellent.

This requires frequent feedback in the most efficient, accurate and timeous way from all team members that engage with stakeholders.

The more data points we have (based on a consistent and well-understood rating scale), the better the quality of our intelligence.

Data must be captured in an integrated, close-to-real-time manner, and be accessible to a defined group within the portfolio.

Reporting on this data must be quick, and the format of reports should lead to rapid understanding of progress, trends and issues.

There should be clearly defined, logically defensible targets.

Along with the quantitative data (ratings, interaction dates, etc.), we also need to log issues and escalate these (and deviances from the commitment curve) to well-managed actions as required. 
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				100		Full understanding. People have a detailed understanding of what the initiative is, what the benefits are and how they will be impacted. 

				90		

				80		Good awareness and some understanding. People know what the initiative is, and understand at a high level what the benefits are, what will change and what the impact will be on them. 


				70		

				60		

				50		Some awareness. People have read about the initiative or have attended information sessions or workshops, and have some idea of what the initiative stands for and what it does. 


				40		

				30		

				20		No awareness or very little awareness. People are not at all sure what the initiative is about. 


				10		

				0		



Stakeholder Targets:
Payroll Cluster







Acme Finance



Acme HR Payroll



frG Payroll

CFO



Acme Payroll End Users
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				100		Full understanding. People have a detailed understanding of what the initiative is, what the benefits are and how they will be impacted. 

				90		

				80		Good awareness and some understanding. People know what the initiative is, and understand at a high level what the benefits are, what will change and what the impact will be on them. 


				70		

				60		

				50		Some awareness. People have read about the initiative or have attended information sessions or workshops, and have some idea of what the initiative stands for and what it does. 


				40		

				30		

				20		No awareness or very little awareness. People are not at all sure what the initiative is about. 


				10		

				0		



Stakeholder Targets:
HR Cluster







FQ Inc HRSS



frG HR Practice

Acme HR Practice



Acme HR End Users

Acme Line Managers
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				100		Full understanding. People have a detailed understanding of what the initiative is, what the benefits are and how they will be impacted. 

				90		

				80		Good awareness and some understanding. People know what the initiative is, and understand at a high level what the benefits are, what will change and what the impact will be on them. 


				70		

				60		

				50		Some awareness. People have read about the initiative or have attended information sessions or workshops, and have some idea of what the initiative stands for and what it does. 


				40		

				30		

				20		No awareness or very little awareness. People are not at all sure what the initiative is about. 


				10		

				0		



Stakeholder Targets:
Technical Cluster







FQ Inc HRT



Acme IT

OAT (BN’s TEAM

Acme QA
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				100		Full understanding. People have a detailed understanding of what the initiative is, what the benefits are and how they will be impacted. 

				90		

				80		Good awareness and some understanding. People know what the initiative is, and understand at a high level what the benefits are, what will change and what the impact will be on them. 


				70		

				60		

				50		Some awareness. People have read about the initiative or have attended information sessions or workshops, and have some idea of what the initiative stands for and what it does. 


				40		

				30		

				20		No awareness or very little awareness. People are not at all sure what the initiative is about. 


				10		

				0		



Stakeholder Targets:
BRE & BVP





BRE

BVP
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				100		Full understanding. People have a detailed understanding of what the initiative is, what the benefits are and how they will be impacted. 

				90		

				80		Good awareness and some understanding. People know what the initiative is, and understand at a high level what the benefits are, what will change and what the impact will be on them. 


				70		

				60		

				50		Some awareness. People have read about the initiative or have attended information sessions or workshops, and have some idea of what the initiative stands for and what it does. 


				40		

				30		

				20		No awareness or very little awareness. People are not at all sure what the initiative is about. 


				10		

				0		



Stakeholder Targets:
Other stakeholders







Acme Steerco



fr ERP Exec Team

Acme Procurement
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People Radar Rating Guide Sheet  


 


Part I: Assessing Emotional Status  


0  10  20  30  40  50  60  70  80  90  100  


Denial: People appear 


unconcerned, uninvolved, 


disinterested. They behave as 


if they don’t care, as if they are 


not impacted at all.  


Resistance: People appear 


angry, frustrated, hostile or 


negative. They do not want to 


listen, but strongly want to vent 


their feelings.  


Exploration: People appear 


curious, hungry for more 


information, asking a many 


questions and seeking to 


explore alternatives and  


options.  


Commitment: 


People are focused 


on “making it work”, 


and have adopted 


the change into their 


everyday reality.  


 


Part II: Assessing Awareness and Knowledge  


0  10  20  30  40  50  60  70  80  90  100  


No awareness or very little 


awareness. People are not at 


all sure what the initiative is 


about.  


Some awareness. People 


have read about the initiative or 


have attended information 


sessions or workshops, and 


have some idea of what  the 


initiative stands for and what it 


does.  


Good awareness and some 


understanding. People know 


what the initiative is, and 


understand at a high level what 


the benefits are, what will 


change and what the impact 


will be on them.  


Full 


understanding. 


People have a 


detailed 


understanding of 


what the initiative is, 


what the benefits 


are and how they 


will be impacted.  
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Example Communication and Stakeholder Engagement Strategy.pptx



2. Communicate and Engage Stakeholders

2.3 Plan and execute communication

Purpose The purpose of the processes associated with Plan and execute communication is to ensure the effective, timely execution of all 
communication activities within the parameters of the stakeholder engagement and communication strategy, and in service of the 
objectives outlined in the strategy. The communication plan should continuously be updated and refined as new information becomes 
available, so that it remains maximally effective and relevant.

Objectives - Detailed planning of communication activities with defined responsibilities and due dates
- A shared understanding among initiative role players of what will be communicated by when to whom, and how this will be 
  achieved
- Sharing of information about communication to enable other project role players to review and provide input into what is 
  planned
- Establishment of awareness and understanding (and where possible, positive attitudes) among relevant stakeholders

Key inputs - Stakeholder engagement and communication strategy
- Stakeholder analysis (continuously updated as new information becomes available)
- Organisational guidelines and policies governing internal communication  

Minimum Outputs - A detailed, frequently reviewed and updated communication plan
- Communication activities/deliverables as per the plan

Role players Change ManagerResponsible

Project ManagerAccountable

Change AgentSupport

Internal Communications PractitionerConsulted

Project Sponsor

Line ManagerInformed

Page 22 of 73
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2. Communicate and Engage Stakeholders

Example communication roadmapRecommended 

tools

Communication Plan

Communication channels - summary

Page 23 of 73

Text146


Example communication roadmap
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		May 2013								June 2013								July 2013						

																								

																								

																								

																								

																								

																								

																								

																								

																								

																								

																								

																								

																								

																								

																								



High Level Communication Plan

Now

Develop Stream Interface Grid

Execute Comms Plan

Ammend Comms Plan

Finalise Comms Plan

Elicit Key messages & Source for key changes and project streams

Determine Comms Channels

Integration





Separation

Isolation

Execute Comms Plan (Macro & Micro)

Develop Communications (Briefs, Presentations)

Key Changes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9

Key Changes 1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 9
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		May 2013								June 2013								July 2013						

																								

																								

																								

																								

																								

																								

																								

																								

																								

																								

																								

																								

																								

																								

																								



High Level Communication Plan

Now

Execute Comms Plan

Ammend Comms Plan

Integration





Separation

Isolation

Develop Presentations as required

Finalise Comms Plan

DetermineComms Needs

Elicit Key messages & Source for key changes

Determine Comms Channels

General Brief

General Brief

MD Meeting with emplo-yees

Board Member meeting with Sr. Mgmt.

Managers Brief

Key Changes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9

Key Changes 1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 9
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		May 2013								June 2013								July 2013						

																								

																								

																								

																								

																								

																								

																								

																								

																								

																								

																								

																								

																								

																								

																								



High Level Communication Plan

Now

Integration





Separation

Isolation

Issues & Feedback

Issues & Feedback

Develop Stream Interface Grid

Elicit Key messages & Source for changes in project streams

Interface Meetings

Interface Meetings

Issues & Feedback

Interface Meetings

Develop & Distribute Comms for new MOC training (Asset Mgmt)

Develop & Distribute Comms for new  training programmes from Training & Development

Develop Comms Strategy & Comms for Marketing & Sales Customers

Develop Standard Communication to external stakeholders on separation

Execute Comms Plan

Ammend Comms Plan

Key Changes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9

Key Changes 1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 9
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Audience Analysis

		Audience Analysis

		Stakeholder Group		Key Individuals		Attitude/Vehicle Info		Communication Goals (Needs and Wants, Key Messages)		Current State		Comments

		Company						·Obtain buy-in 
·To inform and involve                                                                                                                                                                                             ·Status updates
·Understand why this project is necessary

		EXCO						· Obtain buy-in 
· Mail presentations and key topics for future meetings                                                                                                                                        · To share, discuss findings and solicit input around the strategic direction of the business, resolution of key issues, and prioritisation of initiatives

		Steering Committee						· Obtain buy-in 
· Mail presentations and key topics for future meetings                                                                                                                                        · To obtain business leadership, project decisions and management of interdependencies with Sasol initiatives

		Site A and Site B employees						·Obtain buy-in 
·To inform and involve 
·Understand why this project is necessary		· Have clearly defined roles today and are concerned about how this project will affect them personally
· Limited project understanding                                                                                                                                                                                 · High level of anxiety around project		Seen in response to Project Launch communication

		Workstreams         (Finance,Logistics,HR,SHERQ)		Interviewees from the various areas				·To maintain buy-in 
·To ensure interviews are captured accurately 
·To maintain and create an open/informal communication path and knowledge is being transfered                                                                                                                                  ·Status Updates				Ongoing Communication

		Project Sponsor Group						· To ensure interviews are captured accurately 
·To maintain and create an open/informal communication path and knowledge is being transfered                                                                                                                                  ·Status Updates and involved in decision making/workshopping
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Vehicle Analysis

		Communication Vehicles

		Ref #		Communication Vehicle		Description  of Vehicle (useful for, location, frequency)		Strengths		Weaknesses

		1		Electronic Mail		• Messages quickly distributed in standard form		• Available to a wide audience
• Can provide permanent record
• Easy to distribute frequently
• Inexpensive		• Impersonal
• Comprehension issues
• One way
• Tendency of reader to scan and delete
• Requires access to e-mail system
• Low to moderate anticipated acceptance of message

		2		Memos		• Messages from senior leadership to employees
• Paper-based
• Introductory messages, potential for follow-up		• Focus on specific groups within organizations
• Consistent message
• Permanent record
• Reader can absorb quickly
• Effective when items require future action		• Impersonal
• Comprehension issues
• One way
• Tendency of reader to scan and discard
• Potential breakdowns in distribution
• Low to high anticipated acceptance of message
• Paper based

		3		Bulletin Boards		• Dedicated wall space centrally located in offices		• Available to a wide audience
• Easy access to controlled information		• Readers often do not take time to read
• Limited amount of information can be presented
• Messages should be changed frequently
• Medium to high anticipated acceptance of message

		4.		Newsletter		• Consumer electronic newsletter		• Consistent message
• Permanent record
• Professional
• Accessible by all employees		• Impersonal
• Comprehension of issues is uncertain (depends on attention of reader)
• One way
• Tendency of reader to scan and discard
• Potential breakdowns in distribution
• Possible challenge to get articles into newsletter 
• Moderate anticipated acceptance of message

		5.		Intranet		• On-line company information source
• Accessible to most personnel		• Consistent message
• Professional
• Well established
• Accessible by all employees

		6.		Steering Committee Meetings		• Executive Project leadership decision making body, Governance, Project Tracking
• Conducted on a Regular Basis		• Personal
• Participatory
• Consistent message
• Immediate communication and feedback
• Focused, relevant

		7.		EXCO meetings		• Executive leadership decision making body, Governance
• Conducted on a Regular Basis		• Personal
• Participatory
• Consistent message
• Immediate communication and feedback
• Focused, relevant

		8.		Information Sessions		• Expert led sessions designed to informally explain either potential changes		• Small audiences
• Informal
• Direct feedback
• High anticipated acceptance of messages		• Potential scheduling conflicts
• Communication required to announce the meeting
• Must debrief those unable to attend to minimize grapevine
• Sender must be knowledgeable about the message

		9.		Vetting Sessions		• Project stream led designed to update project sponsors on work details to date and to obtain agreement on issues identified		• Project Sponsors
• Informal
• Direct feedback
• High anticipated acceptance of messages		• Work in progress is communicated
• Must debrief those unable to attend to minimize grapevine

		10.		Group Teleconferences		Project members from Site A and Site B.		• Small audiences
• Informal
• Immediate communication and feedback
• Usually led by immediate supervisor, so the credibility of sender is high		• Potential scheduling conflicts
• Communication required to announce the meeting
• Must debrief those unable to attend to minimize grapevine
• Low to high anticipated acceptance of message
• Time must be managed, and call must be facilitated closely

		11.		One-on-one Communication		• Individual conversation to ensure buy-in and support and to answer questions		• Personal
• Immediate feedback and follow-up
• Quick to deliver
• Reinforced with nonverbals
• High anticipated acceptance of message		• Potential contradiction of verbal and nonverbal messages
• Time-consuming
• Personal style differences
• May lack consistency

		12.		Manager Meeting		• Includes all direct reports
•Structured and Focused
• Formal presentation or discussion led by manager at the local unit		• Focused
• Timely
• Evident sponsorship		• Potential scheduling conflicts
• Communication required to announce the meeting

		13.		Promotional Items		• Key chains, spill-proof mugs, stress-balls, Koozies, pens		• Fun
• Easy communication of logo/message		• Cost
• Have to evaluate audience; desk toys for workers who don’t have their own desk doesn’t make sense

		14.		Video Conferencing		• Video link ups to transmit messages or ideas when meetings in person are cumbersome		• Visual (involves multiple senses)
• Reinforced by graphics and nonverbals		• May not make sense for small audience
• Potential scheduling conflicts
• Graphics and nonverbals can distract or conflict
• Obtaining equipment can be a problem
• Obtaining facilities to hold conference can be a problem
• Facilities might not be convenient to senders and/or receivers
• High cost
• Low to high anticipated acceptance of message
• Sites require video-conferencing materials at both ends

		15.		Site Visits		• Visits to different sites to deliver key messages		• Personal
• Participatory
• Consistent message across Organization
• Immediate communication and feedback
• Focused, relevant		• Potential scheduling conflicts
• Grapevine may travel before Remote Office is addressed
• Must debrief those unable to attend to minimize grapevine
• Sender must be knowledgeable about the message
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Communication Plan

				Communications Plan

		Status		Date		Event/ Deliverable		Vehicle		Audience		Key Messages		Deliverable		Delivered From		Responsibility		Feedback Received

		Complete		2004/10/18		Project Launch		Electronic Mail		Organisation		· To create awareness and understanding of project
· To generate buy-in                                                                                                                                                                                           · To communicate that company employees assistance is needed				XX		SZGH		Site A responded negatively - focused communication and attention is needed

		Complete		2004/10/25		Project Governance		Electronic Mail		Organisation		· To communicate project governance structures                                                                                                                                               · To ensure business involvement                                                                                                                                                                     · Provide project with business leadership and ownership				XX		GH

		Complete Complete		2004/10/27; 2004/11/10; 2004/11/24; 2004/12/08		EXCO Presentation		Presentation/Electronic Mail/ Teleconference if necessary		EXCO		· Confirmation of expectations   - Status - Findings - Direction setting		EXCO Presentation and message around it (send before meeting)		YY		GH

		Complete		2004/10/29; 2004/12/10		Steering Committee		Presentation/Electronic Mail/ Teleconference if necessary		Steering Committee		· Status - Findings		Steering Committee Presentation and message around it (send before meeting)		YY		GH

		Complete		2004/11/01		Project and Team Site-Visit Awareness		Electronic Mail		Site A		· To create awareness and understanding of project and team site visit
· To generate buy-in                                                                                                                                                                                           · To communicate that company employees assistance is needed				ZZ

		Complete		2004/11/03		Project Awareness and Buy-in Presentation		Site Visit/Information Sharing		Sites A & B employe3es		· To create awareness and understanding of project
· To generate buy-in                                                                                                                                                                                           · To communicate that company employees assistance is needed and there are no hidden agendas				XX		AB/CT

		Complete Complete		2004/11/09; 2004/11/17; 2004/11/22		Vetting Sessions		Information sharing/workshop		Project Sponsor Group		· Review issue list to date				YY		GH/Project Team Leads

		Ongoing		2004/12/13		Project Status Update		Electronic Mail		Organisation		· To build on existing awareness and understanding of project
· To communicate project update and progress made and steps for next year                                                                                                                                             · To maintain buy-in				ZZ		SZ
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Communication Calendar

				Communication Calendar

										Oct-04

				Monday		Tuesday		Wednesday		Thursday		Friday		Saturday		Sunday

												1		2		3

				4		5		6		7		8		9		10

				11		12		13		14		15		16		17

				18		19		20		21		22		23		24

				Project Launch

				25		26		27		28		29		30		31

				Project Governance				EXCO Presentation				Steering Committee Presentation

										Nov-04

				Monday		Tuesday		Wednesday		Thursday		Friday		Saturday		Sunday

				1		2		3		4		5		6		7

				Project and Team Site-Visit Awareness				Project Awareness and Buy-in Presentation

				8		9		10		11		12		13		14

						Vetting Session		EXCO Presentation

				15		16		17		18		19		20		21

								Vetting Session

				22		23		24		25		26		27		28

				Vetting Session				EXCO Presentation

				29		30

										Dec-04

				Monday		Tuesday		Wednesday		Thursday		Friday		Saturday		Sunday

								1		2		3		4		5

				6		7		8		9		10		11		12

								EXCO Presentation				Steering Committee Presentation

				13		14		15		16		17		18		19

				Project Status Update and Steps for Next Year						Public Holiday

				20		21		22		23		24		25		26

																Public Holiday

				27		28		29		30		31

				Public Holiday
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		Communication


Method

		Potential Advantages

		Potential Drawbacks

		Communication Objective

		Comments



		Face to face Methods






		Road shows


A mobile communications event, which is used to promote or launch a new initiative.

		· Interactive, promotes involvement


· Direct


· Interesting


· Immediate feedback


· Fast, high impact


· Consistent, prepared messages


· Reaches wide target audience

		· Costly


· Difficult to organize


· Requires lengthy lead-time


· Requires credible presenters

		· Awareness


· Involvement and Understanding

		It is important to involve employees as much as possible in road shows to encourage local buy-in and increase credibility.  Avoid over-hyping the event, otherwise it will be seen to be over the top and a waste of money.



		Workshops


Smaller, more active group sessions involving typically 10 to 20 people, and used to generate ideas, encourage attitude and behavior change.

		· Interactive, promotes involvement


· Interesting, promotes discussion


· Communication in all directions


· Provide forum for lateral communication


· Good for formulating messages for upward communication

		· Can be costly


· Difficult to organize


· Requires lengthy lead-time


· Medium to high risk as return on investment is difficult to gauge & success far from guaranteed

		· Involvement and Understanding


· Ownership


· Mobilization

		Workshops are particularly suitable for middle management groups to encourage attitude and behavior change.  Make sure you carefully select the mix of participants and the session is well facilitated and highly interactive.  Excellent for identifying barriers to success.



		Steering/Executive Group


Forum for discussing issues relevant to senior project management needs.

		· Useful mechanism for feeding information into team briefing process

		· May be too far removed from some issues to perceive that they exist

		· Ownership


· Mobilization




		



		Local Action Teams (LATs)


Implementation of communication plans at local sites by a team of on-site representatives.

		· Positioned locally


· Local issues are dealt with quickly and by a familiar face


· Local resources available for collating and assimilating information 


· Communications are viewed as “friendly” rather than managerial




		· Extra resources required with a cost implication


· Added layer in communication


· Run risk of message being distorted to suit local audience. 

		· Involvement and Understanding


· Ownership


· Mobilization

		Involve employees as much as possible in the local action teams.  LAT’s will also be involved in problem solving during the feedback and evaluation phase.



		Conferences


Often used to launch a change Program where attendance (between 100-500) is usually mandatory

		· Large target audience


· Uniform message delivered


· Outside speakers


· Direct, captive audience


· Good launch event


· Raises morale, allows networking


· Puts change into context, e.g., ‘big picture’


· Creates team feeling

		· Costly


· One-way, not interactive (unless Q & A)


· Difficult and time consuming to organize


· Limited materials delivered


· Information may not be relevant to all involved

		· Awareness


· Involvement and Understanding

		Must ensure that the conference program offers a good mixture of communication and that presentations are short and pitched.  Encourage conferences away from the office and get outside speakers to make the event more interesting.



		Presentations


Short formal or informal lectures to the target audience on a specific topic

		· Direct 


· Informative


· Should be short

		· Can be boring/dull


· Difficult to schedule


· Low audience buy-in


· Bad presenters

		· Awareness


· Involvement and Understanding

		Presentations are made almost immediately to communicate the benefits of the change program and to sell the ‘big picture’.  However, the material can be easily forgotten.



		Team briefings


Meetings held every 4 – 6 weeks involving senior managers to communicate projects status and to feedback progress.  The meetings are supported by weekly team meetings by management to all subordinate employees.

		· Direct 


· Informative


· Interactive


· Easy to schedule


· Suitable for sensitive issues

		· Difficult to keep to agenda


· Can be seen as interruption to work

		· Involvement and Understanding


· Ownership


· Mobilization

		Provide opportunity to raise questions and issues.  Contain input from Executive Steering Group.  Act as a checkpoint to see whether everyone is still moving in the same direction.



		Communication/project focus groups


Small groups with common aim to discuss in detail issues relating to project and communication of changes.  Usually at executive or management level.

		· Direct


· Interactive with high feedback


· Suitable for sensitive issues

		· Difficult to keep to agenda


· Easy to manage

		· Involvement and Understanding


· Ownership


· Mobilization

		Involve employees as much as possible in focus groups to gain the support of line management in the early phases of the project.  Also foster critical buy-in.





		Open days/model office


Simulated environment or prototype for demonstrating the capabilities of new technologies, organizational restructures or processes

		· Good buy-in


· Allows specific feedback


· Interesting, promotes involvement 


· ’Novelty” value for audience


· Informal, tangible, high impact


· Safe environment for failure

		· Can be costly. 


· Difficult to organize


· Lengthy lead-time

		· Involvement and Understanding


· Ownership

		Make these as hands on and realistic as possible to manage user expectations and to win their buy-in early on in the process.



		Interview based questionnaire


Verbal dialogue between two or more people to establish the effectiveness of communications within an organization.

		· Capture qualitative information


· Interactive


· More reliable and valid than anonymous questionnaires


· High impact, involvement


· Suitable for sensitive issues

		· Time consuming to conduct and analyze


· Not anonymous, so may not be honest




		· Awareness


· Involvement and Understanding

		Use interviews to support the written questionnaires.






		Paper Based/Electronic mass media





		Internal memo


Letter style document with a specific message or action aimed at a specific target audience (typically <10 people)

		· Short and targeted 


· Low cost


· Fast


· Control over target audience


· Control over content


· Consistent, prepared messages

		· Accumulation of paper in in-trays and therefore potential delay in response time


· Not face to face


· Can be uninteresting


· Lack of feedback


· Sender may not be credible

		· Awareness

		Memos are particularly suitable for use amongst senior management, i.e. where the audience is limited.  Tend to be most effective with messages of low complexity and are best used as a medium with which to inform.



		E-Mail 


Electronic mail messages sent over a network, i.e. group of computers interconnected by cables, telephone lines or other communication links, e.g. LAN.

		· Consistent messages


· Direct


· Low cost


· Urgent


· Two way


· Immediate


· Paperless office




		· Impersonal


· Not fully used


· Technophobia amongst older staff


· Usage standards needed


· Need access to linked computer


· Not good for external communications




		· Awareness

		For many companies e-mail is a key internal communications channel as it ensures information is quickly disseminated across multiple sites.



		Newsletter


One-off news bulletins/articles aimed at raising awareness about a particular initiative and at feeding back performance to a wide audience group (both internal and external audiences)

		· Low production costs


· Generic and informative


· Creative format


· Fast


· Reaches wide target audience


· Consistent, prepared messages




		· Paper/electronic based


· Difficult to target audience


· Lack of feedback

		· Awareness




		Newsletters need to be brief and full of life otherwise they will be ‘filed’ and forgotten.  Avoid project trivia and gossip.  Plan number and content of newsletters at start of project.  Use to inform when timeliness may not be a factor and the complexity of the message is low.



		Bulletin boards


A wall mounted platform which is situated in a common area frequented by the target audience and which is used for attaching news items or letters

		· Generic and informative


· Low cost


· Available to all


· Consistent, prepared messages

		· Difficult to target audience


· Often ignored


· Can be uninteresting

		· Awareness

		Need to be tidy with only up to date information.  Used to inform or influence audiences or for social communication.  Usual messages are of low importance and are only useful if kept current.  Audience acceptance is usually high and complexity is low.



		Websites and blogs

		· Creative format


· Available to all


· High audience numbers


· Immediate

		· Can be impersonal (depending on the editorial style)

· Not for time-specific messages


· Accessible via PC only


· One-way


· Easily ignored


· Requires understanding of the technology

		· Awareness


· Understanding

		Effective for communicating messages to large audience groups.



		Communication


Survey/Questionnaire


Written survey used to monitor, assess and measure the success of different communication channels, senders and messages

		· Anonymous and confidential


· Collects hard data


· Identifies areas for improvement


· Can be used with sensitive issues


· Obtains feedback

		· Paper/electronic based


· Time consuming


· Low response rate


· Slow response


· Often missing qualitative information

		· Awareness


· Involvement and Understanding

		Communication evaluation questionnaires should be developed during the early phases of a communication project.  Make sure to repeat the audit to assess the measure of change achieved.



		Article in company magazine 


Article written by executives, managers or staff reaching wide audience.  Usually informative, can be opinionated.  Can be considered propaganda.

		· Consistent, prepared message


· Low cost, fast

		· Possibly ignored


· Limited feedback


· Dependant upon credibility of creator

		· Awareness

		Needs to be interesting and positively expressed.  However, it can and should express real concerns where appropriate.  Should also address issues at all levels of the organization.



		Instruction booklet


Booklet to explain and instruct on changes e.g. new technology implications or organizational changes.

		· Consistent prepared message


· Specific information


· Reaches wide target audience


· Promotes involvement, low cost

		· Can be uninteresting


· Possibly ignored


· May not be timely

		· Mobilization

		Needs to be succinct.  Important to include detailed instructions.



		Pamphlet


Short booklet containing high level information on some of the more important aspects of changes in the organization.

		· Consistent, prepared message


· Reaches wide audience


· Fast, high impact

		· Possibly ignored


· Easy to omit important info


· Must have believable messages


· May not be timely

		· Awareness


· Involvement and Understanding


· Ownership


· Mobilization

		Distribution is important.  Needs to reach target audience and not get into the wrong hands.  Cost is widely variable depending upon the style of design.



		Job Aid


A condensed, easy reference tool that enables more efficient work practice.  Quick reference, easily remembered (e.g. filofax insert).

		· Helps get work done


· Specific information


· Reaches wide audience


· Promotes involvement


· Fast, high impact, low cost

		· Difficult to update quickly


· Too condensed


· Needs some previous understanding

		· Ownership


· Mobilization




		Job aids can be an excellent way to create enthusiasm for something new – small things of everyday use with the name of the new system and a contact name perhaps.



		Suggestion box


Box located at various convenient locations where anyone can put written suggestions/ideas whilst maintaining anonymity

		· Potential to reach wide audience 


· Promotes involvement 


· Suitable for sensitive issues


· Anonymous


· Low cost

		· Possibly ignored


· Used as a ‘groanbox’ instead


· Perceived as not taken seriously


· Worry about retribution

		· Involvement and Understanding


· Ownership

		Ideas and suggestions must be addressed.  Actions must be well communicated so that staff realizes ideas and suggestions are heard and acted upon.



		Briefing pack


Pack containing all the information required in preparation for a meeting or event.  Gives full, brief details.

		· Consistent, prepared message


· Large, targeted audience


· Fast, low cost


· Suitable for sensitive issues




		· Lack of feedback


· Possibly ignored


· Hard to be generic

		· Awareness


· Involvement and Understanding

		





		
Technology Based and social media






		Pre-recorded video

		· Consistent, prepared message


· Creative media


· Visual impact


· Direct communication


· Supports presentation


· Supports group discussion

		· One way


· Success dependent on supervisor


· Not interactive


· Lack of feedback


· Easy to tune out 


· May be costly

		· Awareness

		Videos are best used to convey generic “big picture” messages to large audience groups.  Usually feature directors or executives giving project status and updates to employees.



		Desktop Video conferencing


Electronic meetings where images of the participants and documents are transmitted over telecommunications lines in addition to conversation

		· Almost face to face


· Two way


· Fast


· Informal


· Live


· Enables group discussion

		· Time lapse


· Dependent on facilities


· High cost 


· Must be high quality


· Need training/skills to utilize


· Must be concise

		· Involvement and Understanding

		This method of communication will be most frequently used among executive and senior manager groups based at multiple sites.  It is an effective tool for updating senior staff of progress during the early planning phases of a project.  It should correctly adhere to the agenda.



		Telephone conferencing or Skype / GoToMeeting



		· Real time communication


· Consistent messages


· Low cost


· Some personal interaction

· Reinforces open communication


· No relocation of staff required

		· Difficult to manage the conversation


· Poor substitute for face-to-face


· Cannot always tell who is speaking (depending on number of participants)

		· Involvement and Understanding


· Ownership


· Mobilization

		



		Voice mail


A telephone service which allows callers to leave a message 

		· Accessible anywhere


· Personal


· Prioritization of messages


· Fast


· Inexpensive


· Two way


· Allows networking




		· Can lead to ‘over communication’


· Removes human contact 


· Has a time limit




		· Awareness


· Involvement and Understanding


· Ownership


· Mobilization

		For some companies, voice mail is a key internal communications channel as it ensures information is quickly disseminated across multiple sites.



		Social Media (e.g. Yammer or Whatsapp)

		· Accessible anywhere


· Fast


· Inexpensive


· Allows networking




		· Can lead to ‘overload’ if overdone


· Removes human contact 


· Requires a high level of commitment to keep updated




		· Awareness


· Involvement and Understanding


· Mobilization

		Can be very useful – beware though of unrealistic expectations: Such platforms are effective, but still require effort to function well.
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2. Communicate and Engage Stakeholders

2.4 Plan and execute stakeholder engagement

Purpose The purpose of the processes associated with Plan and execute stakeholder engagement is to ensure adequate and appropriate 
stakeholder engagement within the guidelines set by the stakeholder engagement and communication strategy and in service of the 
objectives defined within this strategy. As with the communication plan, the stakeholder engagement plan should continuously be 
updated and refined as new information becomes available, so that it remains maximally effective and relevant.

While reading and listening can lead to change, talking and interacting tends to be a far more powerful catalyst for change. People who 
experience major change will - as they progress through the change cycle - need to interact, share their opinions, test their views and 
have a sense of being heard and listened to. The greater the extent of input people have into the change process (even if this is limited 
only to specific areas), the greater the likelihood that they will adopt the change(s) more readily. 

Objectives - Detailed planning of stakeholder engagement processes and activities with defined responsibilities and due dates
- A shared understanding among initiative role players of what engagement is planned when and with whom, and 
  how this will be achieved
- Sharing of information about stakeholder engagement to enable other project role players to review and provide input 
  into what is planned
- Constructive, authentic and high-quality engagement with prioritised stakeholders

Key inputs - Stakeholder engagement and communication strategy
- Stakeholder analysis (continuously updated as new information 
  becomes available)

Minimum Outputs - A detailed, frequently reviewed and updated engagement plan
- Engagement activities/deliverables as per the plan

Role players Change ManagerResponsible

Project ManagerAccountable

Change AgentSupport

Internal Communications PractitionerConsulted

Project Sponsor

Line ManagerInformed
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2. Communicate and Engage Stakeholders

Developing Future States for All Key StakeholdersRecommended 

tools
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Developing Future States for All Key Stakeholders
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		change				

		no 
change				
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+R200 in Cash!!!

When we leave this room, give me the keys to your current car, and I will trade it in for a very distinctive and classic car, and I will give you 
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+R200 Cash!!!
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				+		-

		trade in				

		don’t 
trade in				



change

don’t change
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Save on insurance costs

Will be able to transport larger objects 

Nothing, really…

I kinda like my current car

My car is worth a LOT more – I will lose out

The VW pickup is in bad shape

It’s a left hand drive…

What’s up with the space saver tyres?
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+R200 in Cash!!!

When we leave this room, give me the keys to your current car, and I will trade it in for a very distinctive and classic car, and I will give you 
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+R200 Cash!!!
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00



				+		-

		trade in				

		don’t 
trade in				



change

don’t change
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Wow!

This car is worth much more than my current car – it is a good deal

Perhaps I can sell it and put a deposit down on a house?

The insurance costs are bound to be huge…

What does a typical service cost?

I kinda like my current car

I will lose out big time

I’ll be REALLY sorry afterwards…
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Psychological Reactions to Change
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Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs
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Self Actualisation





Esteem





Love/Belonging





Safety





Physiological

























To-Be

As-Is

Important Factors in Change Acceptance 



How “good” is this?



How much have 
I invested here? 



How “good” is this?



Does this make sense? 

Transition

Can I trust “them”?

How clear is it?

Can I obstruct it?

Can I avoid it?





Am I able to?
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Emotional Response


ActivePassive


StabilityImmobilisationDenialRejectionDepressionComplianceCommitmentExplorationResistanceAdoption/Accommodation


Emotional Response


ActivePassive


StabilityImmobilisationDenialRejectionDepressionComplianceCommitmentExplorationResistanceAdoption/Accommodation
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2. Communicate and Engage Stakeholders

2.5 Initiate and run stakeholder tracking processes

Purpose The purpose of Initiate and run stakeholder tracking processes is to ensure that there is adequate information available in regard to the 
current levels of stakeholder awareness/understanding and attitudes to inform ongoing fine-tuning and course corrections in the 
communication plan and the stakeholder engagement plan. It is unlikely that all stakeholders will progress at the same pace in terms of 
their awareness/understanding and their attitudes towards the initiative (or its outcomes). For example, some stakeholders may be 
early adopters, while others may resist the change(s). A basic principle of effective stakeholder management is that the approach taken 
with communication and stakeholder engagement should be in step with where stakeholders find themselves at any point in time (a 
stakeholder who is firmly in resistance will require a different approach than a stakeholder in denial). It is therefore important to keep 
track of stakeholder status in order to ensure appropriate, targeted communication and stakeholder engagement.  

Objectives - Establish a process that will yield valid and reliable information regarding levels of stakeholder awareness/
  understanding and stakeholder attitudes over time
- The process should also serve to surface and record stakeholder issues and risks
- Stakeholder tracking should be adequately efficient and non-intrusive to enable frequent assessments - data 
  points that are spaced far apart in time do not provide adequate information for timeous fine-tuning and course
  corrections in the stakeholder engagement and communication plans

Key inputs - Stakeholder engagement and communication strategy
- Stakeholder engagement plan
- Stakeholder analysis
- Feedback from identified collaborators in this area (e.g. project team members, change captains, etc.)

Minimum Outputs - Stakeholder tracking reports
- Updated issues and risks registers
- Revisions of stakeholder engagement and communication plans

Role players Change ManagerResponsible

Project ManagerAccountable

Change AgentSupport

Internal Communications PractitionerInformed

Project Sponsor
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2. Communicate and Engage Stakeholders

People Radar ResultsRecommended 

tools

People Radar Questionnaire

People Radar Overview
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People Radar Rating Guide Sheet


Part I: Assessing Emotional Status
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		Denial: People appear unconcerned, uninvolved, disinterested. They behave as if they don’t care, as if they are not impacted at all. 

		Resistance: People appear angry, frustrated, hostile or negative. They do not want to listen, but strongly want to vent their feelings. 

		Exploration: People appear curious, hungry for more information, asking a many questions and seeking to explore alternatives and options. 

		Commitment: People are focused on “making it work”, and have adopted the change into their everyday reality. 






Part II: Assessing Awareness and Knowledge


		0 

		10 

		20 
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		40 

		50 

		60 

		70 

		80 

		90 

		100 



		No awareness or very little awareness. People are not at all sure what the initiative is about. 

		Some awareness. People have read about the initiative or have attended information sessions or workshops, and have some idea of what the initiative stands for and what it does. 

		Good awareness and some understanding. People know what the initiative is, and understand at a high level what the benefits are, what will change and what the impact will be on them. 

		Full understanding. People have a detailed understanding of what the initiative is, what the benefits are and how they will be impacted. 
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People radar overview
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What is the People Radar?

The People Radar is an Excel based tool to monitor the attitude and knowledge of the stakeholders in a project.

The idea is not to label any stakeholder as being negative or unsupportive, nor is the idea to expose anyone individually.

The aim of the People Radar is to stay in touch with the stakeholder attitudes and their levels of understanding.

It is also used to:

surface any issues that might present itself during the course of the project,

ensure that these issues are resolved,

communicate appropriately to the stakeholders,

address any concerns raised by stakeholders.



2
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How is the People Radar used?

The People Radar uses two scales to assess the stakeholders:

A scale to assess their emotional status i.e. “On a scale of 0 - 100, how do you feel about the project?”

A scale to assess their awareness and knowledge i.e. “On a scale of 0 - 100, how much do you know about the project?”

These results are captured in Excel and plotted on a graph.  This allows you to monitor your stakeholders over a period of time.

The following slides will cover the details.

3
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How is the People Radar used 
Emotion

The scale used to assess the emotional status:

















Notice how the emotions listed in the scale relate to the change cycle.

To assess the emotional status:

Find the relevant attitude using the large bottom blocks

Choose the appropriate score by “fine tuning” in the upper blocks.

4

		0 		10 		20 		30 		40 		50 		60 		70 		80 		90 		100 

		Denial: People appear unconcerned, uninvolved, disinterested. They behave as if they don’t care, as if they are not impacted at all. 						Resistance: People appear angry, frustrated, hostile or negative. They do not want to listen, but strongly want to vent their feelings. 						Exploration: People appear curious, hungry for more information, asking a many questions and seeking to explore alternatives and options. 						Commitment: People are focused on “making it work”, and have adopted the change into their everyday reality. 		
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How is the People Radar used 
Knowledge

The scale used to assess the awareness and knowledge:























To assess the awareness and knowledge:

Find the relevant level of awareness using the large bottom blocks

Choose the appropriate score by “fine tuning” in the upper blocks.

5

		0 		10 		20 		30 		40 		50 		60 		70 		80 		90 		100 

		No awareness or very little awareness. People are not at all sure what the initiative is about. 						Some awareness. People have read about the initiative or have attended information sessions or workshops, and have some idea of what the initiative stands for and what it does. 						Good awareness and some understanding. People know what the initiative is, and understand at a high level what the benefits are, what will change and what the impact will be on them. 						Full understanding. People have a detailed understanding of what the initiative is, what the benefits are and how they will be impacted. 		
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How is the People Radar used?
Capturing the results

6

The results are captured in an Excel spreadsheet









This is the date the assessment was done. 

These are the scores from the two scales used.

The calculation in this field will determine the size of the bubble. The more recent the assessment, the bigger the bubble.
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How is the People Radar used
Presenting the results

Based on the information captured in the Excel spreadsheet, the following graph is generated

7

This graph shows two bubbles because two assessments have been done. 

The most recent assessment is the larger bubble.

In this example we see a positive shift in stakeholder attitudes and knowledge.
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Polymers Corporate	64.285714285714292	77.142857142856357	64.285714285714292	75	15	42	-39128	-39128	-39128	-39128	-39128	-38161	-38161	-38161	-38161	-38161	-38161	-38161	-38161	-38161	Attitude



Knowledge





Guidelines

For small projects, the assessment may be performed by the Change Manager.

In this case, you would typically assess each individual involved in the project and capture the individual results in the Excel spreadsheet.


In larger projects, it is advisable to make use of your Change Agent Network to run the assessment in their area.

In this case, it is recommended that the Change Agent assesses each individual in their area, calculate the average for the area, and capture the average score in the Excel spreadsheet.


The People Radar should be run at appropriate intervals over the duration of the project.

An appropriate interval would typically be once every 4-6 weeks.

8
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Polymers International
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									Cortell


						Date			Attitude			Knowledge			Bubble									23-Sep			Name			Attitude			Knowledge			Source			Notes


						23-Sep-08			80			86			15									Lorraine			Venter			90			100


															-39128									Greg			Bogiages			90			100


															-39128									Sanet			Orten			90			100


															-39128									Ryan			Matthews			50			50


															-39128									Naomi			Basson			80			80


															-39128												Average			80			86
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															-38161


															-38161


															-38161


															-38161


															-38161


															-38161


															-38161


															-38161


															-38161


						23-Sep-08








Issues


			


									Polymers Chemicals																		23-Sep			Name			Attitude			Knowledge			Source			Notes


						Date			Attitude			Knowledge			Bubble												Andries			Jooste			60			60


						23-Sep-08			60			60			15												Burrie			Smit			60			60


						20-Oct-08			61			58			42												Danny			Vann			60			60


															-39128												James			Lancaster			60			60


															-39128															Average			60			60


															-39128


															-39128												20-Oct-08			Name			Attitude			Knowledge			Source			Notes


															-39128												Andries			Jooste			60			60


															-38161												Brian			Airey			50			50


															-38161												Burrie			Smit			80			80


															-38161												Celeste			van der Sandt			50			50


															-38161												Danny			Vann			60			60


															-38161												Deidre			Wilson			80			60


															-38161												Jacques			van Niekerk			50			50


															-38161												James			Lancaster			60			60


															-38161												Jay			Reddy			60			50


															-38161												Natasha			Maharaj


						20-Oct-08																					Niel			Taylor			60			60


																														Average			61			58








Scale


			


									Polymers Corporate																		23-Sep			Name			Attitude			Knowledge			Source			Notes


						Date			Attitude			Knowledge			Bubble												Alta			Theron			60			60


						23-Sep-08			64			64			15												Bez			Bezuidenhout			60			60


						20-Oct-08			77			75			42												Chris			Verwey			60			60


															-39128												Deon			van Niekerk			60			60


															-39128												Goolam			Kara			60			60


															-39128												Graham			Wells			60			60


															-39128												Humphrey			Tedder			60			60


															-39128												Jennysha			Narainsamy			70			70


															-38161												Kershnee			Govender			70			70


															-38161												Kevin			Bradbury			60			60


															-38161												Mike			Cloake			60			60


															-38161												Rudi			de Beer			80			80


															-38161												Kubershinee			Pillay			60			60


															-38161												David			Bolton			80			80


															-38161															Average			64.2857142857			64.2857142857


															-38161


															-38161												20-Oct-08			Name			Attitude			Knowledge			Source			Notes


						20-Oct-08																					Alta			Theron			70			70


																											Bez			Bezuidenhout			80			80


																											Chris			Verwey			70			70


																											David			Bolton			100			80


																											Deon			van Niekerk			70			70


																											Goolam			Kara			80			70


																											Graham			Wells			80			80


																											Humphrey			Tedder			80			80


																											Jennysha			Narainsamy			70			70


																											Johan			Pieterse			80			80


																											Kevin			Bradbury


																											Kubershinee			Pillay			70			70


																											Mariska			Norval			70			70


																											Mike			Cloake			70			70


																											Rudi			de Beer			90			90


																														Average			77.1428571429			75








			


									Polymers International


						Date			Attitude			Knowledge			Bubble									23-Sep			Name			Attitude			Knowledge			Source			Notes


						23-Sep-08			60			60			15									Dawie			van Schalkwyk			60			60


						20-Oct-08			75			70			42									Naeem			Latchman			60			60


															-39128									Salidor			Coetzee			60			60


															-39128												Average			60			60


															-39128


															-39128									20-Oct-08			Name			Attitude			Knowledge			Source			Notes


															-39128									Dawie			van Schalkwyk			80			70


															-38161									Sandra			Williams			70			70


															-38161												Average			75			70


															-38161


															-38161


															-38161


															-38161


															-38161


															-38161


															-38161


						20-Oct-08








			


									Polymers Monomers


						Date			Attitude			Knowledge			Bubble									23-Sep			Name			Attitude			Knowledge			Source			Notes


						23-Sep-08			60			60			15									Christo			Viljoen			60			60


						20-Oct-08			70			70			42									José			Barreto			60			60


															-39128									Leonard			Oosthuizen			60			60


															-39128												Average			60			60


															-39128


															-39128									20-Oct-08			Name			Attitude			Knowledge			Source			Notes


															-39128									José			Barreto			80			80


															-38161									Leonard			Oosthuizen			60			60


															-38161												Average			70			70


															-38161


															-38161


															-38161


															-38161


															-38161


															-38161


															-38161


						20-Oct-08








			


									Polymers Polypropylene


						Date			Attitude			Knowledge			Bubble									23-Sep			Name			Attitude			Knowledge			Source			Notes


						23-Sep-08			60			60			15									André			Horn			60			60


						20-Oct-08			60			60			42									Dalene			Fourie			60			60


															-39128									Iloise			Ras			60			60


															-39128									Janet			Badenhorst			60			60


															-39128												Average			60			60


															-39128


															-39128									20-Oct-08			Name			Attitude			Knowledge			Source			Notes


															-38161									André			Horn			60			60


															-38161									Dalene			Fourie			60			60


															-38161									Iloise			Ras


															-38161									Janet			Badenhorst			60			60


															-38161									Lindi			Lategan			60			60


															-38161												Average			60			60


															-38161


															-38161


															-38161


						20-Oct-08








			


									Polymers Polythene


						Date			Attitude			Knowledge			Bubble									23-Sep			Name			Attitude			Knowledge			Source			Notes


						23-Sep-08			60			60			15									Leandra			Cherry			60			60


						20-Oct-08			74			60			42									Nilesh			Shiba			60			60


															-39128									Theo			Bence			60			60


															-39128									Tim			Deane			60			60


															-39128												Average			60			60


															-39128


															-39128									20-Oct-08			Name			Attitude			Knowledge			Source			Notes


															-38161									Debbie			Rei


															-38161									Leandra			Cherry			70			60


															-38161									Magda			Lodetti			70			60


															-38161									Nilesh			Shiba			70			60


															-38161									Theo			Bence			80			60


															-38161									Tim			Deane			80			60


															-38161												Average			74			60


															-38161


															-38161


						20-Oct-08








			


									Polymers Vinyls


						Date			Attitude			Knowledge			Bubble									23-Sep			Name			Attitude			Knowledge			Source			Notes


						23-Sep-08			62.8571428571			62.8571428571			15									Anja			van der Linde			60			60


						20-Oct-08			75.7142857143			71.4285714286			42									Caroline			Trimble			60			60


															-39128									Deon			Louw			60			60


															-39128									Ernst			Kotze			80			80


															-39128									Lourens			le Roux			60			60


															-39128									Nick			Krause			60			60


															-39128									Sunil			Kantilal			60			60


															-38161												Average			62.8571428571			62.8571428571


															-38161


															-38161									20-Oct-08			Name			Attitude			Knowledge			Source			Notes


															-38161									Anja			van der Linde			70			60


															-38161									Caroline			Trimble			80			70


															-38161									Deon			Louw			80			80


															-38161									Ernst			Kotze			100			90


															-38161									Lourens			le Roux			80			80


															-38161									Nick			Krause			60			60


						20-Oct-08																		Sunil			Kantilal			60			60


																											Average			75.7142857143			71.4285714286
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						Part I: Assessing emotional status


						0			10			20			30			40			50			60			70			80			90			100


						Denial: People appear unconcerned, uninvolved, disinterested. They behave as if they don’t care, as if they are not impacted at all.									Resistance: People appear angry, frustrated, hostile or negative. They do not want to listen, but strongly want to vent their feelings.									Exploration: People appear curious, hungry for more information, asking many questions and seeking to explore alternatives and options.									Commitment: People are focused on “making it work”, and have adopted the change into their everyday reality.


						Part II: Assessing Awareness and Knowledge


						0			10			20			30			40			50			60			70			80			90			100


						No awareness or very little awareness. People are not at all sure what the Budgeting & Forecasting project is all about or what it does.									Some awareness. People have attended information sessions or workshops, and have some idea of what the Budgeting & Forecasting project is all about and what it does.									Good awareness and some understanding. People know what the Budgeting & Forecasting project is all about, and understand at a high level what the benefits are, what will change and what the impact will be on them.									Full understanding. People have a detailed understanding of what the Budgeting & Forecasting project is all about, what the benefits are and how they will be impacted.


						Part III: Additional Comments
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2. Communicate and Engage Stakeholders

2.6 Assess communication

Purpose The purpose of the processes associated with Assess communication is to ensure that communication activities result in the desired 
outcomes in support of the objectives as defined in the Stakeholder engagement and communication strategy. The completion of a 
communication activity does not necessarily equate to successful communication - should the effectiveness of communication not be 
assessed, and progress is merely measured by the completion of planned activities, the project leadership team may be lulled into a 
false sense of achievement in regard to communication. This introduces significant unmanaged risk relating to stakeholder awareness, 
understanding and attitudes.   

Objectives - Obtain a reliable and valid indication of the effectiveness of all major communication activities
- Address identified shortcomings in communication by planning and executing follow-up actions or making changes 
  to the communication plan

Key inputs - Stakeholder engagement and communication strategy
- Communication plan

Minimum Outputs - Communication effectiveness assessment reports for all major communication activities

Role players Change ManagerResponsible

Project ManagerAccountable

Internal Communications PractitionerInformed

Line Manager

Change Agent

Project Sponsor
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2. Communicate and Engage Stakeholders

Example Communication Dipstick PresentationRecommended 

tools
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Communication “Dipstick” Assessment

Example Presentation
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Background to the Assessment Exercise

The assessment was  commissioned to determine levels of awareness and understanding in regard to



what the project is about

why the project is required (and to get a sense of the perceived sense of urgency in this regard)

the overall objective of the business strategy and the three pillars that support this



A final “catch all” question - “Do you have any other comments about the project?” - was also included to surface additional information.



Respondents did not participate anonymously, but care was taken to ensure that the assessment report does not expose individuals.



The assessment was conducted in the week of 14-18 December 2009 by an experienced interviewer:


110 employees were interviewed in random one-on-one interviews (these were mostly lower-level employees [76], but a number of more senior employees [34] were also interviewed)

An additional group of 53 senior employees were interviewed telephonically.
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Executive Summary

There is good awareness of the project.



However, understanding of the underlying reasons for the project and of the overarching strategic imperatives is not yet adequately developed.



The most compelling commonly perceived reason for the project is the need to compete with new entrants, but this is often linked to employment issues only.  



Employee satisfaction issues and perceptions that extend beyond the project scope may impede the participation and commitment of lower-level employees.



The composition of the project team (mainly senior employees) has sent a strong message about the importance of the project.



For apparent historical reasons, there is significant cynicism about the likelihood that the project will deliver tangible benefits.
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Detail results
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Question 1: 
Have you heard about the Pizano Town Optimisation Project?

Most (90%) of the respondents have heard of the project.


However, on further probing, it was apparent that although there is general awareness, a more in-depth understanding of what the project is about has not yet been established, particularly among lower-level employees.


A verbatim transcript of responses is included on the final slide of this presentation as an embedded MS Word document – click here to go there.

		Site		Level		N		%

		Pizano Town		L1-L3		35		91

		Pizano Town		Lower than L3		15		93

		Bobeleng		L1-L3		30		87

		Bobeleng		Lower than L3		23		91

		Basilton		L1-L3		22		86

		Basilton		Lower than L3		38		92

		Overall				163		90

		Overall L1-L3				87		89

		Overall Lower than L3				76		92



Have heard of HOP1
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Question 2: 
What are the main reasons why the HOP1 is required?











Most cited

Least cited

13%

49%

6%

9%

The percentages listed here and in the table below reflect the proportion of respondents who explicitly referred to each of the four main drivers underlying HOP1. They will not sum to 100, as the “off target” percentages are not listed.

		Site		Level		N		Market Up & Down
%		Competi-tion
%		Rail capacity
%		Value from ore body
%

		Pizano Town		L1-L3		35		17		51		9		11

		Pizano Town		Lower than L3		15		7		33		13		7

		Bobeleng		L1-L3		30		20		27		0		20

		Bobeleng		Lower than L3		23		4		48		0		0

		Basilton		L1-L3		22		14		50		9		14

		Basilton		Lower than L3		38		11		71		5		0

		Overall				163		13		49		6		9

		Overall L1-L3				87		17		43		6		15

		Overall Lower than L3				76		8		57		5		1
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Question 2: 
What are the main reasons why the HOP1 is required? (continued)

Correct responses:

There were no respondents who could list all four of the main underlying reasons for HOP1.

An awareness of the need for increased competitiveness seems to be most well established (mentioned by 49% of respondents). Many respondents, particularly at lower levels, appear to link this specifically to competition in the labour market rather than in a wider sense – i.e. HOP1 was established to try to prevent other mining companies from “poaching” employees.

In a poor second place (13%) is an awareness of market volatility. However, the complexity and implications of this does not appear to be fully understood yet – most respondents who mentioned this seem to grasp it in a vague sense. 

In third place (9%) is an awareness of the need to maximise value from the ore body.

Finally, only 6% of respondents referred to optimising rail capacity.


“Off target” responses:

Frequently mentioned among the “off target” responses was a need to be more competitive as an employer, to avoid retrenchments, to contain costs, and to maintain/enhance safety and production. While none of these responses are inherently “wrong”, they do not demonstrate an understanding of the primary drivers of the project as outlined in project communication.    


A verbatim transcript of responses is included on the final slide of this presentation as an embedded MS Word document – click here to go there.
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Question 3: 
What is the overall objective of the HMM business strategy (and what are the three pillars that support this)?

Most cited

Least cited

5%

6%

1%

4%

The percentages listed here and  in the table to the right reflect the proportion of respondents who explicitly referred to elements  of the HMM business  strategy. They will not sum to 100, as the “off target” percentages are not listed.

		Site		Level		N		Sweating Assets 
%		 Max value ore body
%		Manage volatility
%		Max value of Mn bus
%

		Pizano Town		L1-L3		35		6		3		6		3

		Pizano Town		Lower than L3		15		7		0		0		0

		Bobeleng		L1-L3		30		10		10		13		3

		Bobeleng		Lower than L3		23		0		0		0		0

		Basilton		L1-L3		22		5		9		9		0

		Basilton		Lower than L3		38		3		0		3		0

		Overall				163		5		4		6		1

		Overall L1-L3				87		7		7		9		2

		Overall Lower than L3				76		3		0		1		0
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Question 3: 
What is the overall objective of the HMM business strategy (and what are the three pillars that support this)?  [continued]

Correct responses:

Very few respondents (1%) cited the core objective - Maximising the value of the manganese business

With regard to the 3 pillars, 5% of respondents could recall “Sweating Assets”, 6% referred to “Managing Volatility” and 4% referred to “Maximising the value of the ore bodies”.


“Off target” responses:

Frequently mentioned among the “off target” responses was a drive to cut costs (7% of respondents referred to this), to improve the quality of the product, improving customer satisfaction and to maintain/enhance safety and production. While none of these responses are inherently “wrong”, they do not demonstrate an understanding of the primary objective of the HMM strategy nor of the three pillars as outlined in project communication. 
  

A verbatim transcript of responses is included on the final slide of this presentation as an embedded MS Word document – click here to go there.
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Question 4: 
Do you have any other comments about the HOP1?

Several respondents had comments about the Monday morning meetings – frequently mentioned aspects were:

There should be more written communication (hand-outs, posters, e-mail and intranet were mentioned) as a back-up to the Monday morning meetings

Physical discomfort (no seating available, exposed to elements) at Bobeleng

Issues with the language employed during the meetings at Basilton – some respondents indicated that Afrikaans was used extensively

Problems with hearing the presenter (not speaking loudly enough/no amplification and co-workers carrying on their own conversations) – both at Bobeleng and Basilton



Some respondents suggested that more formal, smaller group sessions also be held – they felt that this would increase the likelihood of better engagement of the audience and more questions being asked.



Several respondents used the opportunity to vent their frustrations/discontent regarding issues that are outside of the project scope. While this is a common occurrence in this type of assessment, it should be noted that:

Employees who feel disengaged with their employers may tend to act obstructively when participating in assessments -  the effect of this is that claims of “not understanding” may be exaggerated.

Of more concern is that effective communication with disengaged employees is a  significant challenge, as is establishing their commitment (rather than mere compliance) to the requirements of the “To Be”. 



A verbatim transcript of responses is included on the final slide of this presentation as an embedded MS Word document – click here to go there.
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Conclusions

Responses indicate that a large proportion of respondents may have a problem with the complexity of what is communicated regarding HOP1, and also with the language employed (for example confusing volatility and vitality).



Negative perceptions and discontent regarding aspects such as conditions of service, salaries, trust in management, retrenchment, etc.  that are not necessarily directly related to the project itself featured quite strongly in responses and are likely to cause some interference in the effectiveness of project communication. 



While several respondents saw the deployment of senior employees on the project as a meaningful indicator of the importance of the project, there remains a significant amount of scepticism regarding the actual outcomes of the project that appears to stem from a perceived lack of real impact of previous projects.



There is good awareness of the project in general, but poor understanding of the key underlying reasons for the project and the overarching strategic imperatives.    



If possible, specific tangible actions following on the survey outcomes would strengthen positive attitudes and help to minimise negative attitudes (e.g. utilising loudspeakers during Monday morning meetings, limiting the use of Afrikaans, considering additional small-group sessions, etc.).
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Not included in this example for purposes of confidentiality

Verbatim transcript of responses

To open the MS Word document:


In slide edit mode, right-click and choose “Document Object”  and then “Open”

In presentation mode, simply left-click
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3. Enable the change

3. Enable the change

The purpose of the Enable the change focus area is to ensure that the organisation and all relevant role players and significantly impacted 
stakeholders are adequately enabled to deal effectively with the change initiative and its outcomes.

This focus area involves:

-  Identification of all significant changes that may result from the change initiative and its outcomes
-  The development of a good understanding of the detailed implications of these change impacts
-  The development and implementation of appropriate and effective change enablement actions
-  Assessment of change readiness
-  Enablement of the initiative team (with a specific focus on their change management capabilities 
  and the functioning of the overall team)
-  Enablement of change leadership
-  Training management

Purpose
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3. Enable the change

3.1 Determine change impact - high level

Purpose The purpose of the processes associated with Determine change impact is to ensure that all major change impacts and the associated 
implications for the organisation, teams and individuals are identified and clearly understood, so that appropriate change enablement 
actions may be planned and executed. Even relatively innocuous changes may result in several change impacts that may have far-
reaching implications. If an initiative results in many change impacts that were not foreseen (and were therefore not addressed by 
appropriate change enablement actions), the cumulative effect may be very destabilising and demoralising for stakeholders, and may 
even put the success of the initiative at risk. Furthermore, some unmanaged change impacts may have very significant operational 
implications that could result in undesirable outcomes. It is therefore important that change impact assessment processes are effective 
in surfacing as many significant change impacts as possible. 

It is useful to complete a high-level change impact assessment as early as possible, in order to use this information to guide the 
planning process, and also to ensure that the really major change impacts (that can often be anticipated for most change initiatives) are 
flagged as early as possible, to allow the maximum amount of time for change enablement.

Objectives - Major change impacts are identified early
- The consideration of the implications of these impacts may shape the change management planning process 

Key inputs - Project plan and schedule (to determine timing of change impacts)
- Project charter

Minimum Outputs - High level change impact assessment (as early as possible in the timeline of the initiative, to enable pro-active planning)
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3. Enable the change

Change impact assessment overviewRecommended 

tools

Change impact assessment - high-level
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Change impact assessment overview
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Outputs used for:

- Role redefinition
- Structural requirements
- Capacity adjustment
- Training and Development
- Organisational Development
- HR requirements – e.g. Job
  Descriptions, PDP’s, etc.





Validate

broad 
themes


Expand


Process

Sign Off

Prioritise/

Joint action plans

Consult



Execute







Senior Management

Middle Management

Wider organisation

High-level CIA and initial detailed CIA: Driven by the initiative team and a small number of other role players



Issues

Risks

Detailed CIA: Occurs within the Organisation

High-level and detailed change impact assessment (CIA)

Analyse – High-level

Analyse – Detailed
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Key Changes

		Key Change Name				Key Change Description

		1		One sales organisation		Introduction of one sales organisation, centralising all of the sales functions from across our different operating units.

		2		b

		3		c

		4		d

		5		e

		6		f

		7		g

		When you have entered all key changes and their descriptions, please go to the "Implications" worksheet and follow the instructions at the top of the sheet.
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Implications

						For each of the five key changes, please rate the potential impact in each of the 9 dimensions described below, and also indicate who (individuals, groups or parts of the organisation) will be impacted.

						Business Processes		Organisation		Governance and Reporting		Headcount		Job Content		Political Issues		Behavioural Change		Training and Development		Business Leadership

		The list below contains the key changes 
you entered on the previous sheet.				Please indicate (by selecting an option in the "Rating" row) the likely impact for each key change in each of the dimensions below, and type in who (individuals and/or groups) will be impacted by this change in the "Impacts on" row

		One sales organisation		Rating		3		3		2		3		1		2		2		2		3

				Impacts on		All employees in new org; Internal cust in BU's;  Ext cust		All employees in new org		All employees in new org		All employees in new org; Employees made redundant in the process		All employees in new org		Senior management across the group		All employees in new org; Internal cust in BU's		All employees in new org; Internal cust in BU's		All line managers in new org; Managers in BU's

		b		Rating

				Impacts on

		c		Rating

				Impacts on

		d		Rating

				Impacts on

		e		Rating

				Impacts on

		f		Rating

				Impacts on

		g		Rating

				Impacts on
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Page &P

The way in which the organisation is managed and/or reporting lines will change



Analysis

				Business Processes		Organisation		Governance and Reporting		Headcount		Job Content		Political Issues		Behavioural Change		Training & Development		Business Leadership

		One sales organisation		3.0		3.0		2.0		3.0		1.0		2.0		2.0		2.0		3.0		2.3

		b		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

		c		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

		d		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

		e		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

		f		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

		g		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0		0.0

				3.0		3.0		2.0		3.0		1.0		2.0		2.0		2.0		3.0		2.3
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Chart by Dimension

		





Chart by Dimension

		Business Processes		Business Processes		Business Processes		Business Processes		Business Processes		Business Processes		Business Processes

		Organisation		Organisation		Organisation		Organisation		Organisation		Organisation		Organisation

		Governance and Reporting		Governance and Reporting		Governance and Reporting		Governance and Reporting		Governance and Reporting		Governance and Reporting		Governance and Reporting

		Headcount		Headcount		Headcount		Headcount		Headcount		Headcount		Headcount

		Job Content		Job Content		Job Content		Job Content		Job Content		Job Content		Job Content

		Political Issues		Political Issues		Political Issues		Political Issues		Political Issues		Political Issues		Political Issues

		Behavioural Change		Behavioural Change		Behavioural Change		Behavioural Change		Behavioural Change		Behavioural Change		Behavioural Change

		Training & Development		Training & Development		Training & Development		Training & Development		Training & Development		Training & Development		Training & Development

		Business Leadership		Business Leadership		Business Leadership		Business Leadership		Business Leadership		Business Leadership		Business Leadership
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3. Enable the change

3.2 Determine change impact - detailed

Purpose The purpose of the processes associated with Determine change impact is to ensure that all major change impacts and the associated 
implications for the organisation, teams and individuals are identified and clearly understood, so that appropriate change enablement 
actions may be planned and executed. Even relatively innocuous changes may result in several change impacts that may have far-
reaching implications. If an initiative results in many change impacts that were not foreseen (and were therefore not addressed by 
appropriate change enablement actions), the cumulative effect may be very destabilising and demoralising for stakeholders, and may 
even put the success of the initiative at risk. Furthermore, some unmanaged change impacts may have very significant operational 
implications that could result in undesirable outcomes. It is therefore important that change impact assessment processes are effective 
in surfacing as many significant change impacts as possible. 

Objectives - All significant change impacts are identified
- The implications of each impact are adequately thought through. 
- Utilise and combine the perspectives of role players who know the organisation very well, and role players 
  who have a very good understanding of the initiative and the changes it will introduce
- Obtain a high-level change impact assessment early on, and then expand this into the fullest possible detail 
  when the changes are adequately defined

Key inputs - Project plan and schedule (to determine timing of change impacts)
- Project design documents (to identify the nature of the changes)

Minimum Outputs - Detailed change impact assessment (as soon as the "to-be" has been adequately clearly defined)

Role players Change ManagerResponsible

Project ManagerAccountable

Change AgentSupport

Line ManagerConsulted

Human Resources PractitionerInformed

Change Leader

Project Steering Committee

Project Sponsor
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3. Enable the change

Example - Detailed change impact brainstormingRecommended 

tools

Change impact assessment overview
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Change impact assessment overview
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Outputs used for:

- Role redefinition
- Structural requirements
- Capacity adjustment
- Training and Development
- Organisational Development
- HR requirements – e.g. Job
  Descriptions, PDP’s, etc.





Validate

broad 
themes


Expand


Process

Sign Off

Prioritise/

Joint action plans

Consult



Execute







Senior Management

Middle Management

Wider organisation

High-level CIA and initial detailed CIA: Driven by the initiative team and a small number of other role players



Issues

Risks

Detailed CIA: Occurs within the Organisation

High-level and detailed change impact assessment (CIA)

Analyse – High-level

Analyse – Detailed
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3. Enable the change

3.3 Develop change enablement action plans

Purpose The purpose of the processes associated with Develop change enablement action plans is to ensure that the implications of each 
significant change impact that will result from the initiative (and its outcomes) are adequately managed through the planning of 
enablement actions. Typically such actions will focus on the enablement of individuals, groups, organisational units or the entire 
organisation. On occasion, change enablement may extend to areas beyond the normal focus of change management (the 
organisation and people), and may involve technical, infrastructure or other considerations. The point of change enablement is to make 
the changes work, so the process must be allowed to go where it needs to. 

Objectives - Develop clear, practical and adequate enablement actions for each significant change impact and the associated 
  implications.
- Continue to utilise and combine the perspectives of role players who know the organisation very well, and role 
  players who have a very good understanding of the initiative and the changes it will introduce
- Use the change enablement action planning process to engage stakeholders - beyond the obvious value this has 
  for the quality of the planning outputs, it also serves as a very powerful change management intervention as it gives 
  people design input  into the future state (increasing ownership and commitment), and also a greater
  sense of control over their destiny.

Key inputs - Change impact assessment - high-level
- Change impact assessment - detailed
- Project plan and schedule (to determine timing of change impacts)

Minimum Outputs - Detailed change enablement action plans

Role players Change ManagerResponsible

Project ManagerAccountable

Change AgentSupport

Human Resources PractitionerConsulted

Project Sponsor

Line ManagerInformed

Change Leader
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3. Enable the change

Change Management Enablement Action LogRecommended 

tools
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Issue Register

		Change Management Enablement Action Log																13 September 2014								9/13/14 12:40

		Date Identified		Enablement Action #		Change Impact Reference number		Short Description		Long Description		Action Planned By		Action Assigned To		Priority		Status		Due Date		Date Complete

		5/5/10		1		221		New order number system		Make suppliers aware of the new order number system and the associated processes		Joe Bloggs		Pieter Ngubani		3		Assigned		6/6/10				WARNING OVERDUE

				2																				0

				3																				0

				4																				0

				5																				0

				6																				0

				7																				0

				8																				0

				9																				0

				10																				0

				11																				0

				12																				0

				13																				0

				14																				0

				15																				0

				16																				0

				17																				0

				18																				0

				19																				0

				20																				0

				21																				0

				22																				0

				23																				0

				24																				0

				25																				0

				26																				0

				27																				0

				28																				0

				29																				0

				30																				0

				31																				0

				32																				0

				33																				0

				34																				0

				35																				0

				36																				0

				37																				0

				38																				0

				39																				0

				40																				0

				41																				0

				42																				0

				43																				0

				44																				0

				45																				0

				46																				0

				47																				0

				48																				0

				49																				0

				50																				0

				51																				0

				52																				0

				53																				0

				54																				0

				55																				0

				56																				0

				57																				0

				58																				0

				59																				0

				60																				0

				61																				0

				62																				0

				63																				0

				64																				0

				65																				0

				66																				0

				67																				0

				68																				0

				69																				0

				70																				0

				71																				0

				72																				0

				73																				0

				74																				0

				75																				0

				76																				0

				77																				0

				78																				0

				79																				0

				80																				0

				81																				0

				82																				0

				83																				0

				84																				0

				85																				0

				86																				0

				87																				0

				88																				0

				89																				0

				90																				0

				91																				0

				92																				0

				93																				0

				94																				0

				95																				0

				96																				0

				97																				0

				98																				0

				99																				0

				100																				0

				101																				0

				102																				0

				103																				0

				104																				0

				105																				0

				106																				0

				107																				0

				108																				0

				109																				0

				110																				0

				111																				0

				112																				0

				113																				0

				114																				0

				115																				0

				116																				0

				117																				0

				118																				0

				119																				0

				120																				0

				121																				0

				122																				0

				123																				0

				124																				0

				125																				0

				126																				0

				127																				0

				128																				0

				129																				0

				130																				0

				131																				0

				132																				0

				133																				0

				134																				0

				135																				0

				136																				0

				137																				0

				138																				0

				139																				0

				140																				0

				141																				0

				142																				0

				143																				0

				144																				0

				145																				0

				146																				0

				147																				0

				148																				0

				149																				0

				150																				0

				151																				0

				152																				0

				153																				0

				154																				0

				155																				0

				156																				0

				157																				0

				158																				0

				159																				0

				160																				0

				161																				0

				162																				0

				163																				0

				164																				0

				165																				0

				166																				0

				167																				0

				168																				0

				169																				0

				170																				0

				171																				0

				172																				0

				173																				0

				174																				0

				175																				0

				176																				0

				177																				0

				178																				0

				179																				0

				180																				0

				181																				0

				182																				0

				183																				0

				184																				0

				185																				0

				186																				0

				187																				0

				188																				0

				189																				0

				190																				0

				191																				0

				192																				0

				193																				0

				194																				0

				195																				0

				196																				0

				197																				0

				198																				0

				199																				0

				200																				0

				201																				0

				202																				0

				203																				0

				204																				0

				205																				0

				206																				0

				207																				0

				208																				0

				209																				0

				210																				0

				211																				0

				212																				0

				213																				0

				214																				0

				215																				0

				216																				0

				217																				0

				218																				0

				219																				0

				220																				0

				221																				0

				222																				0

				223																				0

				224																				0

				225																				0

				226																				0

				227																				0

				228																				0

				229																				0

				230																				0
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3. Enable the change

3.4 Track change enablement action execution

Purpose The purpose of the processes associated with Track change enablement action execution is to ensure that enablement actions are 
executed on time and successfully, in order that affected stakeholders and/or the organisation may deal effectively with the relevant 
change(s).

Change management practitioners do not necessarily have to execute all (or even any) of the change enablement actions - their focus 
should remain with the process of identifying change impacts and planning and tracking appropriate enablement actions. However, 
change enablement will also involve a significant component of communication (to create awareness and understanding among 
impacted stakeholders) and also training, and in this regard change management practitioners will play an active role in the execution 
of such change enablement activities.

Objectives - Up-to-date information about enablement action progress
- Follow up and remedial actions where there is a lack of progress

Key inputs - Change enablement action plans
- Status reports or updates from those who are responsible for executing the action plans

Minimum Outputs - Detailed action plan with regular progress updates
- Identification and registering of related issues and risks

Role players Change ManagerResponsible

Project ManagerAccountable

Change AgentSupport

Human Resources PractitionerInformed

Line Manager

Change Leader

Project Steering Committee

Project Sponsor
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3. Enable the change

Change Management Enablement Action LogRecommended 

tools
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Issue Register

		Change Management Enablement Action Log																13 September 2014								9/13/14 12:40

		Date Identified		Enablement Action #		Change Impact Reference number		Short Description		Long Description		Action Planned By		Action Assigned To		Priority		Status		Due Date		Date Complete

		5/5/10		1		221		New order number system		Make suppliers aware of the new order number system and the associated processes		Joe Bloggs		Pieter Ngubani		3		Assigned		6/6/10				WARNING OVERDUE

				2																				0

				3																				0

				4																				0

				5																				0

				6																				0

				7																				0

				8																				0

				9																				0

				10																				0

				11																				0

				12																				0

				13																				0

				14																				0

				15																				0

				16																				0

				17																				0

				18																				0

				19																				0

				20																				0

				21																				0

				22																				0

				23																				0

				24																				0

				25																				0

				26																				0

				27																				0

				28																				0

				29																				0

				30																				0

				31																				0

				32																				0

				33																				0

				34																				0

				35																				0

				36																				0

				37																				0

				38																				0

				39																				0

				40																				0

				41																				0

				42																				0

				43																				0

				44																				0

				45																				0

				46																				0

				47																				0

				48																				0

				49																				0

				50																				0

				51																				0

				52																				0

				53																				0

				54																				0

				55																				0

				56																				0

				57																				0

				58																				0

				59																				0

				60																				0

				61																				0

				62																				0

				63																				0

				64																				0

				65																				0

				66																				0

				67																				0

				68																				0

				69																				0

				70																				0

				71																				0

				72																				0

				73																				0

				74																				0

				75																				0

				76																				0

				77																				0

				78																				0

				79																				0

				80																				0

				81																				0

				82																				0

				83																				0

				84																				0

				85																				0

				86																				0

				87																				0

				88																				0

				89																				0

				90																				0

				91																				0

				92																				0

				93																				0

				94																				0

				95																				0

				96																				0

				97																				0

				98																				0

				99																				0

				100																				0

				101																				0

				102																				0

				103																				0

				104																				0

				105																				0

				106																				0

				107																				0

				108																				0

				109																				0

				110																				0

				111																				0

				112																				0

				113																				0

				114																				0

				115																				0

				116																				0

				117																				0

				118																				0

				119																				0

				120																				0

				121																				0

				122																				0

				123																				0

				124																				0

				125																				0

				126																				0

				127																				0

				128																				0

				129																				0

				130																				0

				131																				0

				132																				0

				133																				0

				134																				0

				135																				0

				136																				0

				137																				0

				138																				0

				139																				0

				140																				0

				141																				0

				142																				0

				143																				0

				144																				0

				145																				0

				146																				0

				147																				0

				148																				0

				149																				0

				150																				0

				151																				0

				152																				0

				153																				0

				154																				0

				155																				0

				156																				0

				157																				0

				158																				0

				159																				0

				160																				0

				161																				0

				162																				0

				163																				0

				164																				0

				165																				0

				166																				0

				167																				0

				168																				0

				169																				0

				170																				0

				171																				0

				172																				0

				173																				0

				174																				0

				175																				0

				176																				0

				177																				0

				178																				0

				179																				0

				180																				0

				181																				0

				182																				0

				183																				0

				184																				0

				185																				0

				186																				0

				187																				0

				188																				0

				189																				0

				190																				0

				191																				0

				192																				0

				193																				0

				194																				0

				195																				0

				196																				0

				197																				0

				198																				0

				199																				0

				200																				0

				201																				0

				202																				0

				203																				0

				204																				0

				205																				0

				206																				0

				207																				0

				208																				0

				209																				0

				210																				0

				211																				0

				212																				0

				213																				0

				214																				0

				215																				0

				216																				0

				217																				0

				218																				0

				219																				0

				220																				0

				221																				0

				222																				0

				223																				0

				224																				0

				225																				0

				226																				0

				227																				0

				228																				0

				229																				0

				230																				0
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3. Enable the change

3.5 Assess change readiness

Purpose The purpose of the processes associated with Assess change readiness is to ensure that the organisation and affected stakeholders 
are ready to adopt the change(s) effectively at the required time - if the assessment indicates that there are areas where there is not yet 
adequate change readiness, corrective actions should be planned and executed.

Change readiness has objective and subjective components - for example, stakeholders may subjectively feel ready, while an objective 
assessment may show that they are not yet adequately trained. More typically, the subjective stakeholder perception tends to lag the 
objective reality - stakeholders still tend to feel that they are not ready even when everything has been done to prepare them for the 
change. 

As both subjective and objective components of change readiness can affect outcomes, both should be attended to.

Objectives - Establish an objective assessment of change readiness
- Establish an assessment of subjective perceptions of change readiness
- Identify areas where specific readiness interventions may be required, develop such interventions and implement them

Key inputs - Stakeholder tracking data
- Change impact analyses
- Change enablement progress reports
- Training progress reports
- Specific readiness assessment data
- Stakeholder interviews

Minimum Outputs - Readiness assessment report
- Required readiness interventions
- Identification and registering of related issues and risks

Role players Change ManagerResponsible

Project ManagerAccountable

Change AgentSupport

Human Resources PractitionerConsulted

Line ManagerInformed

Change Leader
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3. Enable the change

Project Steering Committee

Project Sponsor

Readiness dashboard exampleRecommended 

tools

Change Readiness Assessment
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High-Level Dashboard





						NCC SAP Readiness Dashboard as at 		28-Apr-08						NCC SAP Readiness Dashboard History

														17-Mar-08		24-Mar-08		31-Mar-08		7-Apr-08		14-Apr-08		21-Apr-08		28-Apr-08

						System Readiness		100%						59%		67%		80%		83%		87%		91%		100%

						Roles and Authorisations		100%						55%		69%		83%		84%		88%		92%		100%

						Infrastructure		100%						60%		64%		79%		84%		88%		92%		100%

						Support		100%						60%		58%		79%		83%		87%		91%		100%

						Data Migration		100%						58%		66%		80%		84%		88%		92%		100%

						Business Issues		100%						33%		48%		83%		87%		91%		95%		100%

						Training & Change Management		100%						33%		54%		80%		84%		88%		92%		100%

						Freeze Period		100%						35%		70%		74%		78%		82%		86%		100%
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System Readiness	Roles and Authorisations	Infrastructure	Support	Data Migration	Business Issues	Training 	&	 Change Management	Freeze Period	0.59	0.55000000000000004	0.59500000000000008	0.60375000000000001	0.57615384615384613	0.32666666666666666	0.33181818181818185	0.35333333333333333	System Readiness	Roles and Authorisations	Infrastructure	Support	Data Migration	Business Issues	Training 	&	 Change Management	Freeze Period	0.66545454545454552	0.6925	0.64300000000000002	0.58000000000000007	0.65692307692307683	0.48333333333333339	0.53909090909090907	0.69666666666666677	System Readiness	Roles and Authorisations	Infrastructure	Support	Data Migration	Business Issues	Training 	&	 Change Management	Freeze Period	0.79727272727272724	0.82500000000000007	0.79200000000000004	0.79	0.79538461538461536	0.83333333333333337	0.79909090909090918	0.7433333	3333333329	System Readiness	Roles and Authorisations	Infrastructure	Support	Data Migration	Business Issues	Training 	&	 Change Management	Freeze Period	0.83272727272727287	0.83750000000000002	0.84099999999999997	0.83000000000000007	0.8353846153846155	0.87333333333333341	0.83909090909090933	0.78333333333333333	System Readiness	Roles and Authorisations	Infrastructure	Support	Data Migration	Business Issues	Training 	&	 Change Management	Freeze Period	0.87272727272727291	0.87750000000000006	0.88100000000000023	0.87000000000000011	0.87538461538461543	0.91333333333333344	0.87909090909090903	0.82333333333333336	System Readiness	Roles and Authorisations	Infrastructure	Support	Data Migration	Business Issues	Training 	&	 Change Management	Freeze Period	0.91272727272727294	0.91750000000000009	0.92100000000000004	0.91000000000000014	0.91538461538461557	0.95333333333333348	0.9190909090909094	0.8633333333333334	System Readiness	Roles and Authorisations	Infrastructure	Support	Data Migration	Business Issues	Training 	&	 Change Management	Freeze Period	1	1	1	1	1	1	1	1	







Detail Dashboard



												Score as at		Score as at		Score as at		Score as at		Score as at		Score as at		Score as at		Score as at		Score as at		Score as at		Score as at		Score as at		Score as at		Score as at

				Key Focus Area		Score 		Items		Current Score		17-Mar-08		24-Mar-08		31-Mar-08		7-Apr-08		14-Apr-08		21-Apr-08		28-Apr-08																Comments on Deviations		Actions		Responsible		Due date		Reference Document

				System Readiness		100%		General Configuration		100%		55%		67%		80%		80%		84%		88%		100%

								Site-specific configuration		100%		45%		77%		77%		89%		93%		97%		100%

								User Acceptance Testing		100%		66%		66%		88%		90%		94%		98%		100%

								Interfaces (per stream)		100%		54%		67%		85%		77%		81%		85%		100%

								ALE (e.g. Mini-master)		100%		67%		44%		77%		80%		84%		88%		100%

								ERF 395 Interface		100%		54%		59%		78%		90%		94%		98%		100%

								Ksatria		100%		66%		66%		84%		60%		64%		68%		100%

								Fuel (Not Applicable at NCC & NBC)		100%		54%		77%		85%		90%		94%		98%		100%

								BW (Availability & Utilisation)		100%		56%		66%		67%		90%		94%		98%		100%

								Reports (per stream)		100%		76%		77%		79%		90%		94%		98%		100%

								Transports to Production (per stream)		100%		56%		66%		77%		80%		84%		88%		100%

				Roles and Authorisations		100%		Authorisations & Role testing		100%		55%		67%		80%		90%		94%		98%		100%		100%		100%		100%		100%		100%		100%		100%

								User Uploads		100%		45%		77%		77%		80%		84%		88%		100%

								Linking Roles to End-Users		100%		66%		66%		88%		88%		92%		96%		100%

								End-User Authorisation Management Procedure		100%		54%		67%		85%		77%		81%		85%		100%

				Infrastructure		100%		DEV & QA systems in place and stable		100%		67%		22%		77%		88%		92%		96%		100%

								Production system established		100%		54%		59%		78%		78%		82%		86%		100%

								Citrix		100%		66%		66%		84%		98%		102%		106%		100%

								PC's for users		100%		54%		77%		85%		78%		82%		86%		100%

								AD Migration		100%		56%		66%		67%		78%		82%		86%		100%

								LAN & WAN Performance		100%		76%		77%		79%		83%		87%		91%		100%

								Laptop Users		100%		56%		66%		77%		81%		85%		89%		100%

								Printers		100%		55%		67%		80%		84%		88%		92%		100%

								RightFax		100%		45%		77%		77%		81%		85%		89%		100%

								Back-up systems & procedures		100%		66%		66%		88%		92%		96%		100%		100%

				Support		100%		Support plan developed		100%		54%		67%		85%		89%		93%		97%		100%

								Communication of plan to support resources		100%		67%		33%		77%		81%		85%		89%		100%

								Remedy training		100%		54%		12%		78%		82%		86%		90%		100%

								Readiness for take-over		100%		66%		66%		84%		88%		92%		96%		100%

								Power-User readiness		100%		54%		77%		85%		89%		93%		97%		100%

								Statistic reporting		100%		56%		66%		67%		71%		75%		79%		100%

								Readiness for take-over		100%		76%		77%		79%		83%		87%		91%		100%

								Helpdesk ready		100%		56%		66%		77%		81%		85%		89%		100%

				Data Migration		100%		Cut-Over process		100%		55%		67%		80%		84%		88%		92%		100%

								Data clean-up (per stream)		100%		45%		77%		77%		81%		85%		89%		100%

								Download programs in Ellipse (per stream)		100%		66%		66%		88%		92%		96%		100%		100%

								Upload programs in SAP (per stream)		100%		54%		67%		85%		89%		93%		97%		100%

								Auditing process		100%		67%		22%		77%		81%		85%		89%		100%

								Data Elements (per stream)		100%		54%		59%		78%		82%		86%		90%		100%

								Vendor Data Clean-up		100%		66%		66%		84%		88%		92%		96%		100%

								Material Masters		100%		54%		77%		85%		89%		93%		97%		100%

								Service Masters		100%		56%		66%		67%		71%		75%		79%		100%

								Cost Centres		100%		76%		77%		79%		83%		87%		91%		100%

								Org Structures		100%		56%		66%		77%		81%		85%		89%		100%

								Data Mapping (per stream)		100%		55%		67%		80%		84%		88%		92%		100%

								Historical data		100%		45%		77%		77%		81%		85%		89%		100%

				Business Issues		100%		Availability of Power Users		100%		11%		66%		88%		92%		96%		100%		100%

								Role Definitions		100%		54%		67%		85%		89%		93%		97%		100%

								Business process change readiness		100%		33%		12%		77%		81%		85%		89%		100%

				Training & Change Management		100%		Scheduling		100%		54%		59%		78%		82%		86%		90%		100%

								Infrastructure		100%		33%		66%		84%		88%		92%		96%		100%

								Attendances (per course)		100%		54%		77%		85%		89%		93%		97%		100%

								Q-Cards		100%		56%		66%		67%		71%		75%		79%		100%

								Material		100%		23%		77%		79%		83%		87%		91%		100%

								Mapping references (e.g. cost centre mapping)		100%		56%		32%		77%		81%		85%		89%		100%

								Cut-Over communications		100%		22%		23%		85%		89%		93%		97%		100%

								Go-live communications		100%		11%		16%		77%		81%		85%		89%		100%

								Count-down to the "melt-down"		100%		23%		34%		78%		82%		86%		90%		100%

								Go-Live teasers		100%		11%		66%		84%		88%		92%		96%		100%

								Support plan to the users		100%		22%		77%		85%		89%		93%		97%		100%

				Freeze Period		100%		Manual Activities (per stream)		100%		11%		66%		67%		71%		75%		79%		100%

								Template readiness (per stream)		100%		22%		77%		79%		83%		87%		91%		100%

								Procedure readiness		100%		73%		66%		77%		81%		85%		89%		100%

										70%		35%		70%												ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		Not applicable yet
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Change readiness assessment
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What do we wish to assess?

By implication, a change readiness assessment has to be done in the context of the change or set of changes.

In doing the assessment, the more specific and relevant the definition of the change , the more relevant the outcomes of the assessment – consider the following:
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How ready are you to change?





Non-specific definition of the change





How ready are you to trade in your current motor vehicle?





Much more specific





How ready are you to trade in your current motor vehicle for an Aston Martin DB9, equal trade with no additional payment required?





Very specific





The assessment must be non-specific as well, focusing on:





Your current capacity to deal with change (but what change?!)





Your general attitude towards change





Etc.





The assessment can focus on





How do you feel about your current motor vehicle





What is its value, and what can you expect to gain/lose with a trade in?





Etc. 





The assessment can focus on 





Do you prefer the Aston Martin to your current motor vehicle?





Will you gain or lose financially in doing the trade in (perhaps you are currently driving a Bentley!)





Etc.



















Tools to consider











Focus Group Discussions and Quantitative Analysis
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Focus Group A





Focus Group B





Focus Group n





Analysis and Reporting

















Non specific definition of change











More specific definition of change











Very specific definition of change

























Focus group and Quantitative Analysis


A facilitated focus group approach that also allows the “live” capturing of quantitative responses on a 
“Disagree Strongly 1 --- 2 --- 3 --- 4 --- 5 Agree Strongly” scale.


This provides both qualitative and quantitative data, and allows participants to process the content better. The focus groups should not exceed 20 people, the ideal group size is 12 +/- 3.


Respondent groups should be clustered along the demographic dimensions required for the quantitative analysis – e.g. by site, function and level.



Questionnaire length must be constrained to 13+/-4 items – the limits on questionnaire length are compensated for by the richness of information that is elicited. 
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Change Readiness Assessment



Draft Questionnaire for Acme Cables



29 March 2001



			In the 



area of …


			there must be good…


			to 



result in…


			Questionnaire Item





			Organisation


			Collaboration


			Learning


			There are too few opportunities to learn from people in other departments.





			


			


			


			The different departments in this company work closely together and learn from each other.





			


			


			


			When a mistake is made in another department, it is openly discussed as a learning point for the whole company.





			


			Communication


			Integration


			We share important work information quickly and accurately, to ensure that different departments work together effectively.





			


			


			


			Information about new policies, processes or procedures moves quickly across the whole company.





			


			


			


			A lot of time and effort is wasted here because people from one department do not know what is going on in other departments.





			


			Interfaces


			Satisfying customers


			We hardly ever interact directly with customers or get customer feedback.





			


			


			


			There are specific roles and mechanisms in place to ensure that we always focus on satisfying customers.





			


			


			


			We aren't really structured in a way that would enable us to interact properly with customers.





			


			Leadership


			Taking Action


			Our managers/supervisors make it clear what our priorities are, and ensure that we reach our objectives.





			


			


			


			The leaders of this organisation often take too long to act.





			


			


			


			The leaders of this organisation are good at putting words into action quickly.





			


			Readiness for Change 


			In this company we can easily change our structure if it becomes necessary.





			


			


			In the past when the company was restructured, it was well managed.





			


			


			This company copes well with structure changes.





			


			Role Clarification


			Utilising Resources


			We are all clear about what we are accountable for in this department.





			


			


			


			The lines of authority are unclear within this department.





			


			


			


			It is not always clear to everyone what they are supposed to be doing in their jobs.





			


			Satisfaction


			The way our department is structured gives us good career development opportunities.





			


			


			There is too much work and too few people to do the work in this department.





			


			


			There are things about our company structure that make me feel less satisfied about my job.





			


			Structure


			Efficiency


			There are just enough people at various levels within this department to ensure that work gets done quickly and accurately.





			


			


			


			Too many people have to give their approval, so we waste a lot of time waiting for decisions to be made.





			


			


			


			If we could change the structure of our department, we could work much more efficiently.








			In the 



area of …


			there must be good…


			to 



result in…


			Questionnaire Item





			People






			Customer Focus


			Satisfying customers


			In our department, people often don't have the necessary training to deal effectively with customers.





			


			


			


			People in this company are motivated to focus on the customer





			


			


			


			In our department we believe that our customers are very important





			


			Empowerment


			Learning


			We are not really encouraged to take responsibility for our own development.





			


			


			


			This company enables its employees to learn as much as they want to.





			


			


			


			In our department we believe that is better to make a mistake and learn from it than to do nothing and learn nothing.





			


			Motivation


			Utilising Resources


			People in my department are often willing to do a lot more than their job requires.





			


			


			


			Too many people in my department don't really care about their work.





			


			


			


			People in my department are really motivated to do their work well.





			


			Ownership


			Taking Action


			In my department we tend to get involved and make things work.





			


			


			


			We are encouraged to take the initiative in solving problems.





			


			


			


			People in this company often avoid getting involved when something needs to be done.





			


			Performance Management


			Efficiency


			In my department, we know what is expected of us and how well we are doing at present.





			


			


			


			There is no meaningful reward for good performance in this company.





			


			


			


			In this company we set very high standards of performance.





			


			Readiness for Change - 


			Our people have had to deal with too much change recently and need some stability and rest.





			


			


			The people in this department usually resist change.





			


			


			Our recent history shows that the people in this department are good at dealing with change.





			


			Satisfaction


			I get on very well with many of the people I work with.





			


			


			There is a lot of politics in this department, and I don't really trust many people here.





			


			


			This company treats its employees with fairness and respect.





			


			Teamwork


			Integration


			The way in which our performance is assessed discourages cooperation and teamwork





			


			


			


			People tend to put team goals ahead of their own personal agendas.





			


			


			


			In this company some teams work towards their own objectives at the expense of other teams.








			In the 



area of …


			there must be good…


			to 



result in…


			Questionnaire Item





			Process


			Coordination


			Integration


			In this company work activities flow smoothly from one department to another, with little wasted time.





			


			


			


			It often happens that good progress is made in one department, but that progress then slows down when another department gets involved.





			


			


			


			When we have to work with people in other departments there are often problems with scheduling of work activities.





			


			Development


			Utilising Resources


			This company provides us with timeous and appropriate training and development as required by our jobs.





			


			


			


			The tasks we are assigned in my department make very good use of our skills and abilities





			


			


			


			People in this department are continuously developing their skills and abilities.





			


			Effectiveness


			Efficiency


			There is a lot of duplication of effort across different departments in this company





			


			


			


			We often have to redo work because other people in the company did not do their work properly





			


			


			


			We are always "firefighting" within  this department





			


			Improvement


			Learning


			When something goes wrong repeatedly, we often just work around it because we don't have time to fix the root problem.





			


			


			


			We do not spend enough time examining how we can improve our working ways





			


			


			


			This company encourages and develops innovative ways of working





			


			Involvement


			Satisfying customers


			We always try to obtain customer feedback.





			


			


			


			We don't involve our customers enough in trying to improve how we do our work.





			


			


			


			We tend to work as a team with our customers, involving them as far as possible in our processes.





			


			Problem Solution


			Taking Action


			When we encounter unforeseen problems, we are usually able to quickly find and implement solutions.





			


			


			


			Our systems and working practices make it easy for us to implement good ideas





			


			


			


			In this company, problems are too frequently "swept under the rug" rather than dealt with.





			


			Readiness for Change


			When there is talk of changing how we do our work, most people in my department would say "don't fix it if it isn't broken".





			


			


			We can easily change or adapt our work activities if this is required.





			


			


			The way we do our work is different to how it is done in most other companies.





			


			Satisfaction


			In my department, people really like doing their jobs.





			


			


			There is often a lot of needless admin work that really frustrates people in my department.





			


			


			In my department, we get a lot of job satisfaction because we do our work really well .








			In the 



area of …


			there must be good…


			to 



result in…


			Questionnaire Item





			Technology


			Access to Information


			Taking Action


			I can access the information I need to do my job quickly and easily.





			


			


			


			It takes so long to get information out of our systems that by the time it is available, it is too late to take preventative action.





			


			


			


			We often have to act on information that is not accurate or up to date.





			


			Accuracy


			Efficiency


			We often have to adjust reports or estimate figures based on an educated guess because we don't have the correct information.





			


			


			


			The quality of the decisions we make may sometimes be compromised because we often lack accurate information.





			


			


			


			We never have to double-check information supplied to us by people working in other areas of the company.





			


			Alignment


			Integration


			People from different departments reporting on the same issue will always produce the same information.





			


			


			


			There is too much overlapping and conflicting information in different systems.





			


			


			


			We need better ways for sharing information across the different parts of  this company.





			


			Flexibility


			Satisfying customers


			Our information systems enable us to improve customer service through their flexibility.





			


			


			


			It is difficult to accommodate some customer requests because our information systems can't cope with this.





			


			


			


			Our use of information technology has enabled us to work differently to improve customer service.





			


			Innovation


			Learning


			We are always finding new and innovative ways to get the most from our information technology.





			


			


			


			In this company, we don't keep abreast of new developments in information technology.





			


			


			


			Our use of information technology helps us to identify areas for improvement and to develop new ideas





			


			Readiness for Change


			Our information systems work fine just as they are now - we don't need any change in this area.





			


			


			People in my department believe that we need to improve our information technology.





			


			


			Due to the nature of our business we don't really need to do much with computers.





			


			Satisfaction


			I think I would enjoy my job more if I did not have to struggle so much with the information systems we use.





			


			


			The introduction of new information technology has caused a lot of stress and dissatisfaction in my department.





			


			


			The current state of our information systems causes people in my department a lot of frustration.





			


			Support


			Utilising Resources


			There are too many problems with our information systems, so they tend to hamper us rather than supporting us in our work.





			


			


			


			Our information systems enable us to work more effectively by streamlining of a lot of the routine admin tasks





			


			


			


			We would work much less effectively without the support we get from our information technology.
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3. Enable the change

3.6 Enable project team and leadership

Purpose The purpose of the processes associated with Enable project team and leadership is to ensure that there is effective change leadership 
by organisational leaders, and that the project team play an effective change management role. 

During the normal course of events, most stakeholders will not engage directly with the change practitioner(s) - for activities related to 
the change initiative they will engage more often and more intensively with project team members (during requirements definition 
sessions, design workshops, testing sessions, demonstrations, training, etc.). On a day-to-day basis and for most communication 
purposes they will engage with their line management and leadership. They may also engage with Change Captains (who effectively 
form part of the extended project team). It is therefore important to ensure that the project team and change leaders are adequately 
enabled (through proper induction and training, and also through ongoing coaching, mentoring and practical support) to fulfil their 
change roles effectively.   

Objectives - High quality, consistent change leadership
- Effective application of change management skills among the project team (including the extended project team)

Key inputs - Change leadership induction and/or training material
- Project team induction and/or training material

Minimum Outputs - Effectively enabled and supported change leadership
- Effectively enabled and supported project team

Role players Change ManagerResponsible

Project SponsorAccountable

Human Resources PractitionerSupport

Project SponsorInformed
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3. Enable the change

Tools for building guiding teamsRecommended 

tools

Leadership effectiveness self-audit
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Step 2 – Build guiding teams: Attributes and Candidates

		Sponsor		Senior guiding team		Field guiding teams		Change team(s)

		Critical Attributes		Critical Attributes
		Critical Attributes
		Critical Attributes


		Potential Candidates		Potential Candidates
		Potential Candidates
		Potential Candidates
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This is definitely not part of our role





Step 2 – Build guiding teams: The role of this team

This is definitely part of our role
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Step 2 – Build guiding teams: Rules of engagement

		How should we engage with each other and with others outside of this team?   What guides us?
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Step 2 – Build guiding teams: GRPI Checklist



						Major concern		Minor concern		Not quite there yet		Fully in place

		Goals		Purpose and Outcomes -  We agree on what we need to achieve 								

				Stakeholder Expectations  -  We know our stakeholders and what they expect from us								

		Roles 
and 
Responsibilities		Roles and Responsibilities - We know and accept our roles and responsibilities. We also know the relevant skills and resources that each team member brings								

				Authority and Autonomy -  Our team is clear on the degree of authority and autonomy that we have and need to meet our objectives								

		Processes  and Procedures		Critical Success Factors  -  We know and are focused on the key factors that will enable us meet our objectives								

				Plans and Activities  -  We have an effective plan that includes accurate,  clearly defined and assigned tasks, including monitoring and measures								

		Interpersonal Relationships		Team Rules of Engagement  -  We have discussed and reached agreement about mutual expectations. We have explicit guidelines on how our team works together and we follow this								

				Interpersonal Relationships -  We have good relationships within the team  and can work together effectively with good synergy								



Adapted from the GRPI Checklist developed by the General Electric Company for the Change acceleration Programme
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Step 2 – Build guiding teams: A plan for action

Engage the right people

Set clear team goals

Develop trust and commitment within teams
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Step 2 – Build guiding teams: How will we know when we get there?

We will know that we have done 
this step well when we see people…

We will know that we still

 have work to do  when we see people…
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Leadership effectiveness self-audit
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A Model for Change Leadership

Make the change a priority

Set the example

Demand change

Facilitate change in your team
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Make the change a priority

The three elements of “make the change a priority” were adapted from the General Electric Change Acceleration Process

Time

Energy/ Passion

Focus/ Agenda

Make the change a priority

Set the example

Demand change

Facilitate change in your team

Make the change a priority

Self-Audit

A significant proportion of time in my calendar is dedicated to this change.

People can see that I am really “fired up” about this change.

If I had to shortlist the key things on my agenda, this change would be one of them. 
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Set the example

Share experience

Develop

competence

Adopt change

Make the change a priority

Set the example

Demand change

Facilitate change in your team

Set the example

Self-Audit

I share my own experience of the change with my team.

I am seen to go the extra mile in developing the competencies required by this change.

I visibly adopt the change. 
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Facilitate change in your team

Communicate thoroughly

Enable and support changed behaviour

Listen

actively 

Make the change a priority

Set the example

Demand change

Facilitate change in your team

Facilitate change in your team

Self-Audit

I ensure that I get all the required information and communicate this thoroughly to my team.

I take care to ensure that communication is not only “one way” and that dialogue is encouraged.

I take effective steps to enable and support changed behaviour.

I know how to “listen actively” and have practiced this skill to the level where I am comfortable using it.

I listen actively when members of my team appear to encounter difficulty with the change.  
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Demand change

Clarify requirements and objectives

Hold individuals accountable

Align performance measures

Make the change a priority

Set the example

Demand change

Facilitate change in your team

Demand change

Self-Audit

I ensure that my team has absolute clarity regarding the new requirements and objectives resulting from the change. 

I make it very clear that I hold each team member accountable to do their part in ensuring that the change is successful.

I make it very clear that I hold each team member accountable for realising the benefits associated with this change.

I review the performance measures for my team and ensure that this is aligned to the requirements of the change. 
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		A self-audit checklist for change leaders						

		Please complete the following checklist – it is for your own information and provides a self-audit of  your effectiveness as a change leader.  Those items where you answer “no” are likely to undermine your effectiveness and require further attention. Items where you did not know will require more investigation and/or discussion with a change facilitator or a colleague for clarification.		Yes		No		Don’t know

		A significant proportion of time in my calendar is dedicated to this change.						

		People can see that I am really “fired up” about this change.						

		If I had to shortlist the key things on my agenda, this change would be one of them. 						

		I share my own experience of the change with my team.						

		I am seen to go the extra mile in developing the competencies required by this change.						

		I visibly adopt the change						

		I ensure that I get all the required information and communicate this thoroughly to my team.						

		I take care to ensure that communication is not only “one way” and that dialogue is encouraged.						

		I take effective steps to enable and support changed behaviour.						

		I know how to “listen actively” and have practiced this skill to the level where I am comfortable using it.						

		I listen actively when members of my team appear to encounter difficulty with the change. 						

		I ensure that my team has absolute clarity regarding the new requirements and objectives resulting from the change. 						

		I make it very clear that I hold each team member accountable to do their part in ensuring that the change is successful.						

		I make it very clear that I hold each team member accountable for realising the benefits associated with this change.						

		I review the performance measures for my team and ensure that this is aligned to the requirements of the change. 						
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Develop your own  “to be” competence

Adopt change visibly in your own space

Share your own experience – ups and downs

Engage in dialogue, 
listen actively

Inform/educate 
thoroughly

Enable and support 
changed behaviour

Hold individuals accountable

Align performance processes 
and measures

Clarify objectives, track progress



Formally allocate significant 
time to this 

Invest your intellect, 
but also your passion

Make your
prioritisation of 
the change visible

Make the change a priority

Demand change

Set the example

Actively facilitate change in your team

Summary information
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3. Enable the change

3.7 Develop training strategy

Purpose [Note: Training may or may not be in scope for the change management component of an initiative, depending on whether separate 
provision has been made for a training stream and also on how roles have been defined. There is a view that holds that training is a 
form of change enablement and that it therefore rightly should be an integral part of the change management effort. Regardless of how 
roles are defined, if training is managed as a separate stream, there should be very close interaction and integration between training 
and change management.]   

The purpose of the processes associated with Develop training strategy is to ensure that an appropriate training approach is adopted 
for the initiative, utilising available resources optimally in support of project objectives. This involves large scale, long-range 
consideration of what needs to be achieved, and how best to do this. An effective training strategy provides a solid foundation for more 
detailed levels of planning and execution.

Objectives To develop a clear and comprehensive training approach that is well understood and supported by project and business leadership and 
that includes the following aspects:

- Training needs determination
- Infrastructure requirements
- Material development approach, processes and standards
- Scheduling approach and parameters
- Delivery approach, processes and standards
- Training follow-up approach, processes and standards
- Training outcomes documentation and record-keeping requirements
  and process

Key inputs - Project plan and schedule
- Project design documents
- High-level change impact assessment report

Minimum Outputs - Training strategy

Role players Change ManagerResponsible

Project ManagerAccountable

Human Resources PractitionerConsulted

Change Agent
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3. Enable the change

Project Sponsor

Line ManagerInformed

Change Leader

Training - good practicesRecommended 

tools
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Training strategy
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Aspects to be Considered
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Delivery





Requirements Definition





Follow-up





Scheduling





Infrastructure





Documentation and Record-keeping





Material Development

































Requirements Definition

This part is all about determining…

The content to be trained

The most suitable format for training

The syllabus of courses to be trained

Who should be trained in what

Who should present training

The timeline for training

Prerequisites for training and any gaps that may exist

The scope of interventions designed to close prerequisite gaps


Best practices

Make no assumptions, tolerate no ambivalence regarding training requirements.

Obtain management buy in and support from the outset

Develop clear lead times for training preparation and contract this with the project team and business.

It might be possible to do some training only after go-live – especially for processes/scenarios that will only come into play some time after go-live, e.g. year-end. 
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Delivery





Requirements Definition





Follow-up





Scheduling





Infrastructure





Documentation and Record-keeping





Material Development

































Infrastructure

This part is about getting the physical and ICT 
environment ready for training


Best practices

Book infrastructure requirements as far in advance as 
possible.

Obtain as much scheduling control as possible over 
shared venues (and equipment like data projectors) to avoid 
conflicting scheduling or last-minute changes.

“Walk” all the venues personally – check on all aspects, including ablution facilities.

Lighting and air conditioning (heating and cooling, and air quality) are very important aspects to consider in training venues. 

“Stress test” the ICT infrastructure BEFORE training delivery commences.
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Delivery





Requirements Definition





Follow-up





Scheduling





Infrastructure





Documentation and Record-keeping





Material Development

































Material Development






This part relates to training material development – 
training documentation, training presentations, 
user quick guides, etc.


Best practices

Contextualise all training within business processes

Plan for the maintenance of training material

Training material should be comprehensive, yet not overwhelm training delegates

Involve super-users/power-users in development of training material

Make training scenarios and case studies relevant

Make use of screendumps
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Delivery





Requirements Definition





Follow-up





Scheduling





Infrastructure





Documentation and Record-keeping





Material Development



































Scheduling

This is the planning and booking of training events.

Best practices

People usually underestimate the challenges associated 
with scheduling – take extra care to understand the 
business constraints and the “traffic effect”

The quality of data that feeds into the scheduling tool is
 vital – poor data invalidates the scheduling process

Always strive for the highest possible level of integration between 
the scheduling tool and existing enterprise information system
 – ideally data should be kept in one place only, and updated at source

Pay early attention to PC literacy
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Delivery





Requirements Definition





Follow-up





Scheduling





Infrastructure





Documentation and Record-keeping





Material Development



































Delivery

The actual presenting/completion of training

Best practices

Ensure that inexperienced trainers get appropriate 
support – particularly up-front training in training skills. 

Train as close to go-live as possible.

A mix of different learning approaches is usually best. 
The best opportunity for success and retained knowledge 
is a combination of on-the-job and formal classroom training.

Close the feedback loop between delivering training and 
receiving information on the quality of training – the shorter
 the feedback loop, the more pro-active steps can be taken to address flaws in training delivery.

Develop training “certification” tests and set a pass rate which determines whether delegates should be granted access to the system.

Usually quiz-based evaluations are not enough to measure true capability. Additional measurement methods will be required to assess actual  skill and knowledge acquisition and to identify additional training needs.
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Delivery





Requirements Definition





Follow-up





Scheduling





Infrastructure





Documentation and Record-keeping





Material Development



































Documentation and Record-Keeping 


Keeping track of who attended what 
training and what the outcomes were

Best practices

Be clear from the outset as to what approach will be used.

Standardise on document types and templates and use
 inherent functionality of the software to automate 
record-keeping activities such as numbering as far as possible.

Take a hard line on change control from the outset.
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Delivery





Requirements Definition





Follow-up





Scheduling





Infrastructure





Documentation and Record-keeping





Material Development



































Follow-up

This relates to all activities that follow on training 
delivered as part of the project.

Best practices

Create a link between the support structure (help desk)
 and the ongoing planning of training and identification 
of training needs.

Avoid labelling users as “problem users” rather instil a
 more positive approach from the outset, focusing on 
ongoing learning – use the concepts of “refresher training” 
and “rotation training”.

Keep in mind that the dual constraints of available time and the ability of training delegates to absorb large amounts of information will inevitably limit the amount of training that can be presented during the project phase. While this must be adequate to allow successful adoption of the new system(s) and processes, it is never enough to ensure proficiency. After the project completes, there must be follow-up training to widen and deepen competence.
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Delivery





Requirements Definition





Follow-up





Scheduling





Infrastructure





Documentation and Record-keeping





Material Development
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3. Enable the change

3.8 Develop training plan

Purpose [Note: Training may or may not be in scope for the change management component of an initiative, depending on whether separate provision has been made for a 
training stream and also on how roles have been defined. There is a view that holds that training is a form of change enablement and that it therefore rightly should be 
an integral part of the change management effort. Regardless of how roles are defined, if training is managed as a separate stream, there should be very close 
interaction and integration between training and change management.]   

The purpose of the processes associated with Develop training plan is to ensure that the approach and standards outlined in the 
Training strategy are effectively executed, so that the correct levels of competence are established within the appropriate time frames 
as required to support the objectives of the initiative.

Objectives - Detailed planning of training activities with defined responsibilities and due dates
- A shared understanding among initiative role players of the timing and roles 
  associated with the execution of the agreed training approach
- Sharing of information about the training plan to enable other project role players to 
  review and provide input into what is planned 

Key inputs - Outputs from the Determine change loading focus area 
- Project plan and schedule
- Training strategy

Minimum Outputs - A detailed training plan, covering all of the aspects contained 
  in the Training strategy document

Role players Change ManagerResponsible

Project ManagerAccountable

Human Resources PractitionerSupport

Line ManagerConsulted

Change Agent

Change LeaderInformed

Project Sponsor
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Training - good practicesRecommended 

tools
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Delivery





Requirements Definition





Follow-up





Scheduling





Infrastructure





Documentation and Record-keeping





Material Development

































Requirements Definition

This part is all about determining…

The content to be trained

The most suitable format for training

The syllabus of courses to be trained

Who should be trained in what

Who should present training

The timeline for training

Prerequisites for training and any gaps that may exist

The scope of interventions designed to close prerequisite gaps


Best practices

Make no assumptions, tolerate no ambivalence regarding training requirements.

Obtain management buy in and support from the outset

Develop clear lead times for training preparation and contract this with the project team and business.

It might be possible to do some training only after go-live – especially for processes/scenarios that will only come into play some time after go-live, e.g. year-end. 
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Infrastructure

This part is about getting the physical and ICT 
environment ready for training


Best practices

Book infrastructure requirements as far in advance as 
possible.

Obtain as much scheduling control as possible over 
shared venues (and equipment like data projectors) to avoid 
conflicting scheduling or last-minute changes.

“Walk” all the venues personally – check on all aspects, including ablution facilities.

Lighting and air conditioning (heating and cooling, and air quality) are very important aspects to consider in training venues. 

“Stress test” the ICT infrastructure BEFORE training delivery commences.
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Material Development






This part relates to training material development – 
training documentation, training presentations, 
user quick guides, etc.


Best practices

Contextualise all training within business processes

Plan for the maintenance of training material

Training material should be comprehensive, yet not overwhelm training delegates

Involve super-users/power-users in development of training material

Make training scenarios and case studies relevant

Make use of screendumps
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Scheduling

This is the planning and booking of training events.

Best practices

People usually underestimate the challenges associated 
with scheduling – take extra care to understand the 
business constraints and the “traffic effect”

The quality of data that feeds into the scheduling tool is
 vital – poor data invalidates the scheduling process

Always strive for the highest possible level of integration between 
the scheduling tool and existing enterprise information system
 – ideally data should be kept in one place only, and updated at source

Pay early attention to PC literacy
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Delivery

The actual presenting/completion of training

Best practices

Ensure that inexperienced trainers get appropriate 
support – particularly up-front training in training skills. 

Train as close to go-live as possible.

A mix of different learning approaches is usually best. 
The best opportunity for success and retained knowledge 
is a combination of on-the-job and formal classroom training.

Close the feedback loop between delivering training and 
receiving information on the quality of training – the shorter
 the feedback loop, the more pro-active steps can be taken to address flaws in training delivery.

Develop training “certification” tests and set a pass rate which determines whether delegates should be granted access to the system.

Usually quiz-based evaluations are not enough to measure true capability. Additional measurement methods will be required to assess actual  skill and knowledge acquisition and to identify additional training needs.
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Documentation and Record-Keeping 


Keeping track of who attended what 
training and what the outcomes were

Best practices

Be clear from the outset as to what approach will be used.

Standardise on document types and templates and use
 inherent functionality of the software to automate 
record-keeping activities such as numbering as far as possible.

Take a hard line on change control from the outset.
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Follow-up

This relates to all activities that follow on training 
delivered as part of the project.

Best practices

Create a link between the support structure (help desk)
 and the ongoing planning of training and identification 
of training needs.

Avoid labelling users as “problem users” rather instil a
 more positive approach from the outset, focusing on 
ongoing learning – use the concepts of “refresher training” 
and “rotation training”.

Keep in mind that the dual constraints of available time and the ability of training delegates to absorb large amounts of information will inevitably limit the amount of training that can be presented during the project phase. While this must be adequate to allow successful adoption of the new system(s) and processes, it is never enough to ensure proficiency. After the project completes, there must be follow-up training to widen and deepen competence.
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3. Enable the change

3.9 Manage training process

Purpose [Note: Training may or may not be in scope for the change management component of an initiative, depending on whether separate 
provision has been made for a training stream and also on how roles have been defined. There is a view that holds that training is a 
form of change enablement and that it therefore rightly should be an integral part of the change management effort. Regardless of how 
roles are defined, if training is managed as a separate stream, there should be very close interaction and integration between training 
and change management.]  

The purpose of the processes associated with Manage training process is to ensure that there is adequate quality and progress 
according to the defined standards and timelines in all of the different threads that must come together to ensure effective training. 

The change practitioner is not typically responsible for delivery of the major items within the training plan (for example infrastructure 
preparation, training material development or training delivery), but manages and coordinates the overall process.

Objectives - Progress towards defined objectives according to the training plan
- Pro-active resolution of problems and issues

Key inputs - Training strategy
- Training plan
- Progress reports/updates from role players in the training preparation,
  delivery and follow-up process
- Training evaluation data 
- Training attendance registers

Minimum Outputs - Detailed progress tracking and reporting
- Identification and registering of related issues and risks

Role players Change ManagerResponsible

Project ManagerAccountable

Human Resources PractitionerSupport

Line Manager

Change Agent

Change LeaderInformed

Project Steering Committee
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Project Sponsor

Training - good practicesRecommended 

tools
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Requirements Definition

This part is all about determining…

The content to be trained

The most suitable format for training

The syllabus of courses to be trained

Who should be trained in what

Who should present training

The timeline for training

Prerequisites for training and any gaps that may exist

The scope of interventions designed to close prerequisite gaps


Best practices

Make no assumptions, tolerate no ambivalence regarding training requirements.

Obtain management buy in and support from the outset

Develop clear lead times for training preparation and contract this with the project team and business.

It might be possible to do some training only after go-live – especially for processes/scenarios that will only come into play some time after go-live, e.g. year-end. 
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Infrastructure

This part is about getting the physical and ICT 
environment ready for training


Best practices

Book infrastructure requirements as far in advance as 
possible.

Obtain as much scheduling control as possible over 
shared venues (and equipment like data projectors) to avoid 
conflicting scheduling or last-minute changes.

“Walk” all the venues personally – check on all aspects, including ablution facilities.

Lighting and air conditioning (heating and cooling, and air quality) are very important aspects to consider in training venues. 

“Stress test” the ICT infrastructure BEFORE training delivery commences.
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Material Development






This part relates to training material development – 
training documentation, training presentations, 
user quick guides, etc.


Best practices

Contextualise all training within business processes

Plan for the maintenance of training material

Training material should be comprehensive, yet not overwhelm training delegates

Involve super-users/power-users in development of training material

Make training scenarios and case studies relevant

Make use of screendumps
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Scheduling

This is the planning and booking of training events.

Best practices

People usually underestimate the challenges associated 
with scheduling – take extra care to understand the 
business constraints and the “traffic effect”

The quality of data that feeds into the scheduling tool is
 vital – poor data invalidates the scheduling process

Always strive for the highest possible level of integration between 
the scheduling tool and existing enterprise information system
 – ideally data should be kept in one place only, and updated at source

Pay early attention to PC literacy
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Delivery

The actual presenting/completion of training

Best practices

Ensure that inexperienced trainers get appropriate 
support – particularly up-front training in training skills. 

Train as close to go-live as possible.

A mix of different learning approaches is usually best. 
The best opportunity for success and retained knowledge 
is a combination of on-the-job and formal classroom training.

Close the feedback loop between delivering training and 
receiving information on the quality of training – the shorter
 the feedback loop, the more pro-active steps can be taken to address flaws in training delivery.

Develop training “certification” tests and set a pass rate which determines whether delegates should be granted access to the system.

Usually quiz-based evaluations are not enough to measure true capability. Additional measurement methods will be required to assess actual  skill and knowledge acquisition and to identify additional training needs.
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Documentation and Record-Keeping 


Keeping track of who attended what 
training and what the outcomes were

Best practices

Be clear from the outset as to what approach will be used.

Standardise on document types and templates and use
 inherent functionality of the software to automate 
record-keeping activities such as numbering as far as possible.

Take a hard line on change control from the outset.
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Follow-up

This relates to all activities that follow on training 
delivered as part of the project.

Best practices

Create a link between the support structure (help desk)
 and the ongoing planning of training and identification 
of training needs.

Avoid labelling users as “problem users” rather instil a
 more positive approach from the outset, focusing on 
ongoing learning – use the concepts of “refresher training” 
and “rotation training”.

Keep in mind that the dual constraints of available time and the ability of training delegates to absorb large amounts of information will inevitably limit the amount of training that can be presented during the project phase. While this must be adequate to allow successful adoption of the new system(s) and processes, it is never enough to ensure proficiency. After the project completes, there must be follow-up training to widen and deepen competence.
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4. Manage the process

4. Manage the process

The purpose of the Manage the process focus area is to ensure that good project management principles are applied to the planning, 
execution, monitoring and control of the change management process.

This focus area involves:

-  The development and maintenance of a change management project schedule
-  Progress tracking and reporting
-  Issue and risk management
-  The utilisation of a change dashboard to track key change management outcomes

Purpose
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4. Manage the process

4.1 Develop and maintain a change management plan and project schedule

Purpose The purpose of the processes associated with Develop and maintain a change management project plan and schedule is to ensure that 
there is a clear overall plan as well as a detailed execution plan for the overall change management approach, with assigned 
responsibilities and timelines. It is important (particularly for larger and more complex initiatives) to integrate the schedule with the main 
project schedule (ideally there should just be one schedule), as this will ensure that the allocation of project team members to change 
management activities (e.g. stakeholder information sessions, process walkthroughs, change impact assessment workshops, etc.) is 
properly managed from a resource levelling point of view.

Objectives - A clear plan that shows how the change management approach will be put into effect - this should ideally be in
  a graphical format and not overly detailed, as it is critical that the plan is easily and quickly understood
- A clearly defined, rationally planned and detailed sequence of activities that will result in the achievement of 
  change management objectives in support of the objectives of the initiative
- Ongoing refinement and course corrections as the initiative unfolds and new information emerges

Key inputs - Project plan and schedule
- Change landscape
- Outputs of Determine change loading

Minimum Outputs - A change management plan - ideally no more than a few graphic-intensive slides
- A detailed change management project schedule, ideally integrated with the overall project schedule

Role players Change ManagerResponsible

Project ManagerAccountable

Project SponsorInformed
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4. Manage the process

Resource planning (2)Recommended 

tools

Resource planning

Example high-level change plan

Example CM Project Plan
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								Sep-08		Oct-08		Nov-08		Dec-08		Jan-09		Feb-09		Mar-09		Apr-09		May-09		Jun-09		Jul-09		Aug-09		Sep-09		Oct-09		Nov-09		Dec-09		Jan-10		Feb-10		Mar-10		Total Days		Total Hours		% Allocation: Senior Consultant		% Allocation: Junior Consultant		Hourly Rate Ex VAT: Senior Consultant		Hourly Rate Ex VAT: Junior Consultant		Cost Ex VAT: Senior Consultant		Cost Ex VAT: Junior Consultant

				Focus Area		Deliverables		Days per month

				Preparation		1.    Documented process of selecting the appropriate change approach (selling/telling/consulting/co-creation or a combination of these).		1																																						1		8		100				R 500		R 300		R 4,000		R 0

						2.    Completed initial stakeholder analysis		2																																						2		16		100				R 500		R 300		R 8,000		R 0

						3. Case for change		1																																						1		8		100				R 500		R 300		R 4,000		R 0

						4.    Leadership alignment process		1																																						1		8		100				R 500		R 300		R 4,000		R 0

						5.    Leadership alignment interviews		3		4																																				7		56		100				R 500		R 300		R 28,000		R 0

						6.    Leadership alignment feedback and actions.				2		1		0.5																																3.5		28		100				R 500		R 300		R 14,000		R 0

						7.    Cross-impact analysis completed.		2																																						2		16		100				R 500		R 300		R 8,000		R 0

						8.    Change landscape completed.		2																																						2		16		100				R 500		R 300		R 8,000		R 0

				Subtotal				12		6		1		0.5		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		19.5		156						R 500		R 300		R 78,000		R 0

				Initital Communication, Communication and Stakeholder engagement		1.     Initial communication (documents, presentations newsletters, e-mails, brochures etc.) as may be required.		2																																						2		16		100				R 500		R 300		R 8,000		R 0

						1.    Communication strategy		1																																						1		8		100				R 500		R 300		R 4,000		R 0

						2.     Communication plan		1		0.5						0.5				0.5				0.5				0.5				0.5				0.5				0.5						5		40		100				R 500		R 300		R 20,000		R 0

						3.     Communication process and deliverables as defined in plan				10		10		3		12		10		10		10		10		10		10		10		10		10		10		3		12		10		8		168		1344		40		60		R 500		R 300		R 268,800		R 241,920

						4.     Assessment of communication effectiveness		0.25		0.25		0.25		0		0.25		0.25		0.25		0.25		0.25		0.25		0.25		0.25		0.25		0.25		0.25		0		0.25		0.25		0.25		4.25		34		100				R 500		R 300		R 17,000		R 0

						5.     Stakeholder engagement plan		3																																						3		24		100				R 500		R 300		R 12,000		R 0

						6.     Stakeholder tracking process		1		0.25		0.25		0		0.25		0.25		0.25		0.25		0.25		0.25		0.25		0.25		0.25		0.25		0.25		0		0.25		0.25		0.25		5		40		100				R 500		R 300		R 20,000		R 0

						7.     Issue surfacing and resolution process and actions.		1		1		1		0		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		0		1		1		1		17		136		100				R 500		R 300		R 68,000		R 0

				Subtotal				9.25		12		11.5		3		14		11.5		12		11.5		12		11.5		12		11.5		12		11.5		12		3		14		11.5		9.5		205.25		1642						R 500		R 300		R 417,800		R 241,920

				Hi Level CIA		1.    High-level change impact analysis.				2																																						0		100				R 500		R 300		R 0		R 0

				Subtotal				0		2		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0						R 500		R 300		R 0		R 0

				Detail CIA		1.    Detailed change impact assessment.												5																														0						R 500		R 300		R 0		R 0

				Subtotal				0		0		0		0		0		5		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0						R 500		R 300		R 0		R 0

				Change Enablement		1.    Change enablement action plans.												2																														0		100				R 500		R 300		R 0		R 0

						2.    Tracking of progress with enablement actions.												1		1.5		1		0.25		0.25		0.25		0.25		0.25		0.25		0.25		0.25		0.25		0.25		0.25		6.25		50		100				R 500		R 300		R 25,000		R 0

						3.    Execution of specific enablement actions that fall within the scope of change management.																		0.25		0.25		0.25		0.25		0.25		0.25		0.25		0.25		0.25		0.25		0.25				0		100				R 500		R 300		R 0		R 0

				Subtotal				0		0		0		0		0		3		1.5		1		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		11		88						R 500		R 300		R 25,000		R 0

				Training		1.    Training requirements definition						2		3		1																														6		48		100				R 500		R 300		R 24,000		R 0

						2.    Training strategy and approach						1		2																																3		24		100				R 500		R 300		R 12,000		R 0

						3.    Training documentation process						1		2																																3		24		100				R 500		R 300		R 12,000		R 0

						4.    Tracking of training documentation progress										1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1																8		64		100				R 500		R 300		R 32,000		R 0

						5.    Training scheduling														12		6		4																						22		176				100		R 500		R 300		R 0		R 52,800

						6.    Tracking of training preparation – technical and physical infrastructure																1		1		1		1																		4		32		100				R 500		R 300		R 16,000		R 0

						7.    Tracking of training progress																		3		2		1		1		1														8		64		40		60		R 500		R 300		R 12,800		R 11,520

						8.    Resolution of training issues																						2		2		2		2												8		64		70		30		R 500		R 300		R 22,400		R 5,760

						9.    Training follow-up																		0.25		0.25		0.25		0.25		0.25														1.25		10		50		50		R 500		R 300		R 2,500		R 1,500

				Subtotal				0		0		4		7		2		1		13		8		9.25		4.25		5.25		4.25		3.25		2		0		0		0		0		0		63.25		506						R 500		R 300		R 133,700		R 71,580

				Embedding		1.    Identification of organizational processes that are relevant to sustainability of the solution and evaluation of the extent of “fit”.																																								0		0		100				R 500		R 300		R 0		R 0

						2.    Development of action plans to address areas where there is poor “fit”.																						2		1		1														4		32		100				R 500		R 300		R 16,000		R 0

						3.    Embedding strategy																						1		1		1														3		24		100				R 500		R 300		R 12,000		R 0

						4.    Handover process																								1		1														2		16		100				R 500		R 300		R 8,000		R 0

				Subtotal				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		3		3		3		0		0		0		0		0		0		9		72						R 500		R 300		R 36,000		R 0

				Overall Total (Currency values are Ex VAT)				21.25		20		16.5		10.5		16		20.5		26.5		20.5		21.75		16.25		20.75		19.25		18.75		14		12.5		3.5		14.5		12		10		308		2464						R 500		R 300		R 690,500		R 313,500
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HL Change Plan

		2008 Months		June				July				August				September				October				November				December

		Project activities

		Consultant days / month		SC		C		SC		C		SC		C		SC		C		SC		C		SC		C		SC		C

		Change activities

		Preparation

		Onboarding		1		1

		Change landscape		1		1

		High level change impact assessment & action plan		2		1

		Role clarification		1

		Finalise change plan		1		0.5

		Change dashboard		1.5		0.5

		Establish  & support communication network		1		0.5		1		1				1				1				1				1				1

		Case for change		1		1

		Project health check		1		1		1		1				1				1				1				1				1

		Commission & provide input into DIR tool
(decisions, issues & risk)		0.5		1		0.5		1		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5		0.5

		CM presentation to project team		0.5		0.5

		Alignment

		Leadership alignment interviews						12		8

		Feedback & action planning sessions						2		2

		Execution of action plans						1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1

		Communication & stakeholder management

		Stakeholder analysis		1		1				0.5				0.5				0.5				0.5				0.5				0.5

		Initiate and run People Radar		1		2				1				1				1				1				1				1

		Communication strategy		1		1

		Communication plan		1		1

		Ongoing comms & stakeholder management		1		4		1		4		1		4		1		4		1		4		1		4		1		4

		Ad hoc assessments						1		2		1		2		1		2		1		2		1		2		1		2

		Change impact assessment & Enablement

		High level CIA & enablement plan development														2		2

		Detailed CIA & enablement plan development																		2		2

		Management of enablement plan																		1		1		1		1		1		1

		Training strategy & plan																		2		4

		Infrastrucure planning																		1		4		1		4

		Training material - formatting assistance																		1		1		1		1

		Scheduling & other logistics																		1		4		1		4

		Embedding

		Develop adoption & embedding strategy																						2		2

		Design and sign off RACI																										0.5		1

		Monitor, execute and follow up																						1		2		4		8

		Total days per month per consultant level		16.5		17		19.5		21.5		3.5		11		5.5		13		11.5		27		10.5		25		9		21

		Percentage of total days in month		76%		78%		90%		99%		16%		51%		25%		60%		53%		125%		48%		115%		42%		97%

		Average		Days		% days in mnth

		Senior consultant		12		54%

		Consultant days / month		21		96%
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Budget

		Months				June		July		Aug		Sept		Oct		Nov		Dec

		# of working days				20		23		21		21		23		20		10

		% utilisation		Consultant level		# of days per month

		54%		Senior Consultant		10.80		12.42		11.34		11.34		12.42		10.80		5.40

		96%		Consultant		19.20		22.08		20.16		20.16		22.08		19.20		9.60

				Hourly rate

		Consultant level		June		July - Dec

		Senior Consultant		500		550

		Consultant		400		440

		Budget per month				June		July		Aug		Sept		Oct		Nov		Dec		Sub-total		VAT		Total

		Senior Consultant				R 43,200		R 54,648		R 49,896		R 49,896		R 54,648		R 47,520		R 23,760		R 323,568		R 45,299.52		R 368,867.52

		Consultant		C		R 61,440		R 77,722		R 70,963		R 70,963		R 77,722		R 67,584		R 33,792		R 460,186		R 64,425.98		R 524,611.58

						R 104,640		R 132,370		R 120,859		R 120,859		R 132,370		R 115,104		R 57,552		R 783,754		R 109,725.50		R 893,479.10

		5% contingency for the cost of producing communication material																		R 39,188		R 5,486		R 44,674

				Kms return		Cost per km		Number of months		Trips per month		Travel cost total (ex VAT)		VAT		Total

		Destination 1		180		R 3		6.5		4		R 14,040		R 1,966		R 16,006

		Destination 2		320		R 3		6.5		4		R 24,960		R 3,494		R 28,454

												R 39,000		R 5,460		R 44,460

		Summary of fees & expenses

		Fees		R 783,754

		Comms contingency		R 39,188

		Travel expenses		R 39,000

		Sub-total		R 861,941

		VAT		R 120,672

		Total		R 982,613
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Example high-level change plan
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		April 2013								May 2013								June 2013								July 2013						

																																

																																

																																

																																

																																

																																

																																

																																

																																

																																

																																

																																

																																

																																

																																



High Level Change Management Plan

Integration

Now





Separation

Isolation

Preparation

CIA High Level

CIA

Execute Communications Plan

Develop Comms Plan

Execute Comms Plan

DevelopComms Plan

Embedding

Preparation

CIA High Level

CIA

Key Changes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9

Key Changes 1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 9

Stakeholder Management Plan & Execution

Revised Stakeholder Management Plan & Execution

Change Network

Change Network
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		April 2013								May 2013								June 2013								July 2013						

																																

																																

																																

																																

																																

																																

																																

																																

																																

																																

																																

																																

																																

																																

																																



High Level Change Management Plan

Now

Preparation

Preparation

Elicit Key Changes (Macro & Micro)

Case for Change

Change Landscape

Elicit Key Changes

Finalise Detailed Change Plan

Change Landscape

Finalise Detailed Change Plan

Integration





Separation

Isolation

Back

Key Changes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9

Key Changes 1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 9
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		April 2013								May 2013								June 2013								July 2013						

																																

																																

																																

																																

																																

																																

																																

																																

																																

																																

																																

																																

																																

																																

																																



High Level Change Management Plan

Now

CIA High Level

CIA

CIA High Level

CIA

Workshop with project stream leads on Change Impact Considerations

Based on new manage-ment decisions

Integration





Separation

Isolation

Back

Key Changes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9

Key Changes 1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 9
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		May 2013								June 2013								July 2013						

																								

																								

																								

																								

																								

																								

																								

																								

																								

																								

																								

																								

																								

																								

																								



High Level Change Management Plan

Now

Integration





Separation

Isolation

Change Network

Change Network

Prepara-tion

Facilitate Meeting

Prepara-tion

Facilitate 

Meeting

Feedback & Next Steps

Feedback & Next Steps

Back

Key Changes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9

Key Changes 1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 9
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High Level Change Management Plan

Now

Stakeholder Management Plan & Execution

Revised Stakeholder Management Plan & Execution

Stakeholder Analysis per key change and project stream

Update Stake-holder Analysis

Integration





Separation

Isolation

People Radar

SH Assess-ment

Feedback & Next steps

SH Feedback & Next Steps

People Radar

Feedback & Next steps

SH Assess-ment

SH Feedback & Next Steps

Back

Key Changes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9

Key Changes 1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 9
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		May 2013								June 2013								July 2013						

																								

																								

																								

																								

																								

																								

																								

																								

																								

																								

																								

																								

																								

																								

																								



High Level Change Management Plan

Now

Develop Stream Interface Grid

Execute Comms Plan

Ammend Comms Plan

Finalise Comms Plan

Elicit Key messages & Source for key changes and project streams

Determine Comms Channels

Integration





Separation

Isolation

Execute Comms Plan (Macro & Micro)

Develop Communications (Briefs, Presentations)

Back

Key Changes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9

Key Changes 1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 9
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		April 2013								May 2013								June 2013								July 2013						

																																

																																

																																

																																

																																

																																

																																

																																

																																

																																

																																

																																

																																

																																

																																



High Level Change Management Plan

Now

Embedding

Embedding workshop with project stream leads



Identify embedding issues & develop  change enablement solutions where relevant

Integration





Separation

Isolation

Review Embed-ding strategy

Execute embedding strategy

Back

Key Changes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9

Key Changes 1, 2, 6, 7, 8, 9
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4. Manage the process

4.2 Track and report on progress

Purpose The purpose of the processes associated with Track and report on progress is to ensure that the change management effort is well 
controlled and that any areas of inadequate progress can be identified and addressed with minimal delay. A significant part of the 
change management process is intangible and hard to assess, as it relates to the establishment of stakeholder awareness, 
understanding, favourable attitudes, and required knowledge, skills and competencies. It is therefore critically important that - as far as 
possible - a high level of project management discipline be applied to the change management process.

Objectives - The change manager/change team share a common picture about progress status, and what is planned for the next 
  period
- Slipping tasks can be identified and addressed before this becomes a major issue or a risk
- Project leadership are clear about change management process
- Issues and risks are surfaced and registered

Key inputs - The change management plan and project schedule
- Status feedback from the change team

Minimum Outputs - Weekly status reports
- Registered issues and risks
- Corrective actions where there is inadequate progress

Role players Change ManagerResponsible

Project ManagerAccountable

Project Steering CommitteeInformed

Project Sponsor
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4. Manage the process

Example change management progress reportingRecommended 

tools

Example Change Management Progress Meeting 
Agenda
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Change Progress reporting example
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Dependencies



Cost

Actual Cost of Work Performed (ACWP) = R3,455,855

Budgeted Cost of Work Performed (BCWP) = R3,558,054



Over Budget

Under Budget

20%

15%

10%

5%

Progress Dashboard

Change Management

Stream:

15 February 2012

Status Date:



0

5%

10%

15%

20%



Schedule





% Complete

0

60

100



20

40

80

		Dependency		Stream

		End user training manuals		All

		Project team training		All

		Change Enablement process		Stream leads



3%



New major issues/risks

		Issue/Risk

		None

		

		



Top achievement:  Completed detailed change impact
assessment  reports 4 days before  planned date – this 

provides more time to process with stakeholders.
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SPI BPC Change Management Meeting Agenda


 Monday, July 20, 2015

1. Issues arising from previous meeting


a. Communication


i. Action: Roadshow Planning (NF)


ii. Info: Keep SPI in the loop regard SPT plans (maintain momentum for Phase 2). (All)


b. Stakeholder Management


i. Action: Feedback regarding 1-on-1 with Fay (SS) 

ii. Action: Progress with identification of stakeholders for extra focus. (SZ)


iii. Action: Add Anesa into key interaction pairings. (SZ)


c. Role Mapping


i. Action: How role mapping information can feed into Job Descriptions (IO)


d. Other


i. Info: Feedback on Change Leadership Session with Fay and Andre


2. Progress Feedback


a. Communication


b. Stakeholder Management


c. Training


d. Documentation


e. Role Mapping


f. Other feedback


3. The week ahead


a. Communication


b. Stakeholder Management


c. Training


d. Documentation


e. Role Mapping


4. Other
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4. Manage the process

4.3 Identify and manage change issues and risks

Purpose The purpose of the processes associated with Identify and manage change issues and risks is to ensure that there are no unresolved 
issues or unmitigated risks that can impact negatively on the initiative and/or its outcomes. 

Objectives - Pro-active risk mitigation
- Effective issue resolution
- A process for the escalation of risks and issues that cannot be mitigated or resolved

Key inputs - Progress meetings 
- Stakeholder tracking feedback

Minimum Outputs - Risk register
- Issue register
- Risk mitigation or escalation
- Issue resolution or escalation

Role players Change ManagerResponsible

Project ManagerAccountable

Change AgentSupport

Project Steering CommitteeInformed

Project Sponsor
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4. Manage the process

Change Management Risk RegisterRecommended 

tools

Change Management Issue Register
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Sheet1

		Description		Probability		Impact		Priority		Impact if the 
risk actuates		Mitigation		Responsibility		Mitigation Due By		Current Status		Mitigated Probability		Mitigated Impact		Mitigated Risk

		Lack of commitment/support from users		3		3		9		Poor project progress, lack of involvement, delayed adoption of system/processes		Effective stakeholder management process.		Change Management - Stakeholder Management Stream		8/12/11		Mitigated		1		3		3

		Resistance to change.		3		2		6		Poor project progress, lack of involvement, insufficient buy-in and ownership, delayed adoption of system/processes		Execution of appropriate best practice change management practices in support of the project.		Change Management Team to coordinate, assess and execute in conjunction with project team..		5/13/11		Mitigated		1		2		2

		Low morale among employees.		1		2		2		Poor commitment and participation in project process, compromised training effectiveness, poor adoption of new system and processes		Monitor morale through stakeholder management process and regular assessments		Change Management - Stakeholder Management Stream		5/14/11		Mitigated		1		1		1

								0																0

								0																0

								0																0

								0																0

								0																0

								0																0

								0																0

								0																0

								0																0

								0																0

								0																0

								0																0

								0																0

								0																0

								0																0

								0																0
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Sheet2

		





Sheet3
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Issue Register

		Change Management Issue Register														13 September 2014								9/13/14 12:33

		Date Identified		Issue		Short Description		Long Description		Issue Raised By		Issue Assigned To		Priority		Status		Planned Resolution Date		Actual Resolution Date

		5/5/10		1		Training material late		Training material development has been delayed - delivery may be too late for planned training start dates		Joe Bloggs		Pieter Ngubani		3		Assigned		6/6/10				WARNING OVERDUE

		6/6/10		2		Design sessions poorly attended		Design sessions poorly attended - only 50% of the invited stakeholders arrive for the sessions		Joe Bloggs		Sam Wisewell		2		Resolved		9/15/14				0

				3																		0

				4																		0

				5																		0

				6																		0

				7																		0

				8																		0

				9																		0

				10																		0

				11																		0

				12																		0

				13																		0

				14																		0

				15																		0

				16																		0

				17																		0

				18																		0

				19																		0

				20																		0

				21																		0

				22																		0

				23																		0

				24																		0

				25																		0

				26																		0

				27																		0

				28																		0

				29																		0

				30																		0

				31																		0

				32																		0

				33																		0

				34																		0

				35																		0

				36																		0

				37																		0

				38																		0

				39																		0

				40																		0

				41																		0

				42																		0

				43																		0

				44																		0

				45																		0

				46																		0

				47																		0

				48																		0

				49																		0

				50																		0

				51																		0

				52																		0

				53																		0

				54																		0

				55																		0

				56																		0

				57																		0

				58																		0

				59																		0

				60																		0

				61																		0

				62																		0

				63																		0

				64																		0

				65																		0

				66																		0

				67																		0

				68																		0

				69																		0

				70																		0

				71																		0

				72																		0

				73																		0

				74																		0

				75																		0

				76																		0

				77																		0

				78																		0

				79																		0

				80																		0

				81																		0

				82																		0

				83																		0

				84																		0

				85																		0

				86																		0

				87																		0

				88																		0

				89																		0

				90																		0

				91																		0

				92																		0

				93																		0

				94																		0

				95																		0

				96																		0

				97																		0

				98																		0

				99																		0

				100																		0

				101																		0

				102																		0

				103																		0

				104																		0

				105																		0

				106																		0

				107																		0

				108																		0

				109																		0

				110																		0

				111																		0

				112																		0

				113																		0

				114																		0

				115																		0

				116																		0

				117																		0

				118																		0

				119																		0

				120																		0

				121																		0

				122																		0

				123																		0

				124																		0

				125																		0

				126																		0

				127																		0

				128																		0

				129																		0

				130																		0

				131																		0

				132																		0

				133																		0

				134																		0

				135																		0

				136																		0

				137																		0

				138																		0

				139																		0

				140																		0

				141																		0

				142																		0

				143																		0

				144																		0

				145																		0

				146																		0

				147																		0

				148																		0

				149																		0

				150																		0

				151																		0

				152																		0

				153																		0

				154																		0

				155																		0

				156																		0

				157																		0

				158																		0

				159																		0

				160																		0

				161																		0

				162																		0

				163																		0

				164																		0

				165																		0

				166																		0

				167																		0

				168																		0

				169																		0

				170																		0

				171																		0

				172																		0

				173																		0

				174																		0

				175																		0

				176																		0

				177																		0

				178																		0

				179																		0

				180																		0

				181																		0

				182																		0

				183																		0

				184																		0

				185																		0

				186																		0

				187																		0

				188																		0

				189																		0

				190																		0

				191																		0

				192																		0

				193																		0

				194																		0

				195																		0

				196																		0

				197																		0

				198																		0

				199																		0

				200																		0

				201																		0

				202																		0

				203																		0

				204																		0

				205																		0

				206																		0

				207																		0

				208																		0

				209																		0

				210																		0

				211																		0

				212																		0

				213																		0

				214																		0

				215																		0

				216																		0

				217																		0

				218																		0

				219																		0

				220																		0

				221																		0

				222																		0

				223																		0

				224																		0

				225																		0

				226																		0

				227																		0

				228																		0

				229																		0

				230																		0
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4. Manage the process

4.4 Commission and run a change dashboard

Purpose The purpose of the processes associated with Commission and run a change dashboard is to ensure that the change manager and/or 
the change management team and project leadership maintain their focus on achieving the required change outcomes rather than on 
completing tasks on the change management schedule. 

An effective change dashboard should describe commonly accepted best-practice change management outcomes and project 
conditions required to achieve these (and should also be customisable to enable alignment to specific circumstances).

Objectives - Consensus among project leadership and the change manager/change management team about the extent to which 
  defined change management outcomes have been achieved.
- Periodic review of the current status, with corrective actions and surfacing and registering of risks and issues as 
  required

Key inputs - Change management plan and schedule (to determine when certain outcomes are due
- Results of assessments (e.g. Communication effectiveness assessments and change readiness assessments),
- Stakeholder tracking data

Minimum Outputs - A completed change dashboard assessment (typically on a monthly basis)
- Corrective actions as required
- Registered issues and risks as required

Role players Change ManagerResponsible

Project ManagerAccountable

Project SponsorConsulted

Project Steering CommitteeInformed
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4. Manage the process

5E Change DashboardRecommended 

tools
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HR-AP Cons High-level





						HR Alignment Project Consolidated High Level Dashboard

						Change Dashboard as at		8-Jun-13		20-Aug-13		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99



						Communication		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						Alignment		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						Resourcing		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						Enablement		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						Project Health		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

						Embedding		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!





1	1	1	1	1	1	1	1	1	1	





1	1	1	1	1	1	1	1	1	1	





1	1	1	1	1	1	1	1	1	1	





Consolidated HR-AP Change Dashboard

Communication	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	Alignment	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	Resourcing	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	Enablement	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	Project Health	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	Embedding	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	Period



Percentage









EDLMS Overview Dasboard



						EDLMS Change Management  Dashboard



						Current Dashboard						Dashboard History

												8-Jun-13		20-Aug-13		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99

						1. Enable change leadership		83%				73%		83%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						2. Enable initiative team		80%				53%		80%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						3. Engage stakeholders		82%				66%		82%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						4. Enable change		49%				65%		49%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						5. Embed change		54%				81%		54%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						Overall   		70%				67%		70%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!
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1. Enable change leadership	2. Enable initiative team	3. Engage stakeholders	4. Enable change	5. Embed change	0.72499999999999998	0.52500000000000002	0.65999999999999992	0.65	0.80999999999999994	1. Enable change leadership	2. Enable initiative team	3. Engage stakeholders	4. Enable change	5. Embed change	0.83	0.80333333333333323	0.82	0.48799999999999999	0.54	1. Enable change leadership	2. Enable initiative team	3. Engage stakeholders	4. Enable change	5. Embed change	0	0	0	0	0	1. Enable change leadership	2. Enable initiative team	3. Engage stakeholders	4. Enable change	5. Embed change	0	0	0	0	0	1. Enable change leadership	2. Enable initiative team	3. Engage stakeholders	4. Enable change	5. Embed change	0	0	0	0	0	1. Enable change leadership	2. Enable initiative team	3. Engage stakeholders	4. Enable change	5. Embed change	0	0	0	0	0	1. Enable change leadership	2. Enable initiative team	3. Engage stakeholders	4. Enable change	5. Embed change	0	0	0	0	0	1. Enable change leadership	2. Enable initiative team	3. Engage stakeholders	4. Enable change	5. Embed change	0	0	0	0	0	1. Enable change leadership	2. Enable initiative team	3. Engage stakeholders	4. Enable change	5. Embed change	0	0	0	0	0	1. Enable change leadership	2. Enable initiative team	3. Engage stakeholders	4. Enable change	5. Embed change	0	0	0	0	0	
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EDLMS Detail Dashboard



				EDLMS Change Management  Dashboard



				Key Focus Area		Summary Score		Detail Items		Current score		08-Jun-13		20-Aug-13																		Notes		Actions Required		Responsible		Due

				1. Enable change leadership		83%		Is there a sense of urgency?		78%		60%		78%

								Is the vision clear? 		80%		65%		80%

								Is there alignment? 		82%		70%		82%

								Is there an effective guiding team (or guiding coalition)? 		84%		75%		84%

								Is leadership adequately enabled through ongoing support?		86%		80%		86%

								Is there ongoing effective assessment of change leadership effectiveness?		88%		85%		88%

				2. Enable initiative team		80%		Is the initiative approach aligned with the change management requirements?		68%		40%		68%

								Have team members been onboarded effectively?		70%		45%		70%

								Are roles clear?		90%		50%		90%

								Is the scope clear?		74%		55%		74%

								Is the team enabled through adequate ongoing support?		90%		60%		90%

								Is there ongoing effective assessment of team functioning?		90%		65%		90%

				3. Engage stakeholders		82%		Is there a clear understanding of who can influence and/or be impacted by this initiative?		78%		60%		78%

								Are stakeholders engaged adequately?		80%		63%		80%

								Are communication requirements clearly defined?		82%		66%		82%

								Is the communication process effective?		84%		69%		84%

								Is there ongoing effective assessment of stakeholder attitudes and understanding?		86%		72%		86%

				4. Enable change		49%		Is there a clear understanding of what will change/will not change?		78%		55%		78%

								Are the significant implications for stakeholders/the organisation well understood?  		76%		60%		76%

								Are effective enablement actions planned and tracked?		30%		65%		30%

								Is there a clear and effective process for managing the transition(s)?		30%		70%		30%

								Is there effective assessment of change readiness? 		30%		75%		30%

				5. Embed change		54%		Are the significant factors that will enhance or undermine sustainability well understood?		60%		78%		60%

								Are effective embedding actions planned and tracked?		56%		80%		56%

								Is there a clear and effective approach for the tracking of benefit realisation?		52%		82%		52%

								Is there ongoing effective assessment of will the effectiveness of embedding ?		48%		84%		48%

				Overall Rating		70%										ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!



				Overall Comments:
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CRM High level





						Client Relationship Management

						Change Dashboard as at		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99

								1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10

						Communication		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						Alignment		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						Resourcing		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						Enablement		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						Project Health		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!
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CRM Detail



				Client Relationship Management



								Score as at

				Key Focus Area		Items

				Communication		Stakeholder analysis is complete

						All stakeholders receive relevant communication (eg emails, overall communication to stakeholders)

				Alignment		Project Stakeholders are aligned with regard to the project objectives

						Issues and actions resulting from the stakeholder alignment process are effectively tracked and actioned.

				ERROR:#REF!		The project stream budget is adequate

						The right people are involved in this project stream

						The distribution & level of skill in this project stream is adequate

						Project resources are able to dedicate sufficient time to this project stream

				ERROR:#REF!		Project Resources are enabled to do what is expexted

						Project-related training is appropriate, timeous and adequate

						Change impacts are understood and actioned

				ERROR:#REF!		The project plan is well understood and supported by all team members

						Progress is according to plan

						Communication in and between the various project streams is effective

						The project team works together effectively towards the defined project objectives

						The Project team understand their individual and collective roles and responsibilities

				ERROR:#REF!		Ongoing actions supporting embedding of change

						There is a strong focus on the ongoing surfacing and resolution of issues

						The progress of issue resolution is effectively tracked and reported

						Embedding roles and responsibilities are clearly understood and well accepted by all role players

						Effective Support structures are in place

						Ongoing training process has been defined and communicated

						Training & development plans support the new "As Is"

						Job profiles / descriptions are aligned with the new "As Is"

						Performance management systems are aligned with the new "As Is"























Sales&Solution Dev High level





						Sales and Solution Development

						Change Dashboard as at		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99

								1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10

						Communication		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						Alignment		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						Resourcing		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						Enablement		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						Project Health		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						Embedding		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!
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Sales&Solution Dev Detail



				Sales and Solution Development



								Score as at

				Key Focus Area		Items

				Communication		Stakeholder analysis is complete

						All stakeholders receive relevant communication (eg emails, overall communication to stakeholders)

				Alignment		Project Stakeholders are aligned with regard to the project objectives

						Issues and actions resulting from the stakeholder alignment process are effectively tracked and actioned.

				ERROR:#REF!		The project stream budget is adequate

						The right people are involved in this project stream

						The distribution & level of skill in this project stream is adequate

						Project resources are able to dedicate sufficient time to this project stream

				ERROR:#REF!		Project Resources are enabled to do what is expexted

						Project-related training is appropriate, timeous and adequate

						Change impacts are understood and actioned

				ERROR:#REF!		The project plan is well understood and supported by all team members

						Progress is according to plan

						Communication in and between the various project streams is effective

						The project team works together effectively towards the defined project objectives

						The Project team understand their individual and collective roles and responsibilities

				ERROR:#REF!		Ongoing actions supporting embedding of change

						There is a strong focus on the ongoing surfacing and resolution of issues

						The progress of issue resolution is effectively tracked and reported

						Embedding roles and responsibilities are clearly understood and well accepted by all role players

						Effective Support structures are in place

						Ongoing training process has been defined and communicated

						Training & development plans support the new "As Is"

						Job profiles / descriptions are aligned with the new "As Is"

						Performance management systems are aligned with the new "As Is"























Portfolio Mngmnt High level





						Portfolio Management

						Change Dashboard as at		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99

								1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10

						Communication		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						Alignment		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						Resourcing		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						Enablement		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						Project Health		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						Embedding		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!
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Portfolio Mngmnt Detail



				Portfolio Management



								Score as at

				Key Focus Area		Items

				Communication		Stakeholder analysis is complete

						All stakeholders receive relevant communication (eg emails, overall communication to stakeholders)

				Alignment		Project Stakeholders are aligned with regard to the project objectives

						Issues and actions resulting from the stakeholder alignment process are effectively tracked and actioned.

				ERROR:#REF!		The project stream budget is adequate

						The right people are involved in this project stream

						The distribution & level of skill in this project stream is adequate

						Project resources are able to dedicate sufficient time to this project stream

				ERROR:#REF!		Project Resources are enabled to do what is expexted

						Project-related training is appropriate, timeous and adequate

						Change impacts are understood and actioned

				ERROR:#REF!		The project plan is well understood and supported by all team members

						Progress is according to plan

						Communication in and between the various project streams is effective

						The project team works together effectively towards the defined project objectives

						The Project team understand their individual and collective roles and responsibilities

				ERROR:#REF!		Ongoing actions supporting embedding of change

						There is a strong focus on the ongoing surfacing and resolution of issues

						The progress of issue resolution is effectively tracked and reported

						Embedding roles and responsibilities are clearly understood and well accepted by all role players

						Effective Support structures are in place

						Ongoing training process has been defined and communicated

						Training & development plans support the new "As Is"

						Job profiles / descriptions are aligned with the new "As Is"

						Performance management systems are aligned with the new "As Is"























Service Support High Level





						Service Support

						Change Dashboard as at		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99

								1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10

						Communication		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						Alignment		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						Resourcing		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						Enablement		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						Project Health		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						Embedding		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!
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Service Support Detail



				Service Support



								Score as at

				Key Focus Area		Items

				Communication		Stakeholder analysis is complete

						All stakeholders receive relevant communication (eg emails, overall communication to stakeholders)

				Alignment		Project Stakeholders are aligned with regard to the project objectives

						Issues and actions resulting from the stakeholder alignment process are effectively tracked and actioned.

				ERROR:#REF!		The project stream budget is adequate

						The right people are involved in this project stream

						The distribution & level of skill in this project stream is adequate

						Project resources are able to dedicate sufficient time to this project stream

				ERROR:#REF!		Project Resources are enabled to do what is expexted

						Project-related training is appropriate, timeous and adequate

						Change impacts are understood and actioned

				ERROR:#REF!		The project plan is well understood and supported by all team members

						Progress is according to plan

						Communication in and between the various project streams is effective

						The project team works together effectively towards the defined project objectives

						The Project team understand their individual and collective roles and responsibilities

				ERROR:#REF!		Ongoing actions supporting embedding of change

						There is a strong focus on the ongoing surfacing and resolution of issues

						The progress of issue resolution is effectively tracked and reported

						Embedding roles and responsibilities are clearly understood and well accepted by all role players

						Effective Support structures are in place

						Ongoing training process has been defined and communicated

						Training & development plans support the new "As Is"

						Job profiles / descriptions are aligned with the new "As Is"

						Performance management systems are aligned with the new "As Is"























Service Alignment High Level





						Service Alignment Project

						Change Dashboard as at		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99

								1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10

						Communication		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						Alignment		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						Resourcing		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						Enablement		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						Project Health		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						Embedding		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!
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Service Alignment Change Dashboard

Communication	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	Alignment	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	Resourcing	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	Enablement	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	Project Health	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	Embedding	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	Period



Percentage









Service Alignment Detail



				Service Alignment Project



								Score as at

				Key Focus Area		Items

				Communication		Stakeholder analysis is complete

						Communication plan has been developed

						All stakeholders receive relevant communication (eg emails, overall communication to stakeholders)

						Feedback is obtained on stakeholder issues

						An effective change management issues/risk tracking and reporing process is in place

				Alignment		Project Stakeholders are aligned with regard to the project objectives

						Issues and actions resulting from the stakeholder alignment process are effectively tracked and actioned.

				ERROR:#REF!		The project stream budget is adequate

						The right people are involved in this project stream

						The distribution & level of skill in this project stream is adequate

						Project resources are able to dedicate sufficient time to this project stream

				ERROR:#REF!		Project Resources are enabled to do what is expexted

						Project-related training is appropriate, timeous and adequate

						Change impacts are understood and actioned

				ERROR:#REF!		The project plan is well understood and supported by all team members

						Progress is according to plan

						Communication in and between the various project streams is effective

						The project team works together effectively towards the defined project objectives

						The Project team understand their individual and collective roles and responsibilities

				ERROR:#REF!		Ongoing actions supporting embedding of change

						There is a strong focus on the ongoing surfacing and resolution of issues

						The progress of issue resolution is effectively tracked and reported

						Embedding roles and responsibilities are clearly understood and well accepted by all role players

						Effective Support structures are in place

						Ongoing training process has been defined and communicated

						Training & development plans support the new "As Is"

						Job profiles / descriptions are aligned with the new "As Is"

						Performance management systems are aligned with the new "As Is"























Opsomming

						Change Dashboard as at		8-Jun-13		20-Aug-13		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99

						Communication

						RTV		73%		83%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						CRM		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						Sales & Solution		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						Portfolio		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						Service Support		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						Service Alignment		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						Change Dashboard as at		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

						Alignment

						RTV		66%		82%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						CRM		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						Sales & Solution		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						Portfolio		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						Service Support		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						Service Alignment		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						Change Dashboard as at		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99

						Resourcing

						RTV		65%		49%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						CRM		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						Sales & Solution		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						Portfolio		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						Service Support		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						Service Alignment		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						Change Dashboard as at		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

						Enablement

						RTV		81%		54%		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						CRM		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						Sales & Solution		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						Portfolio		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						Service Support		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						Service Alignment		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						Change Dashboard as at		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

						Project Health

						RTV		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

						CRM		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						Sales & Solution		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						Portfolio		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						Service Support		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						Service Alignment		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						Change Dashboard as at		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99		31-Dec-99

						Embedding

						RTV		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

						CRM		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						Sales & Solution		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						Portfolio		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						Service Support		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

						Service Alignment		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!
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5. Embed the change

5. Embed the change

The purpose of the Embed the change focus area is to ensure that the changes resulting from the change initiative will be sustained. It is 
critical that the change management effort does not end with the conclusion of the project - typically this is the point where the real change 
impacts actually occur, and therefore it is also the point where effective change management and particularly effective change leadership 
becomes very important. 

This focus area involves:

-  The development of an embedding strategy
-  The development of an embedding action plan with contracted RASCI (responsible, accountable, 
   supported, consulted and informed) roles
-  The tracking of embedding progress
-  Reinforcing communication 

Purpose
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5. Embed the change

5.1 Develop embedding strategy

Purpose The purpose of the processes associated with Develop embedding strategy is to ensure that the change(s) resulting from the initiative 
are sustained and subject to ongoing improvement after the initiative concludes. While it remains a reality that change initiatives cannot 
continue indefinitely (usually due to limited resources), it is also true that a common root cause of failed organisational change is that 
those who implement the change stop too soon. The development of an embedding strategy addresses this potential risk by mapping 
out how the initiative team will hand over the accountability and responsibility for maintaining momentum and driving sustainability and 
continuous improvement to permanent roles within the organisation. 

Objectives - Ensure sustained change(s)
- Provide a foundation for ongoing improvement
- Establish a shared understanding among organisational leaders and line managers about critical requirements 
  for "making the change stick"

Key inputs -  Assessment results (particularly related to training)
-  Feedback from the stakeholder tracking process
-  Change enablement progress report

Minimum Outputs - A comprehensive embedding strategy
- Shared understanding among relevant senior leaders and line managers about what will be required for sustained
  change

Role players Change ManagerResponsible

Project ManagerAccountable

Human Resources PractitionerConsulted

Change Leader

Project Sponsor

Line ManagerInformed

Change Agent

Project Steering Committee
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5. Embed the change

Tools to make the change stickRecommended 

tools

Example Embedding Session

Embedding checklist
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Step 8 – Make it stick: Identify actions required to align with and embed in organisational practices, systems or processes

		Major organisational practice, system or process		To make the change stick, what are the opportunities,  issues and implications here?		What is the priority?
		What next steps are required?
		By whom?		By when?

						3 = High
2 = Medium
1 = Low
0 = Ignore
						

						3 = High
2 = Medium
1 = Low
0 = Ignore
						

						3 = High
2 = Medium
1 = Low
0 = Ignore
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Step 8 – Make it stick: A plan for action

Drive benefit realisation

Continue expediting change – track progress, remove  obstacles,  address issues 

Ensure appropriate leadership behaviour and support

Embed changes in organisational  practices, systems  and processes

Communicate realisation of benefits, continue sharing stories about the change
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Step 8 – Make it stick: How will we know when we get there?

We will know that we have done 
this step well when we see people…

We will know that we still

 have work to do  when we see people…
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UNIdrive Go-Live 

Celebration and Embedding Session
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What did we set out to achieve?
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Project Overview

New

eConnect

UNIdrive
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As you may know by now – ECM is made up of two key aspects:

WEM functionality

Intranet

Extranet

Internet

CLM functionality

Secure online space to access, store, collaborate, search and manage business documents & records management

Automated workflows 

Pre-determined File Plan structures

Improved search functionality



From a change and communication perspective, it is important to note the 2 aspects that make up ECM and to understand that they are different even though they are interlinked in the Solution and what they offer
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Web Experience Management (WEM)





Content Lifecycle Management (CLM)





Best Practice Enterprise Content Management (ECM)















Benefits of UNIdrive
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Benefits of ECM – more focussed on UNIdrive. Yet some of these benefits apply to both aspects.

4





Allows for remote access to business documents & records from any location with internet access





Reduce time used to search for business documents and records





Improve access, retrieval and protection of business documents & records





Reduce excessive printing and storage costs





Improve audit checks





Improve collaborative working and learning across the organisation





Improve process efficiency with automated work flows and file plans















































Why did we call it UNIdrive?
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The name UNIdrive is derived from the 3 core functions:

It is the new UNIisa content repository

It will encourage and provide UNIversity wide collaboration as part of its functionality

UNIversal access (remote access) is possible, provided there is an internet connection



The name UNIdrive is in line with the other leading shared drive/cloud computing solutions, and we feel that this is just another step in the direction of Acme University users accepting the new CLM solution.  



We ask for the committee to consider the name UNIdrive as the new name for CLM – the Change Team want to start introducing it in the awareness communication.



Note: Last search on Google, University in SW Austrailia (Student system)…yet, not trade marked. Also, note that we came up with the name organically. Also, do a search for Uniflow get numerous results for scanning and office management system, as well as integrated business solutions and workflows.
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United content repository





University-wide collaboration





Universal access





UNIdrive

















Phased Go Live for 28 Units

		Interaction		Bus Unit 2 – 5		Bus Unit 6 – 9		Bus Unit 10 – 17 				Bus Unit 18 – 25		

				      		Risk and Compliance     		CC&M                                              		Protection Services                                  		University Estates                      		Library Services                         

				DMET               		Internal Audit                  		Legal Services                                                                		Music 		Finance and Procurement                 		DTFL                                    

				Committee Services          		DSAR		ICT                             		DSAA		Graduations   		SMPD

				IRPD                                      		DSPQA		Academic Planning        		HR   		Student Affairs      		Research Mgt.

						DISA								

		Management / IC Briefsa		30 June – 2 July (DSPQA)		9 – 16 July		18 – 31 July 				19 – 29 Aug		

		ID Records (Screen Dumps)		3 – 15 July		17 – 25 July		1 – 15 Aug				1 – 15 Sep		

		File Plan Re-Trainingb		9 – 15 July		18 – 25 July		1 – 15 Aug				1 – 15 Sep		

		Super User Training 		24 July 		8 August		22 August				19 September		

		Data Cleansing and Y Drive		15 – 30 July		28 July – 15 Aug		18 Aug – 15 Sep				16 Sep – 17 Oct		

		Migration to Content Server		31 July – 8 Aug 		18 – 22 Aug		16 – 19 Sep				20 – 24 Oct		

		Workflow Testing		8 August 		22 & 25 August		23 & 25 September				24 & 27 October		

		End User Training		1 – 14 August		15 – 29 August		15 – 29 September				17 – 30 October		

		Go Live		15 August		30 August		30 September				31 October		
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Feedback – how has the UNIdrive “Go-Live” gone so far?
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Insert one feedback slide here
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What do we need to focus on now? 
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A practical checklist…

Ensure all Business Related (unstructured) content is saved in UNIdrive

Save updates to documents as new versions and not new documents

Capture accurate metadata – high accuracy of metadata increases “findability” of documents/records

Before creating a new record first search for possible existing documents – do not “re-invent the wheel”

Make use of built workflows ensuring standardised business processes are followed

Monitor your UNIdrive’s “My Assignments” for any tasks

Make use of UNIdrive’s Notifications and link important notifications to email notifications

Collaborate with colleagues on content using UNIdrive’s collaboration tools
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If the implementation focus on UNIdrive stops when the project does, it will be a bit like spending all of our time and energy on the wedding, 

and leaving nothing for the marriage…



Project Phase

Here we are still only talking about the change and preparing for it



Post-Project Phase

Here we are living with the day to day reality of the change

To make this work requires that we start it right and continue to work at it!
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Ensuring effective change leadership
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Effective change leaders do four things really well...
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Making Change Stick

14

Factors that drive compliance and sustainability

Factors that erode sustainability

Factors that encourage unwanted deviances







Factors that drive continuous improvement
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UNIdrive will be used in a mission-critical way – people can’t do their work if they don’t do it in a specific way on UNIdrive. [Is this assumption valid? – If not, what can be done to make it valid?]

Users will find UNIdrive easier to use than what they had in the past.

There will be effective consequence management for hose who fail to adopt UNIdrive

Line managers will demand compliance

Other organisational processes and systems are aligned and supportive 
(e.g. performance management, induction, recruiting, training and
development).

15

 Factors that drive compliance and  sustainability
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There is an active community of practice – i.e. learnings are shared, successes are celebrated.

UNIdrive user competence is developed and maintained.

User feedback is tracked and actioned

16







Factors that drive continuous improvement
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Factors that erode sustainability





It is less likely that UNIdrive will be adopted and fully used, and users will tend to deviate from how UNIdrive is intended to be used if: 

UNIdrive does not work as required (too slow, complex, confusing, etc.), and people introduce workarounds to get their work done.

It is less user friendly than initially thought.

Training (before and after go-live) is not adequate, or is not standardised.

There is no immediate reaction when UNIdrive users step “out of bounds”.

User concerns/issues are not surfaced and/or addressed.

Leadership do not insist on compliance and discipline



Factors that encourage unwanted deviances
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Making it stick: A plan of action
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Questions and Closing
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 Business Planning


 People Planning


 Succession Planning 


 Financial Reporting Systems (quality, budgeting…)
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- Internal


- External
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						Major Systems & Processes			Importance for embedding the changes?			Aligned to embedding the changes?			If not, elaborate?			Next Steps


																		Responsible			Due date


						Business Planning


						People Planning


						Succession Planning


						Financial Reporting Systems (quality, budgeting…)


						Communications


						- Internal


						- External


						Talent Acquisition


						Performance Management


						Rewards and Recognition


						Benefits


						Training and Development


						Career Planning


						Labour Relations


						etc…
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				Major Systems & Processes		Importance for embedding the changes?		Aligned to embedding the changes?		If not, elaborate?		Next Steps

												Responsible		Due date

				Business Planning

				People Planning

				Succession Planning

				Financial Reporting Systems (quality, budgeting…)

				Communications

				- Internal

				- External

				Talent Acquisition

				Performance Management

				Rewards and Recognition

				Benefits

				Training and Development

				Career Planning

				Labour Relations

				etc…
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5. Embed the change

5.2 Develop embedding action plan and contract RASCI roles

Purpose The purpose of the processes associated with Develop embedding action plan and contract RASCI roles is to ensure that the 
embedding strategy is translated into practical action steps and that the permanent role players who will be involved with this are clearly 
identified through a collaborative process.

Objectives - Develop practical embedding actions in a collaborative process
- Establish clear accountabilities and responsibilities to ensure that embedding actions will be executed - contract 
  this with role players in such a way that it will be difficult to shirk accountability or responsibility 

Key inputs - Embedding strategy

Minimum Outputs - Detailed embedding action plan with contracted RASCI roles 

Role players Change ManagerResponsible

Project ManagerAccountable

Human Resources PractitionerConsulted

Line Manager

Change Leader

Change Agent

Project SponsorInformed
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5. Embed the change

Change Management Embedding Action LogRecommended 

tools
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Issue Register

		Change Management Embedding Action Log																13 September 2014								9/13/14 12:43

		Date Identified		Embedding Action #		Embedding Reference number		Short Description		Long Description		Action Planned By		Action Assigned To		Priority		Status		Due Date		Date Complete

		5/5/10		1		221		Review performance contracts		Review performance contracts for senior procurement officers to ensure that the new delivery standards are adequately reflected		Joe Bloggs		Pieter Ngubani		3		Assigned		6/6/10				WARNING OVERDUE

				2																				0

				3																				0

				4																				0

				5																				0

				6																				0

				7																				0

				8																				0

				9																				0

				10																				0

				11																				0

				12																				0

				13																				0

				14																				0

				15																				0

				16																				0

				17																				0

				18																				0

				19																				0

				20																				0

				21																				0

				22																				0

				23																				0

				24																				0

				25																				0

				26																				0

				27																				0

				28																				0

				29																				0

				30																				0

				31																				0

				32																				0

				33																				0

				34																				0

				35																				0

				36																				0

				37																				0

				38																				0

				39																				0

				40																				0

				41																				0

				42																				0

				43																				0

				44																				0

				45																				0

				46																				0

				47																				0

				48																				0

				49																				0

				50																				0

				51																				0

				52																				0

				53																				0

				54																				0

				55																				0

				56																				0

				57																				0

				58																				0

				59																				0

				60																				0

				61																				0

				62																				0

				63																				0

				64																				0

				65																				0

				66																				0

				67																				0

				68																				0

				69																				0

				70																				0

				71																				0

				72																				0

				73																				0

				74																				0

				75																				0

				76																				0

				77																				0

				78																				0

				79																				0

				80																				0

				81																				0

				82																				0

				83																				0

				84																				0

				85																				0

				86																				0

				87																				0

				88																				0

				89																				0

				90																				0

				91																				0

				92																				0

				93																				0

				94																				0

				95																				0

				96																				0

				97																				0

				98																				0

				99																				0

				100																				0

				101																				0

				102																				0

				103																				0

				104																				0

				105																				0

				106																				0

				107																				0

				108																				0

				109																				0

				110																				0

				111																				0

				112																				0

				113																				0

				114																				0

				115																				0

				116																				0

				117																				0

				118																				0

				119																				0

				120																				0

				121																				0

				122																				0

				123																				0

				124																				0

				125																				0

				126																				0

				127																				0

				128																				0

				129																				0

				130																				0

				131																				0

				132																				0

				133																				0

				134																				0

				135																				0

				136																				0

				137																				0

				138																				0

				139																				0

				140																				0

				141																				0

				142																				0

				143																				0

				144																				0

				145																				0

				146																				0

				147																				0

				148																				0

				149																				0

				150																				0

				151																				0

				152																				0

				153																				0

				154																				0

				155																				0

				156																				0

				157																				0

				158																				0

				159																				0

				160																				0

				161																				0

				162																				0

				163																				0

				164																				0

				165																				0

				166																				0

				167																				0

				168																				0

				169																				0

				170																				0

				171																				0

				172																				0

				173																				0

				174																				0

				175																				0

				176																				0

				177																				0

				178																				0

				179																				0

				180																				0

				181																				0

				182																				0

				183																				0

				184																				0

				185																				0

				186																				0

				187																				0

				188																				0

				189																				0

				190																				0

				191																				0

				192																				0

				193																				0

				194																				0

				195																				0

				196																				0

				197																				0

				198																				0

				199																				0

				200																				0

				201																				0

				202																				0

				203																				0

				204																				0

				205																				0

				206																				0

				207																				0

				208																				0

				209																				0

				210																				0

				211																				0

				212																				0

				213																				0

				214																				0

				215																				0

				216																				0

				217																				0

				218																				0

				219																				0

				220																				0

				221																				0

				222																				0

				223																				0

				224																				0

				225																				0

				226																				0

				227																				0

				228																				0

				229																				0

				230																				0
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5. Embed the change

5.3 Track embedding progress

Purpose The purpose of the processes associated with Track embedding progress is to ensure adequate progress according to plan and that 
poor progress may be pro-actively identified and addressed before it impacts on the effectiveness of the embedding process. 

Objectives - Progress management
- Early identification of progress deficits
- Identification of risks and issues

Key inputs - Embedding progress reports or updates from relevant role players
- Assessment results - e.g. End-user satisfaction survey results

Minimum Outputs - Overall embedding progress reports
- Registered issues and risks
- Corrective actions to address areas where there is inadequate progress

Role players Change ManagerResponsible

Project ManagerAccountable

Human Resources PractitionerInformed

Line Manager

Change Leader

Change Agent

Project Steering Committee

Project Sponsor
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5. Embed the change

Change Management Embedding Action LogRecommended 

tools
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Issue Register

		Change Management Embedding Action Log																13 September 2014								9/13/14 12:43

		Date Identified		Embedding Action #		Embedding Reference number		Short Description		Long Description		Action Planned By		Action Assigned To		Priority		Status		Due Date		Date Complete

		5/5/10		1		221		Review performance contracts		Review performance contracts for senior procurement officers to ensure that the new delivery standards are adequately reflected		Joe Bloggs		Pieter Ngubani		3		Assigned		6/6/10				WARNING OVERDUE

				2																				0

				3																				0

				4																				0

				5																				0

				6																				0

				7																				0

				8																				0

				9																				0

				10																				0

				11																				0

				12																				0

				13																				0

				14																				0

				15																				0

				16																				0

				17																				0

				18																				0

				19																				0

				20																				0

				21																				0

				22																				0

				23																				0

				24																				0

				25																				0

				26																				0

				27																				0

				28																				0

				29																				0

				30																				0

				31																				0

				32																				0

				33																				0

				34																				0

				35																				0

				36																				0

				37																				0

				38																				0

				39																				0

				40																				0

				41																				0

				42																				0

				43																				0

				44																				0

				45																				0

				46																				0

				47																				0

				48																				0

				49																				0

				50																				0

				51																				0

				52																				0

				53																				0

				54																				0

				55																				0

				56																				0

				57																				0

				58																				0

				59																				0

				60																				0

				61																				0

				62																				0

				63																				0

				64																				0

				65																				0

				66																				0

				67																				0

				68																				0

				69																				0

				70																				0

				71																				0

				72																				0

				73																				0

				74																				0

				75																				0

				76																				0

				77																				0

				78																				0

				79																				0

				80																				0

				81																				0

				82																				0

				83																				0

				84																				0

				85																				0

				86																				0

				87																				0

				88																				0

				89																				0

				90																				0

				91																				0

				92																				0

				93																				0

				94																				0

				95																				0

				96																				0

				97																				0

				98																				0

				99																				0

				100																				0

				101																				0

				102																				0

				103																				0

				104																				0

				105																				0

				106																				0

				107																				0

				108																				0

				109																				0

				110																				0

				111																				0

				112																				0

				113																				0

				114																				0

				115																				0

				116																				0

				117																				0

				118																				0

				119																				0

				120																				0

				121																				0

				122																				0

				123																				0

				124																				0

				125																				0

				126																				0

				127																				0

				128																				0

				129																				0

				130																				0

				131																				0

				132																				0

				133																				0

				134																				0

				135																				0

				136																				0

				137																				0

				138																				0

				139																				0

				140																				0

				141																				0

				142																				0

				143																				0

				144																				0

				145																				0

				146																				0

				147																				0

				148																				0

				149																				0

				150																				0

				151																				0

				152																				0

				153																				0

				154																				0

				155																				0

				156																				0

				157																				0

				158																				0

				159																				0

				160																				0

				161																				0

				162																				0

				163																				0

				164																				0

				165																				0

				166																				0

				167																				0

				168																				0

				169																				0

				170																				0

				171																				0

				172																				0

				173																				0

				174																				0

				175																				0

				176																				0

				177																				0

				178																				0

				179																				0

				180																				0

				181																				0

				182																				0

				183																				0

				184																				0

				185																				0

				186																				0

				187																				0

				188																				0

				189																				0

				190																				0

				191																				0

				192																				0

				193																				0

				194																				0

				195																				0

				196																				0

				197																				0

				198																				0

				199																				0

				200																				0

				201																				0

				202																				0

				203																				0

				204																				0

				205																				0

				206																				0

				207																				0

				208																				0

				209																				0

				210																				0

				211																				0

				212																				0

				213																				0

				214																				0

				215																				0

				216																				0

				217																				0

				218																				0

				219																				0

				220																				0

				221																				0

				222																				0

				223																				0

				224																				0

				225																				0

				226																				0

				227																				0

				228																				0

				229																				0

				230																				0
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6. Realise benefits

6. Realise benefits

The purpose of the Realise benefits focus area is to ensure that there are adequate benefit realisation processes in place and that benefit 
realisation is effectively tracked over time.

It is essential that benefit realisation enjoys adequate emphasis as part of the change management process - firstly this will promote the 
benefit realisation process itself, but secondly it also defines and drives the correct behaviour in regard to the changes that result from the 
initiative.

This focus area involves:

-  The verification of the effectiveness of the benefit realisation process
-  Planning and implementation of corrective actions to address any shortcomings in the benefit realisation process
-  Sharing of benefit realisation successes through the reinforcing communication campaign

Purpose
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6. Realise benefits

6.1 Verify adequate tracking of benefits and implement corrective actions if required

Purpose The purpose of the processes associated with Verify adequate tracking of benefits and implement corrective actions if required is to 
ensure that benefit realisation, as originally planned (and as adapted in the intervening period) is working adequately.

Objectives - Ensure correct functioning and full adherence to the defined benefit realisation process.
- Corrective actions are developed and executed to address any areas where the process does not work or where there is 
   poor compliance

Key inputs - Defined benefit realisation process
- Feedback from relevant role players on benefit realisation successes and challenges

Minimum Outputs - Benefit tracking status report

Role players Change ManagerResponsible

Project ManagerAccountable

Line ManagerInformed

Change Leader

Change Agent

Project Steering Committee

Project Sponsor
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6. Realise benefits

Defining Benefit RealisationRecommended 

tools
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Defining benefit realisation
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Alice was a little startled by seeing the Cheshire Cat sitting on a bough of a tree a few yards off. ‘Would you tell me, please, which way I ought to walk from here?’



‘That depends a good deal on where you want to get to’ said the Cat.



‘I don’t much care where –’ said Alice.



‘Then it doesn’t matter which way you walk’ said the Cat.



(From Alice in Wonderland by Lewis Carroll)
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Additional workshops within functions/BU’s to develop detail and RACI

Defining benefit realisation:
A proposed process

Ongoing feedback at management and board meetings through to completion.

As specific as possible.

Wide stakeholder involvement strongly advised.

Effort spared here will carry punitive interest later!

Development of Initiative Business Case

Comments/further suggestions?

Breakaway groups – what are the specific benefits that we can realise?

Workshop with heads of functions/business units and key members of their teams

(or better – the whole system)

Top 4 to 7 benefits that our area will realise.

Timeframe

How this will be measured.

Presentation by BU/Functional heads at Steerco

Business case signed off according to normal governance process
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6. Realise benefits

6.2 Feed benefit realisation successes into reinforcing communication campaign

Purpose The purpose of the processes associated with Feed benefit realisation successes into reinforcing communication campaign is to 
ensure that there is a counterweight to the natural tendency for stakeholders to focus more on the negative aspects: For example, 
typical stakeholders will not often write e-mails to their line managers to express their happiness about changes that work well - the 
more likely scenario is that those who want to complain put far more energy into this, with the net effect that the negative aspects 
become exaggerated. In the absence of positive communication content that can balance out the negative feedback, this can easily 
lead to a situation where the only communication about the change(s) is of a negative nature. 

Objectives - Create a more balanced perception of the change(s)

Key inputs - Feedback from benefit realisation process

Minimum Outputs - Communication content relating to successes and benefits that have been realised

Role players Change ManagerResponsible

Project ManagerAccountable

Change AgentSupport

Line ManagerInformed

Project Sponsor
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6. Realise benefits

Communication PlanRecommended 

tools
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Audience Analysis

		Audience Analysis

		Stakeholder Group		Key Individuals		Attitude/Vehicle Info		Communication Goals (Needs and Wants, Key Messages)		Current State		Comments

		Company						·Obtain buy-in 
·To inform and involve                                                                                                                                                                                             ·Status updates
·Understand why this project is necessary

		EXCO						· Obtain buy-in 
· Mail presentations and key topics for future meetings                                                                                                                                        · To share, discuss findings and solicit input around the strategic direction of the business, resolution of key issues, and prioritisation of initiatives

		Steering Committee						· Obtain buy-in 
· Mail presentations and key topics for future meetings                                                                                                                                        · To obtain business leadership, project decisions and management of interdependencies with Sasol initiatives

		Site A and Site B employees						·Obtain buy-in 
·To inform and involve 
·Understand why this project is necessary		· Have clearly defined roles today and are concerned about how this project will affect them personally
· Limited project understanding                                                                                                                                                                                 · High level of anxiety around project		Seen in response to Project Launch communication

		Workstreams         (Finance,Logistics,HR,SHERQ)		Interviewees from the various areas				·To maintain buy-in 
·To ensure interviews are captured accurately 
·To maintain and create an open/informal communication path and knowledge is being transfered                                                                                                                                  ·Status Updates				Ongoing Communication

		Project Sponsor Group						· To ensure interviews are captured accurately 
·To maintain and create an open/informal communication path and knowledge is being transfered                                                                                                                                  ·Status Updates and involved in decision making/workshopping
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Vehicle Analysis

		Communication Vehicles

		Ref #		Communication Vehicle		Description  of Vehicle (useful for, location, frequency)		Strengths		Weaknesses

		1		Electronic Mail		• Messages quickly distributed in standard form		• Available to a wide audience
• Can provide permanent record
• Easy to distribute frequently
• Inexpensive		• Impersonal
• Comprehension issues
• One way
• Tendency of reader to scan and delete
• Requires access to e-mail system
• Low to moderate anticipated acceptance of message

		2		Memos		• Messages from senior leadership to employees
• Paper-based
• Introductory messages, potential for follow-up		• Focus on specific groups within organizations
• Consistent message
• Permanent record
• Reader can absorb quickly
• Effective when items require future action		• Impersonal
• Comprehension issues
• One way
• Tendency of reader to scan and discard
• Potential breakdowns in distribution
• Low to high anticipated acceptance of message
• Paper based

		3		Bulletin Boards		• Dedicated wall space centrally located in offices		• Available to a wide audience
• Easy access to controlled information		• Readers often do not take time to read
• Limited amount of information can be presented
• Messages should be changed frequently
• Medium to high anticipated acceptance of message

		4.		Newsletter		• Consumer electronic newsletter		• Consistent message
• Permanent record
• Professional
• Accessible by all employees		• Impersonal
• Comprehension of issues is uncertain (depends on attention of reader)
• One way
• Tendency of reader to scan and discard
• Potential breakdowns in distribution
• Possible challenge to get articles into newsletter 
• Moderate anticipated acceptance of message

		5.		Intranet		• On-line company information source
• Accessible to most personnel		• Consistent message
• Professional
• Well established
• Accessible by all employees

		6.		Steering Committee Meetings		• Executive Project leadership decision making body, Governance, Project Tracking
• Conducted on a Regular Basis		• Personal
• Participatory
• Consistent message
• Immediate communication and feedback
• Focused, relevant

		7.		EXCO meetings		• Executive leadership decision making body, Governance
• Conducted on a Regular Basis		• Personal
• Participatory
• Consistent message
• Immediate communication and feedback
• Focused, relevant

		8.		Information Sessions		• Expert led sessions designed to informally explain either potential changes		• Small audiences
• Informal
• Direct feedback
• High anticipated acceptance of messages		• Potential scheduling conflicts
• Communication required to announce the meeting
• Must debrief those unable to attend to minimize grapevine
• Sender must be knowledgeable about the message

		9.		Vetting Sessions		• Project stream led designed to update project sponsors on work details to date and to obtain agreement on issues identified		• Project Sponsors
• Informal
• Direct feedback
• High anticipated acceptance of messages		• Work in progress is communicated
• Must debrief those unable to attend to minimize grapevine

		10.		Group Teleconferences		Project members from Site A and Site B.		• Small audiences
• Informal
• Immediate communication and feedback
• Usually led by immediate supervisor, so the credibility of sender is high		• Potential scheduling conflicts
• Communication required to announce the meeting
• Must debrief those unable to attend to minimize grapevine
• Low to high anticipated acceptance of message
• Time must be managed, and call must be facilitated closely

		11.		One-on-one Communication		• Individual conversation to ensure buy-in and support and to answer questions		• Personal
• Immediate feedback and follow-up
• Quick to deliver
• Reinforced with nonverbals
• High anticipated acceptance of message		• Potential contradiction of verbal and nonverbal messages
• Time-consuming
• Personal style differences
• May lack consistency

		12.		Manager Meeting		• Includes all direct reports
•Structured and Focused
• Formal presentation or discussion led by manager at the local unit		• Focused
• Timely
• Evident sponsorship		• Potential scheduling conflicts
• Communication required to announce the meeting

		13.		Promotional Items		• Key chains, spill-proof mugs, stress-balls, Koozies, pens		• Fun
• Easy communication of logo/message		• Cost
• Have to evaluate audience; desk toys for workers who don’t have their own desk doesn’t make sense

		14.		Video Conferencing		• Video link ups to transmit messages or ideas when meetings in person are cumbersome		• Visual (involves multiple senses)
• Reinforced by graphics and nonverbals		• May not make sense for small audience
• Potential scheduling conflicts
• Graphics and nonverbals can distract or conflict
• Obtaining equipment can be a problem
• Obtaining facilities to hold conference can be a problem
• Facilities might not be convenient to senders and/or receivers
• High cost
• Low to high anticipated acceptance of message
• Sites require video-conferencing materials at both ends

		15.		Site Visits		• Visits to different sites to deliver key messages		• Personal
• Participatory
• Consistent message across Organization
• Immediate communication and feedback
• Focused, relevant		• Potential scheduling conflicts
• Grapevine may travel before Remote Office is addressed
• Must debrief those unable to attend to minimize grapevine
• Sender must be knowledgeable about the message
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Communication Plan

				Communications Plan

		Status		Date		Event/ Deliverable		Vehicle		Audience		Key Messages		Deliverable		Delivered From		Responsibility		Feedback Received

		Complete		2004/10/18		Project Launch		Electronic Mail		Organisation		· To create awareness and understanding of project
· To generate buy-in                                                                                                                                                                                           · To communicate that company employees assistance is needed				XX		SZGH		Site A responded negatively - focused communication and attention is needed

		Complete		2004/10/25		Project Governance		Electronic Mail		Organisation		· To communicate project governance structures                                                                                                                                               · To ensure business involvement                                                                                                                                                                     · Provide project with business leadership and ownership				XX		GH

		Complete Complete		2004/10/27; 2004/11/10; 2004/11/24; 2004/12/08		EXCO Presentation		Presentation/Electronic Mail/ Teleconference if necessary		EXCO		· Confirmation of expectations   - Status - Findings - Direction setting		EXCO Presentation and message around it (send before meeting)		YY		GH

		Complete		2004/10/29; 2004/12/10		Steering Committee		Presentation/Electronic Mail/ Teleconference if necessary		Steering Committee		· Status - Findings		Steering Committee Presentation and message around it (send before meeting)		YY		GH

		Complete		2004/11/01		Project and Team Site-Visit Awareness		Electronic Mail		Site A		· To create awareness and understanding of project and team site visit
· To generate buy-in                                                                                                                                                                                           · To communicate that company employees assistance is needed				ZZ

		Complete		2004/11/03		Project Awareness and Buy-in Presentation		Site Visit/Information Sharing		Sites A & B employe3es		· To create awareness and understanding of project
· To generate buy-in                                                                                                                                                                                           · To communicate that company employees assistance is needed and there are no hidden agendas				XX		AB/CT

		Complete Complete		2004/11/09; 2004/11/17; 2004/11/22		Vetting Sessions		Information sharing/workshop		Project Sponsor Group		· Review issue list to date				YY		GH/Project Team Leads

		Ongoing		2004/12/13		Project Status Update		Electronic Mail		Organisation		· To build on existing awareness and understanding of project
· To communicate project update and progress made and steps for next year                                                                                                                                             · To maintain buy-in				ZZ		SZ
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Communication Calendar

				Communication Calendar

										Oct-04

				Monday		Tuesday		Wednesday		Thursday		Friday		Saturday		Sunday

												1		2		3

				4		5		6		7		8		9		10

				11		12		13		14		15		16		17

				18		19		20		21		22		23		24

				Project Launch

				25		26		27		28		29		30		31

				Project Governance				EXCO Presentation				Steering Committee Presentation

										Nov-04

				Monday		Tuesday		Wednesday		Thursday		Friday		Saturday		Sunday

				1		2		3		4		5		6		7

				Project and Team Site-Visit Awareness				Project Awareness and Buy-in Presentation

				8		9		10		11		12		13		14

						Vetting Session		EXCO Presentation

				15		16		17		18		19		20		21

								Vetting Session

				22		23		24		25		26		27		28

				Vetting Session				EXCO Presentation

				29		30

										Dec-04

				Monday		Tuesday		Wednesday		Thursday		Friday		Saturday		Sunday

								1		2		3		4		5

				6		7		8		9		10		11		12

								EXCO Presentation				Steering Committee Presentation

				13		14		15		16		17		18		19

				Project Status Update and Steps for Next Year						Public Holiday

				20		21		22		23		24		25		26

																Public Holiday

				27		28		29		30		31

				Public Holiday
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7. Learn and improve

7. Learn and improve

The purpose of the  Learn and improve focus area is to ensure that there is ongoing learning and continuous improvement in how the 
organisation manages project-driven change.

This focus area involves:

-  The surfacing and recording of "lessons learnt".
-  Reviewing and updating change management methodology, tools and templates and the
   associated documentation

Purpose
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7. Learn and improve

7.1 Surface and record lessons learnt

Purpose The purpose of the processes associated with Surface and record lessons learnt is to ensure that the change management process is 
continuously improved, and that mistakes are not repeated, but rather serve as valuable learning opportunities. 

Objectives - Ongoing learning and improvement
- Effective knowledge management

Key inputs - Change management progress reports
- Change dashboard
- Results from all assessments conducted during the initiative
- Risk and issue registers

Minimum Outputs - Lessons learnt report

Role players Change ManagerResponsible

Project ManagerAccountable

Change AgentSupport

Human Resources PractitionerConsulted

Project Sponsor

Change LeaderInformed
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7. Learn and improve

Example lessons learntRecommended 

tools
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SSKC CM Lessons Learnt 


Project Initiation 


1. Build full alignment from the outset rather than just aiming for budget approval   


2. Define critical mass of leadership support required to initiate project 


3. Define time required from all client role players up front, by project phase 


4. Evaluate business load vs. time requirement 


5. Apply Time vs Resource vs Scope Triangle logic explicitly 


6. Define project objectives, benefits and KPI's at leadership/strategic level 


7. Involve change management/train senior management 


Project Preparation 


8. Build time required for change activities into overall plan - link to project resources 


9. Contracting session with all key project resources 


a. Define temporary reporting lines 


10. Position CM correctly - need "teeth" 


11. Involve CM team from the very start in planning 


12. Select project resources effectively - use role definitions & check "fit" 


13. Schedule business resources WAY ahead - easier to shift meetings around/"placeholder" 


14. Clarify documentation/training process and RACI 


15. Define role mapping approach, integration with Authorisations and RACI 


Blueprint 


16. Spend time to properly align ARIS methodology with project methodology - worthwhile to do this as a once-off internal project? 


17. Documentation must be better controlled and more complete 


18. Ensure proper engagement with model 


19. Allow adequate time 


20. Baseline offers value but can work against us - position effectively 


21. Invest more planning and time in sign-off process, define what sign-off is and what it is not 


Realisation 


22. Ensure that training is done within a bigger context of the overall training strategy 


23. Role mapping is compromised if the business environment is not stable 


24. Role mapping requires proper understanding of the process 


Final Preparation 


25. Define/understand implications of dependency on business resources 


Go Live and Support 


26. Embedding - start sooner, budget more for this 


27. Make business person accountable for this 


28. Link back to defined KPI's/benefits 


CBI 


29. Link back to defined KPI's/benefits 


General 


30. Train all project resources in basic SSKC methodology 


31. Introduce standards, templates and methodology 
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7. Learn and improve

7.2 Participate in process to review and update methodology, tools and templates and associated documentation

Purpose The purpose of the processes associated with Review and update methodology, tools and templates and associated documentation is 
to ensure that the output of the lessons learnt exercise is incorporated in a practical and controlled manner into the organisational "way" 
of doing change management. 

Objectives - Capitalise on lessons learnt
- Ensure ongoing improvement of approach

Key inputs - Lessons learnt document

Minimum Outputs - Updated methodology, tools, templates and associated documentation

Role players Change ManagerResponsible

Project SponsorInformed
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